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ABSTRACT
Second language (L2) vocabulary learning is at the core of language learning and
use. Studies have shown that native speakers and L2 learners perceive lexical errors as
the biggest obstacle in effective communication (Gass & Selinker, 2008). As a result, the
learning and teaching of vocabulary must be one of the focal points of L2 learning.
This study quantitatively investigates the effectiveness of two vocabulary learning
strategies, the keyword method and the visual support method. Using these two
strategies, L2 learners can store the word‟s meaning both visually and linguistically by
creating a “dual coding” (Paivio & Desrochers, 1981) of the word. The keyword method
is a strategy that utilizes the association of a first language word (a keyword) with the
unknown L2 word through the use of a mental image whereas the visual support method
is a strategy that utilizes a visual image.
In four L2 intact classes over a 6-day treatment period, participants learned 24
Spanish concrete nouns using both the keyword and visual support methods in one of two
presentation orders. Using a pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed post-test design,
results indicated that the use of an image, whether mental or visual, increased L2
learners‟ knowledge of form, meaning, and use of L2 vocabulary. Qualitative analyses of
vocabulary notebooks/journals and surveys revealed that participants‟ preferences for and
experiences with each learning method were influenced by individual likes and dislikes
of each treatment. Since vocabulary acquisition is such a complex and multi-faceted
process (Nation, 2001), educators have the responsibility to implement and encourage the
use of various L2 vocabulary teaching and learning strategies. This research thus aims to
reveal how an image can be worth a thousand words in the L2 classroom.
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CHAPTER 1
THE IMPORTANCE OF VOCABULARY
The second language (L2) learner experiences first-hand the importance of having
an extensive vocabulary. Vocabulary acquisition is vital to the effective L2 language
learning. Since a word is not an isolated unit of language, Richards (1976) and Nation
(1990, 2001, 2003) identify a word‟s various functions in the interconnected systems of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Knowing a word involves knowing the form,
meaning, and use, and through the process of noticing, retrieval, and elaboration, the L2
learner can better remember a word (Nation, 2001).
L2 vocabulary learning is at the core of language learning and use and is one of
the critical building blocks in second language acquisition (SLA). As a heart pumps
vitality into the human body, the vocabulary breathes life through meaning so that
speakers can better communicate in a given language. In order to communicate in a
variety of discourses, an L2 learner needs to have a quite extensive vocabulary. Because
of this, vocabulary needs to be constantly nurtured through effective methodology.
Although mental imagery was utilized as a memory tool as far back as 500 years
B.C. and concrete vocabulary was being presented through pictures in texts as early as
the Middle Ages (Sadoski & Paivio, 2001; Schmitt, 2000), there has been very little
research done about the use of the image in L2 vocabulary learning. According to Allen
(1983), before the 1970s, there had been a lack of L2 vocabulary research due to the
emphasis on grammar and sentence structure in grammar translation and audiolingual
approaches1. If a learner was exposed to too many words, it was believed that the learner
would create sentence construction errors. Vocabulary was thought of a less important
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component of language learning since syntax and phonology were at the forefront of
investigation. Gleason (1961) exemplifies the attitudes of vocabulary in the past by
explaining, “In learning a second language, you will find that vocabulary is
comparatively easy, in spite of the fact that it is vocabulary that students fear most.” (p.
7). Since it was thought to be a simple process, vocabulary was rarely taught by teachers.
Because learners feared it, they rarely initiated learning vocabulary.
Nonetheless, in the last 35 years, there has been an overwhelming surge
examining L2 vocabulary learning as an inseparable and integral part of learning any
language. Language teachers have realized the need to implement strategies and activities
that require more attention and use in production tasks as well as explicit, intentional, and
mediational strategies in order to improve the vocabulary development of the L2 learner
(N.C Ellis, 1994; Hulstijn, 2003; Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; Nation, 2001).
Sagarra and Alba (2006) argue that the keyword method, a strategy that utilizes
the association of a first language (L1) word called a keyword with the L2 word through
the use of a mental image, results in better retention of vocabulary than rote
memorization or semantic mapping. By creating a mental image along with a verbal
definition, the learner can store the meaning of the word both visually and linguistically
and create a “dual coding” (Paivio & Desrochers, 1981) and a “deeper processing” (Craik
& Lockhart, 1972) of the word being learned. Generating these same elements, Akbari
(2008) concludes that using a visual image during vocabulary learning is an effective way
of increasing vocabulary knowledge.
Given that the utilization of the mental and visual images has been traced back
over 2500 years, there is continued need to examine the benefits that the image can have
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in the modern L2 classroom. Recent L2 vocabulary research has shown that the
utilization of these images have encouraged L2 vocabulary learning. However, further
investigation needs to be done to evaluate the distinct benefits between mental and visual
images.
The problem
As recent studies have shown, native speakers and L2 learners perceive lexical
errors as the biggest obstacle in effective communication (Allen, 1983; Bowen, Madson,
& Hilferty, 1985; Gass & Selinker, 2008). Often, “vocabulary is the area that learners
seem most conscious of” (R. Ellis, 1985, p. 104) when using an L2. This awareness
coupled with lexical errors make L2 learners realize that acquiring a vast lexical arsenal
is necessary to convey meaning and to communicate with others. Without a substantial
vocabulary, breakdowns in communication commonly occur between speakers
(Lightbown & Spada, 2006).
Because of an increased interest in vocabulary, L2 vocabulary acquisition is
starting to become a highly studied discipline in the field of applied linguistics today.
However, even with additional research in L2 vocabulary acquisition field over the last
35 years, no agreement has been reached on the most effective method to teach and learn
L2 vocabulary. In order to pinpoint the best method to approach the teaching and
learning of vocabulary, the learner and teacher must understand what it is to know a
word. According to Nation (2001), the most recent literature states that knowing a word
involves knowing its form, meaning, and use not only through the receptive skills that
include listening and reading, but also through the productive skills that include speaking
and writing (Crow, 1986; Davies, 1976; Nation, 2001, 2003; West, 1937).
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However, learning the form, meaning, and use of every vocabulary item through
this receptive/productive distinction in a L2 lexicon is a very overwhelming task. Given
the complexities of knowing a word, the understudied L2 vocabulary acquisition field
presents problems to the L2 learner. Because of this, the teaching and learning of
vocabulary must be one of the focal points of L2 learning. L2 learners must be equipped
with the proper tools in and out of the classroom so that they can adequately develop their
vocabulary. Consequently, this vocabulary will allow learners to become better L2
readers, listeners, writers, and speakers.
The aim of the present study
Although the oral production of vocabulary items in discourse is an integral part
in knowing a language, my dissertation research will focus on another integral
component of vocabulary acquisition, the written production of lexical items. This study
of written production will examine the benefits of using a mental (keyword method) or
visual image (visual support method) in the acquisition of L2 vocabulary by using a pretest, immediate post-test, and delayed post-test design for six intact classes (four
experimental groups and two control classes) over a 6-day treatment period as well as
qualitative data collection through the creation of vocabulary notebooks/journals.
I will demonstrate that through the use of an image, whether mental or visual, the
L2 learner will increase his/her knowledge of the form, meaning, and use of Spanish
concrete nouns as measured by immediate and delayed written post-tests. By analyzing
participants‟ tests scores on the written tests, my study will determine whether the use of
visual support is more effective in teaching vocabulary in the L2 classroom than the
keyword method. In addition, through the utilization of the participants‟ test data and
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vocabulary notebooks/journals, I will illustrate that in the context of the L2 classroom
that the visual support method is more time-effective and the preferred choice for L2
learners.
Since vocabulary is such an important component of L2 language development,
this research will contribute valuable insight to the field of applied linguistics. To my
knowledge and research, I am unaware of any studies that have investigated the
similarities and differences of the use of a mental image versus a visual image. Therefore,
through the lens of the keyword and visual support methods, this study will provide
insight on how the use of an image can better facilitate the learning of an L2, more
specifically its vocabulary.
Hence, the aim of this dissertation is four-fold. First, I will explain in detail the
form, meaning, and use of a word and how these three components of knowing a word
are further broken down into the receptive/productive distinction. Second, I will explain
in detail both the keyword and visual support methods and the concepts in which they are
grounded: depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), the involvement load
hypothesis (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001) and dual coding theory (Paivio & Desrochers,
1981). Third, this study will demonstrate that through the use of an image, either mental
or visual, the L2 participant will improve knowledge of the form, meaning, and use of
Spanish concrete nouns. Fourth, this study will answer specific questions about the most
effective way to teach and learn Spanish concrete nouns through the comparison of the
keyword method and visual support methods.
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CHAPTER 2
WHAT IS IT TO “KNOW” A WORD?
Based on my own experience as a L2 learner and teacher, I have found that a
common L2 language goal is to know every word of the target language. Although
acquiring every word of a language is almost impossible, it is crucial to learn a significant
number of words in order to communicate effectively in a variety of written and spoken
discourses. Since learning a large amount of L2 words does not happen overnight,
teaching and learning vocabulary must constantly be nurtured so that L2 learners can
convey their ideas and thoughts effectively.
Words have power. Therefore, vocabulary has power; the power to communicate
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. However, language users utilize countless words on a daily
basis without even thinking. Many people do not even realize the power that they hold
through the words that they speak and write. “Words are supremely important. Everyone
needs them . . . We would be quite lost without them” (Aitchison, 2003, p.3).
Due to the importance that vocabulary holds for each language learner, it is
essential that L2 teachers focus on the teaching of L2 vocabulary so that this vocabulary
can be used effectively on a daily basis and in various manners. Crystal (2006) puts it
best when she affirms, “Words have no life on their own. It is people who have life, and
it is they who give life to words.” (p. 149). L2 language learners must be mindful of L2
vocabulary learning strategies in order to better help them learn vocabulary so that they
can breathe life into the L2 being learned. With this breath, learners will become closer to
knowing L2 vocabulary.
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Recent literature shows that learning vocabulary and truly knowing a word can be
a very complex and involved process. For this reason, acquiring a large vocabulary is
even a more daunting task than a learner might envision when learning a language.
Before describing the various facets of what it is to know a word, it is crucial to define a
word.
What is a word?
“When people think of a language, they think almost inevitably of words:
vocabulary” (Stubbs, 1986, p. 99). Vocabulary makes language happen. Each word is a
building block of language and “is the most central element in the social system of
communication” (Labov, 1973, p.340).
Even though there has been agreement that words are important ingredients of a
language, there has been little agreement on the definition of a word. Nonetheless, it is
important to discuss several approaches that attempt to characterize a word since the
object of instruction for this study is vocabulary, more specifically, the learning of 24
Spanish concrete nouns.
Words are often viewed in terms of types or tokens (Singleton, 1999, 2000).
Using my own example, I will illustrate the difference between these two categorizations.
The sentence I really like milk chocolate and dark chocolate contains 7 words (I, really,
like, milk, chocolate, and, dark) if the sentence is viewed in terms of types, or lexical
items, that have a distinct and different identity. On the other hand, if this same sentence
is viewed in terms of tokens, an occurrence of a lexical item, the example sentence
contains 8 words (I, really, like, milk, chocolate, and, dark, chocolate).
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Singleton (2000) also provides the example, “going, going, gone” (p.10) to
discuss this classification. In terms of types, there are two words (going, gone) while in
terms of tokens, there are three words (going, going, gone). However, if this phrase is
viewed in terms of usage, there is only one word, the verb go. The technical term for this
lexical entity is a lexeme whereas the concrete representations of this entity are word
forms.
Another approach to looking at a word is orthographically2. From an orthographic
perspective, “a word is defined as a sequence of letters bounded on either side by a blank
space” (Singleton, 2000, p.6). This definition can work for some alphabets such as the
Roman alphabet. However, according to Singleton, for languages like Japanese where
word boundaries are not marked in its writing system, word segmentation in writing is
more difficult. In addition, Singleton points out that using the orthographic approach to
define a word seems somewhat unusual since written language usually has succeeded
spoken language.
An additional approach to defining a word is the phonetic3 approach. By means of
this approach, a word is defined by the way the word sounds and how it is identifiable
from other sounds “irrespective of the particular sound-systems of specific language”
(Singleton, 2000, p.7). However, as one knows, in a normal rate of speech it is hard to
identify individual words and phonetic boundaries. Because of this, defining a word
utilizing this approach is very limited.
A word can also be defined in terms of semantics4. The semantic approach tries to
define a word in terms of meaning. Some words in a language communicate an individual
meaning. For example, Singleton (2000) indicates that the word ant expresses a single
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meaning. However, this 1:1 ratio is not always the case for all words. Some words carry
various meanings. For example, using my example, the word spring can convey several
meanings that include but are not limited to the season, the object that regains its shape
after being compressed, and a time of growth.
In addition, there are words that are single lexical items, but when separated two
individual words surface. For example, using Singleton‟s (2000) example, teapot can be
thought of as a single lexical item. Conversely, when separated it is made up of two
words; tea and pot. There can also be lexical items that are combinations of elements that
are not written as one word. For example, using the author‟s example, a pub in British
English is known as a public house (Singleton, 2000).
The grammatical approach defines the word in grammatical terms. According to
this method, words have “„positional mobility‟” and “are not fixed to specific places in a
sentence” (p. 9). Using my own example, the sentence The boy sleeps in the bed can be
reordered into In the bed the boy sleeps. Words also possess internal stability, that is,
within a word the order to morphemes remains consistent. Using my own example, the
word beds (bed + s) cannot be changed to *sbed.
As one can see, just from detailing this small number of approaches, there are
several ways in which a word can be defined. For this dissertation study, I will be
defining a word in terms or types. Therefore, each word in the treatment period is a
lexical item that has a distinct identity.
In addition to the problems that arise in defining a word, there can also be
difficulties in finding a 1:1 ratio for a word and its meaning. Although the 24 Spanish
concrete nouns being used in the study may have multiple meanings depending on usage,
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expressions, etc., for the confines of this study, I am presuming that there is a fixed
meaning for each of the 24 unknown L2 words being learned by the participants in the
treatment period.
Having defined what a word is and specifying that the study‟s vocabulary items
have fixed meanings, it is now crucial to discuss what constitutes knowing a word. Does
a learner only need to know how to spell the word to know the word? Does the learner
only need to know how to pronounce the word to know the word? According to Nation
(1990; 2001), a word is not an isolated unit of language since each word fits into many
interlocking systems and levels. Because of this, knowing a word is a very complex
practice and many variables must be taken into account when acquiring vocabulary.
Over the last few decades, the vocabulary field has emerged on the forefront of
SLA research. I will present a brief overview of the various models of vocabulary
learning and describe in detail Nation‟s (2001) notion of knowing a word and its
complexities which is the basis for this study. Although it might be perceived that word
knowledge can be quite straightforward, this overview indicates that word knowledge is
measured in complex ways and knowing a word is not black or white.
Word knowledge
Cronbach’s (1943) assessment of word knowledge
Cronbach (1943) assesses word knowledge through what the learner demonstrates
with target vocabulary. His five evaluative techniques include generalization, application,
breadth, precision, and availability. These five measurements of word knowledge focus
on the learner‟s ability to use a word as well as his/her knowledge of the target
vocabulary.
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If a learner is able to generalize, he/she is able to define a word. Applying a word
occurs when a learner identifies a situation in which the word could be used and then
applies it to that context. If a learner has breadth of a vocabulary item, then he/she has
knowledge of a word‟s multiple meanings. Assessing the precision of vocabulary
measures the learner‟s ability not only to apply a target vocabulary item correctly, but
also to recognize when this item is being used inappropriately. Finally, if a word is
available to a learner, he/she can use the target word in conversation and in thinking.
Dale’s (1965) conceptualization of word knowledge
Dale (1965) conceptualizes word knowledge by creating a 4-stage system.
According to this system, word knowledge is categorized by one of the following four
classifications.
Stage 1 is identified by the learner never having seen or heard the word before.
Stage 2 knowledge indicates that the learner hears the word, but doesn‟t know what the
word means. If a learner reaches Stage 3, the learner can recognize the word in context.
Finally, Stage 4 denotes that the learner knows one or more of the word‟s meanings.
Although this system shows that a learner can have partial and contextual knowledge of a
word, it does not adequately describe or clarify what it is to know a word.
Richards’ (1976) vocabulary components for the classroom syllabus
For the L2 learner, knowing a single lexical item is a very involved process. In
order to define the role of vocabulary in language teaching, Richards (1976) breaks
vocabulary teaching into several components in order to create exercises for the L2
classroom syllabus. Through his consideration of the classroom syllabus, Richards (1976)
informs us that vocabulary is often neglected in L2 classrooms (Coady, 1997).
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According to Richards (1976), the elements of knowing a word incorporates
various fundamentals including the L2 learner‟s recognition that some L2 words are more
frequently used than others and understanding that the probability of word occurrence
helps to identify the associations that can be made with other L2 words. Richards also
notes that knowing a word entails knowledge of the derivations that can be made from its
underlying form. By understanding these derivations, the learner can create links between
the derivations and the L2 word being learned. In addition to the L2 word‟s frequency,
associations, and derivations, the syntactic behavior is also important so that the L2
learner can understand how the word can be used structurally in a sentence. Although the
production of the word in the spoken and written form is very important in knowing a
word, Richards (1976) concentrates on word recognition.
Carter’s (1998) notions on word knowledge
Carter (1998) expands on what it is to know of word to include the productive use
of lexical items and the ability to recall a word and use it actively. In addition, Carter
proposes six other characteristics of knowing a word. These other traits include knowing:
1) the probability of encountering the word in spoken and/or written contexts, 2) the
word‟s syntactic category and its derivations and underlying forms, 3) how this word is
related to other words, 4) the word‟s functions in various types of discourse, 5) the
various meanings and collocations that can be associated with the word, and 6) the
memorized expressions that occur with the word so that the word and expressions can be
used in discourse.
Schneider, Healy and Bourne’s (2001) four levels of vocabulary knowledge
Although many people have perceived vocabulary learning as a very easy
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endeavor, Richards‟ (1976) and Carter‟s (1998) views indicate otherwise. To further add
to the intricacies of vocabulary, Schneider, Healy and Bourne (2001) outline four levels
the L2 learner must master in order to know a word. These levels include: 1) producing
the unknown L2 word in a spoken or written context, 2) differentiating this unknown
word from others L2 words, 3) connecting this L2 word with words in the learner‟s L1
and 4) being bidirectional with the L2 word so that if the L2 word is given in the L1, the
learner can produce its equivalent in the L2.
Word knowledge summary
From the above history on word knowledge, it is clear that prior to the 1990s, the
focus of word knowledge was being able to recognize the target vocabulary. Not only
was utilization in the correct context and word recognition important, but also knowing
the word‟s meaning was an integral component of word knowledge. In addition, if the
learner was able to make associations with the target vocabulary word and other words in
the language, the learner was that much closer to fully knowing a word. However,
starting in the 1990s, there was a shift of focus to the production of the target vocabulary
especially in spoken form. This production in oral discourse is also a key component in
Nation‟s (2001) knowing a word.
Nation’s (2001) knowing a word
Building upon Richards' (1976) and Carter‟s (1998) ideas, Nation (1990) outlines
with much detail what it is to know a word. Nation (2001) has since revised this
framework and indicates that the three principal parts of knowing a word are its form,
meaning, and use, each of which has three distinct sub-categories, nine in total.
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Moreover, each of the nine sub-categories of form, meaning, and use can be
further broken down into the receptive and productive components. Nation (1990, 2001)
asserts that when a learner is listening or reading and perceiving the form of a word and
retrieves its meaning; the learner utilizes the receptive vocabulary. On the other hand,
through the acts of speaking or writing, the learner accesses the productive vocabulary
when he/she wants to express the meaning of a word and then produces it in the
appropriate written or spoken form (Nation, 2001). Therefore, the receptive element
makes the use of the passive skills of listening or reading while the productive feature
utilizes the active skills of speaking and writing (Corson, 1995; Kamil & Hiebert, 2005;
Laufer, 1998; Meara, 1990).
When combining these three principal components, their sub-categories and
receptive and productive components, according to Nation (2001), a learner completely
acquires a word when he/she knows its 18 components. In order to better exemplify the
form, meaning, and use of a word and all of its sub-divisions, I will use my own concrete
example of the English word bed in the following explanation to better exemplify
Nation‟s knowing a word. Table 1 features this example.
The sub-categories of form include 1) spoken form, 2) written form, and 3) word
parts. In other words, the learner knows the word‟s form in both oral and written
mediums. Additionally, the learner recognizes the parts that make up the word; for
example, a prefix, a suffix, and the stem. Furthermore, Nation (2001) mentions that
knowing the word parts can also include knowing other members of this word‟s family as
well as different forms of this word.
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Table 1
The three sub-categories of the form, meaning, and use and their receptive/
productive distinction of the word bed

Principal
component

Form

Meaning

Subcategory

Receptive component

Productive component

Spoken

The learner knows that
The learner individually
when another speaker
pronounces the word bed
pronounces the word bed, as [bεd].
it sounds like [bεd].

Written

The learner knows that
when the word bed is
read, it consists of three
letters in the sequence
b-e-d.

The learner individually
writes and spells the word
bed.

Word Parts

The learner recognizes
that there are no prefixes
or suffixes associated
with the root word bed.

The learner provides the
word form to express the
meaning that is signaled
by bed.

Form and
Meaning
Connection

The learner recognizes
that bed signals a certain
meaning.

The learner uses all the
three segments in order to
express the meaning of
bed.

Concept and
Referent

The learner recognizes
that the underlying
concept of bed is a
rectangular area in which
someone or something
rests with several uses
such as the bed you can
sleep in or flowerbed.

Upon meeting the word
bed in use, the learner
recognizes what realworld item it is referring
to; for example, the bed
you can sleep in or
flowerbed.

Associations

Upon seeing or hearing
bed, the learner thinks of
words that are associated
with it; for example,
bedroom or bedding

The learner uses words in
place of bed; for example,
instead of flower bed, the
learner uses flower
garden.
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Table 1 (continued)
The three sub-categories of the form, meaning, and use and their receptive/
productive distinction of the word bed

Principal
component

Use

Subcategory

Receptive component

Productive
component

Grammatical
Functions

The learner recognizes
that bed occurs in certain
patterns.

The learner uses bed
in the correct
grammatical
structures.

Collocations

The learner recognizes
what other words usually
occur with bed.

The learner uses the
correct types of
words with bed.

Constraints
on Use

The learner recognizes
where, when, and how
often bed will occur in
written and spoken
contexts.

The learner uses the
word bed according
to the constraints on
it; depending on
social circles, one
might say flowerbed
as opposed to flower
garden.

Knowing the form of the word bed, the learner knows its 1) spoken form, 2)
written form, and 3) word parts. Knowing the spoken form of the word bed receptively
entails that the learner knows what the word bed sounds like when another interlocutor
pronounces it. On the productive side, when a learner knows the spoken form of bed,
he/she is able to independently pronounce the word.
Knowing the word‟s written form receptively, the learner knows that it is made up
of three letters when he/she hears the word bed. Productively, when a learner knows the
written form, he/she independently writes and spells the word bed.
Knowing its word parts of bed receptively suggests that the learner recognizes
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that bed does not have a prefix or a suffix attached to the root word bed. On the
productive side, the learner know bed‟s word parts when he/she can identify the word
form to use to express the meaning that is signaled by bed. For example, the learner uses
the noun form of the word bed to signal the place in which a person sleeps.
The principal component of meaning can be divided into the sub-components of
1) the connection/link that can be made between the written form and meaning of the
word (the form and meaning connection), 2) the word‟s concept and referents, and 3) the
word‟s associations. It is important to note that the first sub-category of the meaning
component combines both form and meaning. When a learner knows this link, the learner
is able to connect the form to the meaning of the word. In addition, the other two subcomponents indicate that the learner understands what is included in the underlying
concept of the word and what this concept refers to in the real world. Finally, knowing
the meaning of a word indicates that from this unknown L2 word, the learner is able to
make associations and relationships to other words.
When a learner receptively knows the connection between bed‟s form and bed‟s
meaning, he/she knows that a certain meaning is signaled by the form bed. Productively,
the learner uses all three letters of the word bed to express its meaning.
When a learner knows the bed‟s concept and referent, the learner is aware that the
underlying concept of the word bed is an area where someone sleeps. Conversely, a
learner productively knows the concept and referent of bed when he/she encounters the
word in use and knows what it refers to.
Knowing the associations of bed illustrate that the learner makes links with other
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words associated with the word bed when he/she sees or hears the word bed. Knowing
associations productively, a learner uses other words in place of bed.
Use can be sub-divided into 1) the word‟s grammatical functions, 2) the word‟s
collocations, and 3) the constraints on the word‟s use. For this reason, knowing the use of
the word suggests that the learner is aware of what grammatical structures the word
occurs in. In addition, this breakdown indicates what other words can appear with the
word being learned, and where, when and how often the word will occur in written and
spoken contexts.
Using the example of bed, a learner receptively knows the grammatical functions
of the word bed when the learner realizes that this word occurs in certain patterns.
Productively, the learner correctly uses the word bed in grammatical structures.
When knowing collocations receptively, the learner identifies what other words
can occur with bed. If the learner knows this component productively, the learner uses
these words correctly with the word bed.
When the learner knows constraints on use receptively, he/she is familiar with the
frequency of where, when, and how the word bed occurs in written and spoken contexts.
On the other hand, when a learner productively knows constraints on use, the learner can
correctly use the word bed in accordance with the constraints imposed on the word via
social circles, etc.
Even if an L2 learner masters all the conceptualizations of word knowledge as
presented in the word knowledge overview as well as Nation‟s (2001) 18 components of
knowing a word, this attainment still does not help identify the most effective way in
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which to learn and teach L2 vocabulary. Before describing some L2 vocabulary
strategies, types of vocabulary learning will be discussed.
Implicit and explicit vocabulary learning
When the L2 learner is learning new vocabulary, it is important to secure the
meaning of the L2 vocabulary. This can be done by finding a translation equivalent to the
learner‟s L1. It is crucial that the instructor explain the meanings explicitly. In other
words, the teacher fully and clearly expresses the meanings of words to the learner so that
he/she can think about these meanings.
On the other hand, the L2 learner can learn vocabulary implicitly. When an L2
learner has implicit knowledge, the learner has acquired it without conscious reflection.
For example, when meanings of vocabulary items are not directly expressed, the learner
acquires knowledge without knowing that learning is taking place. This type of learning
can also be referred to as incidental (N.C. Ellis, 1994; Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 2000).
Learning vocabulary is most effective when both implicit and explicit learning are
combined to focus on the form, meaning, and use of the vocabulary items. Merging these
two types of learning allows the L2 learner to learn vocabulary most effectively since
certain knowledge of vocabulary is learned best through specific types of learning
(Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 2000).
For example, in order to acquire the principal component of form it is important
that the L2 learner is able to notice the form and learn it implicitly. The L2 learner can
meet the vocabulary item and its word form various times in readings and/or exercises in
order to learn it most successfully. In order to learn the principal component of meaning
most effectively, there needs to be strong explicit learning. Therefore, activities that
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require depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) such as the use of images and
elaboration should be utilized to concentrate on meaning. Finally, the principal
component of use is best learned through a combination of explicit and implicit learning.
Through explicit guidance and feedback, the L2 learner can most effectively acquire this
element of word knowledge (Nation, 2001). Although the implicit and explicit learning
were not key foci in this dissertation study, I did consider them in the study‟s treatment
activities. These activities are described in detail in Chapter 4.
Repetition of vocabulary items
While focusing on both explicit and implicit learning, Nation (2001) also points
out that repetition is extremely important in vocabulary learning. The more times the L2
learner meets the vocabulary item, the more likely it will be able to be accessed and
recalled. “Repetition thus adds to the quality of knowledge and also to the quantity or
strength of this knowledge” (Nation, 2001, p.76). In addition, Schmitt (2000) points out
that after a word is introduced for the first time, the instructor must continue to
reintroduce and recycle the word in various activities. If it is not, the vocabulary item is
bound to be forgotten by the student since it was forgotten about by the teacher.
Although there has been research of the number of times an item should be
repeated and whether or not these repetitions should be spaced according to a certain time
limit or memory schedule5 (Pimsleur, 1967), the focus of this dissertation study does not
concentrate on the type and amount of repetitions. However, it is important to mention
that throughout the treatment period which will be discussed in full detail in Chapter 4,
the targeted vocabulary items were repeated several times throughout the treatment‟s
activities.
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Noticing, retrieving, and elaborating vocabulary
In addition to the role of explicit and implicit learning and repetition, Nation
(2001, 2003) also identifies that noticing a word, retrieving the word, and then
elaborating the word are important elements to reaching a vocabulary learning goal.
According to Nation (2003), “noticing involves paying attention to a word as a
language feature” (p. 396). This noticing can be done through a typographical feature that
may include italics or boldface print. This example of noticing stems from the Schmidt
(1990) noticing hypothesis. Schmidt states that “conscious processing is a necessary
condition for one step in the language learning process, and is facilitative for other
aspects of learning” (p. 131). Therefore, for increased L2 vocabulary learning, items must
be noticed when they are learned.
However, this noticing of lexical items is a “private experience” (Schmidt, 1990,
p.132). Therefore, each learner has an individual encounter with L2 vocabulary. Often
when something is noticed, the learner can make a connection or a link can be made with
something that has been noticed in the past. Upon comparing what has been noticed with
prior experiences, the learner can have a deeper understanding or insight on what was just
noticed. As a general rule, “those who notice most learn most, and it may be that those
who notice most are those who pay attention most” (Schmidt, 1990, p. 144). However,
just because something is noticed does not necessarily mean that it will be retained. In the
same vein, although words are noticed by the learner, it does not mean that the learner
will process the words deeply (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) in order to retain them.
The learner can strengthen the learning of the vocabulary item “once a word has
been noticed and some memory trace of it remains” (p. 396). This retrieval process can
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be either receptive or productive. Receptive retrieval requires a learner to recall part of or
all of the meaning of a word when the spoken or written form is given. On the other hand,
expressing meaning of a vocabulary item by recalling the spoken or written from is
productive retrieval. Encouraging retrieval can be done by reading a story more than once
or by designing speaking activities where the learner must reuse the words given in the
written input. It is important to note that the retrieval process does not occur when both
the form and meaning are given and visible to the learner (Nation, 2003).
Elaborating is the final condition that can improve vocabulary learning. This
process is more effective than just the retrieval process since elaboration utilizes retrieval
in order to improve memory and strengthen the target vocabulary item. Examples of
elaboration can include generative use, using mnemonic techniques like the keyword
method or implementing rich instruction on the target vocabulary.
Generative use can either be receptive or productive. Receptive generative use
involves “meeting a known word in listening or reading where it is used in a way that
stretches its meaning for the learner” (Nation, 2003, p. 396). However, productive
generative use is when the learner uses a known vocabulary item in a context that he/she
has not used this word in before. Mnemonic techniques are those that employ memory
strategies. The keyword method is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Regarding
vocabulary, rich instruction is a type of educational approach where several of the
components of knowing a word are given attention where students are constantly engaged
in a variety of activities (Nation, 2003).
Regardless of whether rich instruction is put into practice, it is important to design
input and output activities that encourage vocabulary learning. Input activities should be
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designed so that they provide a sufficient amount of input that promotes deliberate
attention to the target words. In addition, input activities should focus on low numbers of
unknown words. According to Nation (2001), output activities should be designed so that
the written input of a task contain about 12 target words since only about five or six will
be learned. In addition, Nation (2003) indicates that the vocabulary words be highlighted
and repeated where possible and that the information is split or roles are assigned so that
all learners are actively engaged. Since the main foci of this dissertation are the keyword
and visual support methods, how the two treatments and their activities made use of the
prime conditions of noticing, retrieval, and elaboration (Nation, 2003) will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 3 and 4.
Reducing Nation’s (2001) knowing a word for the confines of this study
Although the 18 components of knowing a word are all essential in to L2
vocabulary learning, it is impossible to create exercises and activities for the L2
classroom where the instructor and/or the student can concentrate on all 18 components
during one lesson or even one week‟s worth of lessons. However, referring to Table 1,
the L2 instructor can utilize the understanding of these 18 characteristics of word
knowledge to make better decisions regarding the L2 classroom and the teaching and
learning of vocabulary. By knowing how all the facets of vocabulary knowledge fit
together, the instructor can better integrate them into the normal, daily activities of an L2
classroom (Nation, 2001).
Therefore, based on a past pilot study that I completed, for the confines of this
study on Spanish concrete nouns, I reduced my focus to the following three subcategories of word knowledge: 1) the written form, 2) the form and meaning connection,
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and 3) the grammatical functions. Since the treatment period was only six classes,
focusing on these three key ingredients of knowing a word was a feasible and realistic
goal for the treatment time frame. Although I briefly described the 18 components of
word knowledge in an above section, I would like to describe in further detail these three
components of word knowledge that I will be focusing on for this dissertation study so
that they can be better identified and understood when they are mentioned in subsequent
chapters.
The written form of vocabulary has much to do with the vocabulary item‟s
spelling. Depending on how the language learner perceives the phonological structure of
the language affects his/her ability to spell and learn the word form component correctly.
If there are distinct differences and/or similarities between the L1 and L2, learners can
have difficulty and/or ease respectively in recognizing and producing the word form. The
learning burden of the vocabulary item will depend on the amount of parallels between
the L1 and L2 (Nation, 2001).
The form and meaning connection is an integral part in knowing a word. Not only
does the L2 learner need to know the form of the lexical item and the meaning, but it is
crucial that the learner is able to link both the form and the meaning with each other
(Nation, 2001). Using my own example, a learner of Spanish may be aware of the word
madrugada. This learner may also realize that there is a concept for the early morning.
This learner may also know that the word form madrugada is the appropriate form to
communicate the concept of early morning. However, it is possible to be familiar with the
form madrugada and have no concept of its meaning. Furthermore, it is possible to
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recognize the form and be familiar with the appropriate concept, but still not be able to
connect the two together.
Nation (2001) indicates that making this form-meaning connection is easier if the
L1 form “relates to roughly the same meaning” (p. 48) in the L2. The stronger the
connection the learner has between the form and meaning of the word being learned, the
easier it will be to retrieve the word form when expressing its meaning. That is the reason
why cognates, words of similar etymological origin with parallel forms and
pronunciation, are easier to learn for the L2 learner. For example, using my own example,
the Spanish form restaurante for the English form restaurant is a cognate that may be
easier to learn for the English-speaking L2 learner of Spanish since it resembles his/her
L1.
The final of the three concentrations for this dissertation study is the grammatical
functions category. In other words, the learner must know the word‟s part of speech as
well as the patterns it, as belonging to that part of speech, can fit into in order to use it
properly. Using my own example, a learner knows a possible pattern for restaurante
when it is coupled with the definite article el to form el restaurante. Just as was
mentioned with the written form and the form and meaning connection, if there are
parallels between the L1 and L2, the learning burden will be lessened and the L2 learner
will be able to draw upon similarities to discover the grammatical functions of the word
being learned with more ease.
It is my hope that through the treatment period, participants increase their
knowledge of the above three components of word knowledge. In order to provide
evidence of this vocabulary learning, assessments that measure these foci will be created
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so that participants can be tested in a reliable and appropriate manner. In the next section,
I focus on vocabulary assessment and its importance in L2 vocabulary acquisition.
Vocabulary assessment
Creating assessments is central to gauge whether or not students have mastered
certain concepts of the Spanish language. Since there are a multitude of components that
make up the framework of knowing a word and vocabulary acquisition is such a complex
and multi-faceted process, it is a challenge to assess all of these 18 components as
outlined by Nation (2001) on one assessment. Just as it is not realistic to teach all 18
types of vocabulary knowledge in one classroom lesson, Meara (1996) points out that
there may be a practical problem with creating a test to measure all vocabulary
knowledge components. It would be a huge task for any instructor. One way to combat
this dilemma is to create assessments to assess the learner at various stages of vocabulary
learning to ensure the successful acquisition of certain vocabulary components before
moving onto other components (Bowles & Salthouse, 2008). Nonetheless, Milton (2009)
believes that all of these 18 components of vocabulary cannot be operationalized and
measured successfully. Regardless, the L2 instructor should determine the classroom
vocabulary learning objective and/or goal and what vocabulary components are the foci
of the lessons in order to assess them appropriately. Then the purpose of the assessment
can be identified and an appropriate test can be created for the learner (Schmitt, 2000).
There are two distinct approaches to vocabulary assessment. On one hand, it is
crucial to assess learners‟ knowledge of the meaning and usage by testing the target
vocabulary as separate units. Often this type of assessment is an objective one where each
unit can be assessed by a single item with a single correct answer. Since each answer is
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either correct or incorrect in this type of test, it is considered objective. On the other
hand, it is important to assess vocabulary as it interacts with other facets of language
knowledge (Read, 2000). The assessment questions utilizing either approach can evaluate
receptive and/or productive knowledge.
However, Milton (2009) points out that there might be problems with measuring
productive vocabulary knowledge. Not only is there a dilemma with the best approach to
quantifying this knowledge, but the learner‟s productive knowledge is generally less than
his/her receptive knowledge. This difference is common since the learner‟s passive
knowledge of recognizing vocabulary will surely differ from the way in which he/she can
use vocabulary. Perhaps this difference can be explained by the contextual clues that the
learner can use to reach meaning while listening or reading versus retrieving specific
vocabulary for use in speaking or writing (Milton, 2009; Waring, 1997).
Therefore, the instructor should take this into consideration when assessing
productive knowledge. Nonetheless, the productive vocabulary needs to be assessed so
that the instructor can grasp the problems that the learner is encountering so that help can
be given so that the learner can continue to increase his/her vocabulary knowledge.
Milton (2009) suggests that some ways to test productive vocabulary is through
controlled and elicitation tasks, free production tasks, and word association tasks. I will
discuss in detail this dissertation study‟s assessments in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
SECOND LANGUAGE VOCABULARY TEACHING STRATEGIES
Since words are such a crucial part of communication and there is a variety of
vocabulary components to master just one word, the L2 instructor needs to have
strategies and techniques in place to assist the learner in acquiring L2 vocabulary with
more ease and more success.
At the initial stages of vocabulary learning, Carter (1998) explains that words are
not effectively learned in context, but rather in a list of paired words. While learning
vocabulary by a list of paired words, a list is given to the learner that contains the L2
target word being learned with a translation in the L1. Nation (1990) notes that various
reports show that if words are repeated a sufficient number of times by the learner, they
are retained. However, vocabulary knowledge is now regarded as even more of a
complex entity. Therefore, in many L2 classrooms there has been a shift to integrating
other L2 vocabulary learning methods that concentrate on engaging the learner‟s depth of
processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), imparting a high involvement load (Hulstijn &
Laufer, 2001), and employing the dual coding theory (Paivio & Desrochers, 1981). After
describing these three cognitive models of lexical processing in this chapter, I will
discuss in detail the two particular strategies that are the foci of the study‟s treatment: the
keyword method and the visual support method.
Cognitive models of lexical processing
Depth of processing
Craik and Lockhart (1972) present the notion of depth of processing and suggest
that “depth of processing or degree of stimulus elaboration” (p.677) assists in learning a
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new word and determines the retention of it. Craik and Lockhart indicate that activities
that require a deeper analysis include “sensory analyses, pattern recognition, and stimulus
elaboration” (p.676). Therefore, they propose that an elaborate processing will lead to
increased learning and a higher retention than less complex processing. If an L2 learner
pays more attention to certain components of a lexical item, such as orthographic or
prosodic features, the learner has a higher chance to learn and retain that vocabulary word
(Hulstijn, 2001).
Therefore, using the framework of this model, according to Nation (1990), if a
learner analyzes words in combination with associations or images, these words will be
stay in the learner‟s mind for a longer period of time. As stated by Schmitt (2000), “The
more one manipulates, thinks about, and uses mental information, the more likely it is
that one will retain that information” (p.121). Therefore, with regards to vocabulary
learning, as an extension of the depth of processing model, the more a learner is engaged
with a vocabulary item, the more likely that he/she will learn it, retain it, and use it in the
future (Schmitt, 2000). For that reason, this study‟s focus is on engaging learners through
the use of an image.
Brown and Perry‟s (1991) study compares three different learning strategies all of
varying depth of processing as per Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Two levels of English as a
second language (ESL) classes, a total of 60 native Arabic speakers, were divided into
three treatment groups each, for a total of six intact classes. Each group experienced
either the keyword, semantic, and keyword-semantic treatment over the course of a 4-day
treatment period. In all treatments, participants were presented with the targeted
vocabulary and the definition. More specifically in the keyword6 treatment, participants
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were given a L1 keyword for each lexical item and practice in making interactive mental
images that connected the L1 keyword with the L1 meaning of the L2 word. During the
semantic treatment, participants were given examples of the vocabulary item in
sentences. In this treatment, participants were also given a question for which it was
mandatory for them to answer using the target vocabulary word. The keyword-semantic
treatment groups received both treatments as described in the keyword and semantic
treatments above. The keyword method is described in greater detail in subsequent
sections.
Post-treatment tests that included recognition and cued-recall were conducted one
day after treatment and nine days after treatment. Recognition tests consisted of multiplechoice tests while during cued-recall learners were asked to produce the English
definition from the target words. Results from both pos-tests showed that the keywordsemantic strategy increased vocabulary retention more than the keyword and semantic
strategy alone. These results claimed to confirm the depth of processing theory (Craik &
Lockhart, 1972) by showing that “when elaboration occurs at a number of levels,
memory traces are even stronger” (Brown & Perry, 1991, p. 665).
Often in a classroom, teachers need to put a variety of strategies into practice
instead of just a single one. The implementation of the combined keyword-semantic
strategy mirrored a typical classroom situation and showed that utilizing a blending of
techniques can effectively contribute to the L2 learner‟s vocabulary growth by making
more resources to acquire a more diverse and varied vocabulary available. However, it is
important to note that there may be limitations with the results of the Brown and Perry
(1991) study since many of the vocabulary words used in the treatment were quite
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abstract, therefore, making them difficult to image. Because of this difficulty, participants
might have felt the need to use the semantic strategies more than the keyword imaging
strategies (Hall, 1988; Hall, Wilson, & Patterson, 1981; Raugh & Atkinson, 1975).
Involvement load hypothesis
Although Craik and Lockhart (1972) define depth of processing and elaboration
in their seminal paper, they do not operationalize these constructs in detail. Because of
this, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) propose the involvement load hypothesis in order
operationalize the concepts as proposed by Craik and Lockhart. According to the
involvement load hypothesis, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) conclude that L2 learners better
retain information through higher involvement load activities. Every activity can be
described in terms of its involvement load. The involvement load can be broken down
into three factors and their degrees of importance. These three factors include 1) need,
2) search, and 3) evaluation.
When the learner is attempting to acquire a new vocabulary item, he/she decides
how much desire there is to know the word. Depending on the type of need, the learner
decides how he/she will search for the meaning of the target word and then evaluate it
with previous knowledge. “The need component is the motivational, noncognitive
dimension of involvement” (p.543) and can be classified in one of two levels: moderate
or strong. A moderate need is imposed by an external agent. For example, the need is
moderate when the teacher asks the L2 learner to use a L2 word in a sentence. On the
other hand, a strong need is one that is self-motivated by the L2 learner. For example, the
need is strong when the L2 learner decides to look up a word in an L1-L2 dictionary
when writing a composition.
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The other facets of the involvement load are the cognitive elements of search and
evaluation which are dependent on the form-meaning relationship of the target word.
During the search component, the L2 learner attempts to find the meaning of a L2 word,
either by consulting a dictionary or another authority. However, during evaluation, the
learner compares the unknown L2 word and its meaning with other words and meanings
that he/she knows in order to assess whether or not the unknown L2 word fits its context.
The learner will then decide if this newly acquired word will be used for the present
situation.
All of the involvement load factors need not be present in a single activity.
However, the combination of these elements and their degrees of prominence indicate the
involvement load. In order to test the involvement load hypothesis, Hulstijn and Laufer
(2001) used six intact groups of university students learning ESL and had them complete
the following three tasks of decreasing involvement load: 1) composition with
incorporating target words, 2) reading comprehension with a fill-in activity aimed at
using the target words, and 3) reading comprehension with L1 glosses given for target
words. Activity #1 included a moderate need and strong evaluation. Activity #2 consisted
of a moderate need and moderate evaluation while activity #3 incorporated a moderate
need but no search or evaluation. After analyzing the learners‟ retention scores on an
immediate post-test and a delayed post-test, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) concluded that
the higher the involvement load of a task, the better the words will be retained by the
learner.
Since my study gives attention to the use of the mental and visual image in
vocabulary learning techniques, I would like to include an example of how the
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involvement load would be applied to activities utilizing an image. For example, when
applying the concepts of the involvement load hypothesis to the use of an image, a high
involvement load will be required. It is the hope that the learner will be intrinsically
motivated and therefore have a strong need to know the target vocabulary. Hopefully, the
learner will then search for the meaning of the word and then evaluate it based on this
desire. For example, the L2 learner will notice a concept presented in an image and have
the need to find the L2 word. Through the subsequent search and evaluation, the
unknown L2 word will be better retained. Due to the high involvement load associated
with the use of an image, there is unquestionable need to study the keyword and visual
support methods and their benefits in L2 vocabulary acquisition.
Dual coding theory
History
In addition to depth of processing and the high involvement load being associated
with the two treatments of this study, the keyword method and the visual support method
also employ the dual coding theory (DCT). Before describing in detail the main
assumptions of this theory, it is important to understand this theory‟s beginnings.
According to Yates (1966), DCT had its beginnings some 2500 years ago. Even
thousands of years ago, people were using imagery as a memory technique. The use of
imagery evolved into other applications intended to help learners acquire knowledge.
“Language was always implicated but became explicitly involved as an educational
partner when imagery began to be systematically externalized as pictures” (Paivio, 2006,
p.1).
Records indicate that the use of mental imagery appeared in early Greek writings.
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Around 500 B.C. the poet Simonides is said to have invented a mnemonic7 system that
used imagery as its principal memory component. He stressed that creating an orderly
arrangement of images and placing images on certain places or loci were central in
memory aids. Not only was this technique used by philosophers, teachers or rhetoric, and
orators at the time such as Cicero and Quintilian to memorize long speeches, but it also
continues to be useful today.
Imagery was also prominent in the work of Plato and Aristotle in the years 400 300 B.C. Comparing memory to a wax tablet, Plato said that images are stamped into our
mind like just like impressions made into a wax tablet since a thought or perception stays
in our mind as long as the image lasts (Paivio, 1979; Yates, 1966). According to
Aristotle, thoughts and mental images worked hand-in-hand and one was always with the
other (Sadowski & Paivio, 2001). He also believed that the mind was able to isolate
images and suggested that sets of images could be arranged and systematized through
thought (Sadowski & Paivio, 2001).
Between the 5th and the 15th centuries, there was no one theory of imagery that
emerged in the Middle Ages (Bundy, 1927). However, scribes who wrote illuminated
manuscripts illustrated them in such a way that made the pages much more memorable.
In order to mark divisions in the book, colored initials were utilized, and often in the
margins images were painted in order to coincide with the accompanying text‟s main
ideas or key words (Sadowski & Paivio, 2001). Although no one theory was at the
forefront, the image seemed to play a prominent role in making writings unforgettable.
During the Renaissance between the 14th to 16th centuries, there was an even
greater emphasis on language than in years past. A connection was also made between
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words and things through an emergence of images, a utilization of symbols, and an
application of mnemonic devices in order to assist in memory. Images became prevalent
in many texts to convey ideas and thoughts and became a prevailing force in education
(Rossi, 2000).
In the 17th century, Jan Amos Comenius, an educational pioneer, had a profound
influence on education by organizing schools, formulating theories of education, and
instructing teaching methods. One of his most important contributions was his book
entitled Orbis Sensualium Pictus (“The world explained in pictures”) which was intended
to teach Latin in a rather quick, fun, and effective way. Comenius was definitely well
beyond his time as this “mother of all children‟s picture textbooks” (Paivio, 2006, p.2)
departed from the traditional way of teaching Latin and integrated some ingenious
techniques to learning languages. He incorporated the use of the L1 along side of the
Latin and coupled this with various illustrations that were numbered and corresponded
back to text. Since its first publication in 1658, this picture book has been used as a
model for more than 200 editions in over 20 languages (J. Bowen, 1967; Paivio, 2006). It
is evident that the use of the picture was highly regarded in Comenius‟ work and other
works in the Renaissance.
According to Paivio (2007), the use of imagery and pictures through the ages
draws many similarities of DCT‟s educational applications. However, not until recently
has evidence become available that justifies the science behind DCT framework. This
empirical evidence has led to a resurgence of imagery and an educational perspective on
DCT in the last few decades (Paivio, 2006).
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Framework
Human cognition is unique in that it has become specialized for dealing
simultaneously with language and with nonverbal objects and events” (Paivio, 1986, p.
53). DCT tries to explain the “complex encoding operations that transform and elaborate
stimuli which come in contact with the cognitive system” (Clark & Paivio, 1987, p.5-6).
These operations determine how well new information is learned by and retained by the
learner. Mnemonic or memory strategies as well as techniques using imagery have been
shown to activate these encoding processes which in turn increase learning. Robertson
(2003) indicates that “everyone‟s memory gets worse with age, but visual memory holds
up better than word memory” (p. 114). If this is the case, investigation of vocabulary
strategies that employ this visual memory and DCT, such as the keyword and visual
support methods, should be at the forefront of SLA research.
According to DCT, upon seeing an image, the brain is activated twice. For
example, when the learner is learning the word dog, the brain‟s language system stores
the concept dog, but the brain‟s visual system also stores a copy of it (Robertson, 2003).
Therefore, through the use of the image, the learner gets “two brain activations for the
price of one” (p. 113).
In other words, when you learn words that can also trigger visual or other
images, you get twice the number of brain areas called into action. This
may explain why you remember the picture of the dog better than the
word dog. (Robertson, 2003, p. 114)
According to DCT, a verbal system and a nonverbal system are at work in
cognition. The verbal system deals with language whereas the nonverbal system or an
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imagery system deals with nonlinguistic objects and events. Paivio (1971) suggests that
visual and verbal information are processed differently. Since processing occurs along
different channels, separate representations of this information are created. These
representations can then be stored and used later when retrieved through a visual or
verbal cue. Upon receiving incoming information, the appropriate system is activated and
is processed as linguistic or nonlinguistic information. Even though each system can be
activated on its own, both systems are interconnected in the sense that each system has
the capability to begin activity in the other system (Paivio, 1986).
The verbal system can rely on the nonverbal system‟s knowledge. However, the
verbal system dominates in certain tasks while the nonverbal in others. Images that are
stored by the learner and then retrieved through a visual or a verbal cue can consequently
benefit recall and assist in problem-solving (Paivio & Lambert, 1981; Yuille &
Marschark, 1983). Nonetheless, DCT also presumes that each system can function
independently or that both systems can be “active in parallel” (Paivio, 1986, p.54) to
“mediate nonverbal and verbal behavior” (Paivio, 2006, p.3).
Integrating activities that utilize DCT framework has definite advantages to the
learner if employed by the instructor. For instance, using my own example, if the learner
is watching a documentary on Spain, the images shown and the accompanying narration
can improve learning since each the verbal and visual system are processing information.
Since both of these systems are not in competition with one processing can occur along
individual channels.
Empirical evidence
According to Paivio (2007), the learner‟s memory performance usually uniformly
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increases from abstract words to concrete words7 to objects or pictures. Because concrete
memory surpasses abstract memory performance (Paivio, 1986), “the concreteness
advantage is even more striking in associative memory tasks in which recall of response
items is cued by concrete stimulus words or by pictures” (Paivio, 2006, p.4). DCT
hypothesizes that concrete words are dually coded by both the verbal and nonverbal
system. Not only can an image be created by the learner during the presentation phase,
but it is also used by the learner during word recall. This dual coding can be explained by
two hypotheses.
The first hypothesis states that since each the nonverbal and verbal codes function
independently, they each can have additive effects on recall. Various experiments
(Paivio, 1975; Paivio & Lambert, 1981) have shown “that the nonverbal code is
mnemonically stronger” (Paivio, 2006, p.4). For this reason, the nonverbal code has been
shown to enhance recall better than the verbal code. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the effect of mental and visual images in SLA in order to recognize the
potential that these images can have on L2 learning.
The second hypothesis is the conceptual peg hypothesis. It suggests that upon
being presented with concrete nouns, the learner creates mental images based on
experience. Other words can also hang onto these images, thus suggesting that mental
images act as “conceptual pages that link, integrate, and unify memories” (Sadowski &
Paivio, 2001, p.110). For example, the learner can create a compound image that links
certain pairs of target vocabulary. Using my own example, the learner can generate the
image of a dog eating a shoe based on his/her past experience if formally presented with
the word dog. During recall, according to the conceptual peg hypothesis, if presented
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with the concrete stimulus of a dog, the learner will have the tendency to recall the
response shoe due to the image created during the presentation. In this sense, the stimulus
word, dog, acts as a conceptual peg that creates an image of another word, the response
word, shoe, that it can hang onto (Dilley & Paivio, 1968; Paivio, 2006).
The conceptual peg hypothesis has been used to explain paired-associate (PA)
learning. In a significant study by Dilley & Paivio (1968), 120 English-speaking children
learned a list of L1 vocabulary in one of two ways: visually and verbally. From these two
methods, one of four different combinations of paired-associates were presented to
learners: picture-picture (P-P), picture-word (P-W), word-picture (W-P), and word-word
(W-W). After vocabulary presentation, verbal recall was tested. Results showed that
recall was highest for the picture-word combinations, thus showing evidence for the
conceptual peg hypothesis. Although the pictures had positive effects as stimuli, there
was a negative effect for pictures as responses. As predicted, this negative effect was
found in children, not adults, since children have difficulty in decoding images into
verbal responses.
In Sadoski‟s (1985) study, child participants read a story with a dramatic climax
from an unillustrated basal reader.8 During recall, participants answered comprehension
questions, retold the story, and reported any images from the story either prior to or
following storytelling. Children who were questioned before story recall and reported an
image that corresponded with the climax remembered more of the story than those who
did not report an image. There was no difference found for participants that recalled
images post story recall. In line with the conceptual peg hypothesis, Sadoski (1985)
proposed that this image was the conceptual peg for story recall.
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These studies (Dilley & Paivio, 1968; Sadowski, 1985) confirm that the use of
imagery and DCT can be beneficial in the learning process. In addition, DCT has been
substantiated by studies done on the keyword method, one of the treatments used in this
dissertation research, and through the use of pictures. Although the experiments that
focus on the use of pictures are not identical to the visual support treatment that is used in
this research, these studies provide a link to this method and its benefits. For the above
reasons, I will discuss several noteworthy studies related to this dissertation‟s two
treatments in subsequent sections of this chapter.
The keyword method
Although Atkinson (1975) coined the term keyword, this method is thought to
have been invented as early as the 19th century. Feinaigle (1813) introduced main
principles associated with what would be later called the keyword method, and then a few
decades later Rev. J.H. Bacon (1862) wrote about the phonetic link method in order to
describe French vocabulary learning. His description of learning the word tree in French
bore striking similarities to the processes that are emphasized while learning vocabulary
using the present day keyword method.
The keyword method is described as being “atomistic” (Singleton, 1999, p.51). In
other words, it is a synthetic strategy used in the classroom where “the different parts of
language are taught separately and step-by-step so that acquisition is a process of gradual
accumulation of the parts until the whole structure of the language has been built up”
(Wilkins, 1976, p.2). According to Singleton (1999; 2000), an atomistic technique such
as the keyword method can be helpful in the early stages of L2 learning by giving the
learner a strong foundation on lexical items. However, the keyword method is best
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known as a mnemonic or memory strategy for vocabulary learning and teaching. More
specifically, this memory technique utilizes an approach in which, “a strong link [is
made] between the form of the unknown word and its meaning” through the use of a
mental image (Nation, 2001, p.311).
Regardless of how this technique is labeled, after being introduced to and
provided with or finding the meaning of the L2 target word, the keyword method consists
of two steps. First, the learner and/or teacher must think of a L1 word (a keyword) that
looks or sounds like part of or all of the unknown word. Therefore, a keyword sounds like
part of or all of the L2 word. However, it generally has no relationship to the L2 word
except for a likeness in form. Second, an image must be created in the learner‟s mind that
combines the L1 meaning of the L2 target word with the keyword. In this mental
imagery link, both the keyword and the meaning should be interacting in a way that the
learner can easily remember it (Atkinson, 1975; Nation, 2001).
More recent literature states the keyword method consists of three steps. First, the
learner will think of a keyword as discussed above in step 1. Second, the learner needs to
connect the meaning of the L2 target word and the meaning of the L1 keyword together.
Third, the learner must create a mental picture of these two meanings interacting together
(Nation & Newton, 2009). The second step in the 2-step process as just described in the
last paragraph has been broken down into the last two steps in this 3-step process. Since
the 2-step process is more streamlined, it is used during the keyword treatment in this
dissertation study.
Regardless of the number of step process, as a result, upon being presented with
the L2 word, the learner will recall the keyword. Consequently, this recollection will
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bring to mind the link made between the keyword and the L2 word, which in turn will
allow the learner to remember the L1 meaning of the target vocabulary. Since this
technique requires the learner “to make both form associations through the L1 keyword
as well as conceptual associations through the link between the L1 keyword and the L1
translation” (Sagarra & Alba, 2006, p. 229), this technique entails significant depth of
processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).
According to Atkinson (1975) if an English L2 learner using the keyword method
wants to learn the Spanish word caballo, which is the word for horse, the learner could
apply the 2-step process in the following way. First, the learner could use eye as the L1
keyword since caballo contains a sound that resembles the word eye. Second, the learner
could create a mental interactive image involving an eye with a horse. Figure 1 is a
possible mental image a learner could create to recall the Spanish word caballo
(Atkinson, 1975).
Another example as cited by Atkinson (1975) details how a learner could learn
the Spanish word pato, which is the English word for duck, using the keyword method.
First, the learner could create the L1 keyword pot since the word pato has a sound that
resembles pot in its pronunciation. Next, as shown in Figure 2, the learner could create an
interactive mental image of a duck wearing a pot on its head to connect the L1 keyword
with the meaning of the L2 word. Although these images can be drawn as illustrations,
the images created through the keyword method are traditionally only mental
representations that the L2 learner visualizes during the keyword process. It is also
important to note that even though these two examples base their keywords on the
stressed syllable of the L2 word, it is not a requirement of this technique.
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(Atkinson, 1975)
Figure 1. Keyword method interactive image for L2 word caballo.

(Atkinson, 1975)
Figure 2. Keyword method interactive image for L2 word pato.
Alternate applications of the keyword method have also been mentioned in
literature. One of these is to have the learner verbally elaborate the keyword and the
definition. Here a sentence would be created linking the keyword to the meaning of the
L2 word in a meaningful sentence (Rohwer, 1973). Using my own example with one of
the previous keyword eye and L2 meaning horse, a possible meaningful sentence might
be “The eye of the horse was brown”.
Another application of the keyword technique is teaching the learner the steps of
recoding, relating, and retrieving (Mastropieri, 1988). Although this approach takes into
consideration the steps involved according to Atkinson (1975), this 3-phase process may
be easier for students to relate to in the classroom setting. During the recoding process,
the learner chooses the keyword that sounds like part of or all of the word to be learned.
In the relating step, students link the keyword to the definition of the L2 word using an
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interactive mental image. Finally, in the retrieving process, the student attempts to recall
the meaning of the target word.
In addition to the way the keyword method should be applied and taught to the L2
learner, there continues to be great debate about the generation of keywords and the
interactive images for the keyword method to be most effective. Whether the keyword
originates with the teacher or the learner can influence the results of this technique. The
advantages and disadvantages of teacher- versus learner-generated keywords are
discussed in the next section.
Teacher- versus learner-generated keywords and interactive images
Often a teacher finds that a student is unknowingly using the keyword method to
help themselves learn vocabulary (Nation, 2001), even before being instructed on how
this strategy works. The keyword technique is one that can be independently done by the
L2 learner or as instructed by the teacher. In a typical keyword application, the learner is
presented with three things: the L2 target word, the L1 translation, and a keyword that
sounds like or looks like the L2 target word (Desrochers & Begg, 1987). The learner then
must create an interactive image combining the L1 translation with the keyword.
However, if the learner is being instructed by the teacher, the instructor assists in
producing the interactive image for the word being learned.
The decision of whether to employ teacher- or learner-generated keywords can be
a problematic matter since both approaches can have its advantages. After studying an
undisclosed number of participants learning 120 Russian vocabulary words through the
keyword method, Atkinson (1975) noted that generating the keyword for learners who
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had no or little experience with the L2 language was optimal. The more familiar the
learner was with the language, the more success that he/she had in generating keywords.
More recent studies indicate that it remains unclear as to whether the teacher or
learner should create the keyword and the interactive images (Carter, 1998; Fuentes,
1976; Hall et al., 1981; Levin, Shriberg, Miller, McCormick, & Levin, 1980; Pressley,
Levin & Delaney, 1982; Pressley, Levin, Nakamura, Hope, Bispo, & Toye, 1980). The
teacher can provide a strong foundation for the imagery links; however, the teacher will
never be able to prove that the learner is utilizing the provided interaction since creating a
mental image is very subjective. It is a very personal experience for the learner
(Richardson, 1999).
Although the instructor still cannot prove that the learner is using the selfgenerated keyword and interactive image, the benefit of having the learner generate
his/her own keyword (Joe, 1995; Sagarra & Alba, 2006) is that the L2 learner is more
involved with the process and creating his/her own keywords may be more meaningful.
According to this involvement load hypothesis (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001), self-generated
keywords which require a strong need will aid in better retention of vocabulary words
than teacher-generated keywords that only involve a moderate need (Hulstijn & Laufer,
2001; Sagarra & Alba, 2006). For this reason, participants in this dissertation study selfcreated keywords. I describe in detail the process of how these keywords and interactive
images were created in the Methodology chapter.
The key ingredients for the keyword method
Although Carter (1998) states that they keyword method is “one of the strangest .
. . techniques” (p. 194), there have been several studies concerning the keyword method
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and its effectiveness in the SLA classroom (Atkinson, 1975; Beaton, Gruneberg and Ellis,
1995; Levin, McCormick, Miller, Berry & Pressley, 1982; Pressley et al., 1982; Sagarra
& Alba, 2006). “The keyword method provides a direct link between the vocabulary item
and its definition” (Pressley, Levin & McDaniel, 1987, p. 119-120). When the vocabulary
item is given to the learner, the learner can directly go to the keyword, then to the
interactive image, and then finally to the definition of the vocabulary word. “This direct
retrieval path” (p. 120) is what gives the keyword method an edge over other vocabulary
learning strategies. According to Paivio (1986),
The dual coding interpretation is that the keyword method explicitly brings into
play both verbal and imaginal processes. The acoustic bridge is provided by the
phonemic properties of L1 [L1] keyword representations and the sounds of the L2
[L2] target items, which the learner generates from visually presented words or
remembers as episodic traces if the items had been presented auditorily. . . . The
use of the imagery component initiates the development of appropriate referential
interconnections” (p. 253-54).
Therefore, in the case of the keyword method, through a mental image with an
accompanied verbal definition, the learner is able to code the word in two ways: visually
and linguistically. During this “dual coding” (Paivio, 1986; Paivio and Desrochers,
1981), if either of the verbal or image memory systems fail, then at least one of the
systems can still be used for learning, making the keyword method effective in teaching
L2 vocabulary.
Through the above quote, one can see that the physical qualities are of importance
for the application of this technique. The keyword chosen by the learner or given by the
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instructor is crucial for implementation of this method. The first variable to consider is
how much the keyword resembles the unknown L2 word. If there is more overlap
between the L1 keyword and L2 word, there will be less “cognitive transformations . . .
necessary to reconstruct the foreign form” (Desrochers & Begg, 1987, p.70). A keyword
is deemed more effective when fewer transformations are necessary. Let‟s consider
creating a L1 keyword for the L2 word bufanda for a native English speaker. If the
learner creates the keyword boo, no transformations would be necessary to make the
keyword boo sound like the first syllable of bufanda since it alone resembles the first
syllable. However, if the learner creates the keyword bowling, more transformations
would be required for bowling to resemble the first syllable of bufanda. Therefore,
according the keyword method, the keyword boo would be a better choice for the
keyword. In actuality, the learner‟s keyword can only be as effective as the size of his/her
L1 vocabulary and his experience with and knowledge of the L2. For example, the
vowels in Spanish and English are somewhat different. If the learner is unfamiliar with a
Spanish word‟s pronunciation due to unfamiliar articulatory features, he/she may have
difficulties in creating an L1 keyword that resembles the L2 word (Carter, 1998).
Another important feature of the keyword itself is the location of the overlapping
part of the keyword and the foreign word. Data has shown in word fragment students that
use of the initial fragment of the word being learned aids in better recall. (Horowitz,
Chilian & Dunningan, 1969; Horowitz, White & Atwood, 1968; Loess & Brown, 1969).
Therefore, if the keyword overlaps with the first part of the unknown L2 word, recall may
prove to be better. However, L2 learners may not always create a keyword that overlaps
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with the first portion of the L2 word nor it is mandatory of the keyword method.
Nonetheless, instructors can encourage students to do so when integrating this technique.
In addition to the physical qualities of the keyword, the type of image created is
also crucial. The learner may be influenced by the semantic factors associated with the
keyword when creating the interactive image. The meaning of the keyword may be a
factor when choosing it if it elicits a more memorable mental interactive image when
coupled with the meaning of the L2 target word than with a keyword that would produce
a less remarkable mental image (Desrochers & Begg, 1987). Therefore, the “imagery
value” (p.71) is very critical. The more imageable items are, the more recallable they are
for the learner. (Paivio & Desrochers, 1979; Pressley, Levin, & Miller, 1981)
Some investigators indicate that the more bizarre the image is, the easier the
lexical item will be recalled (McDaniel & Einstein, 1986; Lorayne & Lucas, 1974).
Although McDaniel and Einstein (1991) were not studying the effects of the keyword
method, they have shown that bizarre imagery effects can have a facilitative effect on
recall even though processing a bizarre image can take longer than processing a common
image. For example, it may take longer to process the more bizarre image of a dog riding
a bike down the street (McDaniel & Einstein, 1991) than the more common image of a
dog chasing a bike down the street (McDaniel & Einstein, 1991). However, it is expected
that the learner will most likely remember the bizarre image with more ease since it is out
of the ordinary and requires more depth of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). It is
important to keep in mind that the bizarre mental interactive image that is created by the
learner in the keyword technique is not meant to exist forever in the mind of the learner.
It should only exist temporarily and fade from the learner‟s memory after it has helped to
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form an association between the form of the L2 word and its L1 meaning. Therefore, the
keyword should not interfere with L1 retrieval over time (Crutcher, 1992; Hulstijn,
1997).
Noteworthy keyword method studies
Although the keyword method was being used in the 19th century, it was not
considered an area of interest in the early 20th century. Not until the 1970s did researchers
start studying the usefulness of this technique experimentally (Desrochers & Begg,
1987). Ott, Butler, Blake, and Ball (1973) were the first to study the keyword‟s
effectiveness. In this study, four groups of 18 university students each utilized
interactive-image mnemonics (keyword method) to learn German vocabulary. One of the
two experimental group utilized investigator-generated interactive pictures while the
other group generated their own interactive images. Therefore, the first experimental
group truly did not implement the keyword method by definition; participants in this
group were given the interactive image to look at and did not just visualize it in their
minds. Of the two control groups, one attempted to learn vocabulary through repetition
whereas the other group was not instructed to utilize any strategy. The results of
immediate and delayed post-tests concluded that the experimental groups recalled
approximately twice as many of the vocabulary items. The test results as well as analyses
of self-reports where participants explained how they learned the vocabulary suggest that
the use of an elaboration technique, in this case a mnemonic strategy, was effective in
learning L2 vocabulary.
In another noteworthy study, Atkinson and Raugh (1975), using two groups of 26
university participants each, studied the effectiveness of the keyword method by
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comparing a keyword method group and a control group. During the keyword method
treatment, although the keywords were investigator-generated, the participants needed to
come up with the mental interactive image on his/her own to learn three sets of 40
Russian vocabulary words. In the control group, the participants were instructed to learn
the vocabulary in whatever way they chose to. On immediate and delayed comprehensive
tests, the keyword method proved to be very effective. The average test score was 72%
for the keyword group while this score for the control group was 46%.
Since this study in 1975, there have been many other studies that continue to test
the keyword method. In Pressley et al.‟s (1982) review and interpretation of almost fifty
studies of implementing the keyword method for L1 speaking of English learning
German (Desrochers,Wieland, & Cot´e, 1991), Spanish (Raugh & Atkinson, 1975;
Kasper & Glass, 1988), Chinese (Wang & Thomas, 1992), English (Elhelou, 1994), and
Tagalog (Wang, Thomas, & Ouellette, 1992), it was concluded that 1) the keyword
method is more effective than repetition, 2) the keyword method can be used with
concrete nouns, verbs, abstract nouns, and adjectives, 3) the L2 word recall is not delayed
while using the keyword method.
N.C. Ellis & Beaton (1993) investigated the factors that influence the ease in
which a L2 learner learns vocabulary by examining forty-seven native speakers of
English learning German vocabulary in one of three treatments: repetition, keyword or
“own” strategy. In the repetition group, participants repeated aloud each pair of words
until a subsequent pair was presented. In the keyword group, participants were given the
keyword and the imagery link to create an image to learn the vocabulary items. Finally,
in the own strategy group, participants were instructed to learn the vocabulary as best as
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they possibly could by using a strategy of their choice. Upon analyzing the types of
keywords given to the participants and their recall of the targeted vocabulary, keyword
effectiveness, particularly in the case of receptive learning, was influenced by the part of
speech and the extent to which the keyword was imageable. They also concluded that
keywords must also share considerable acoustic similarity with their foreign words to be
effective reminders in productive learning.
A 10-year follow-up study on one L2 learner‟s implementation of the keyword
technique (Beaton et al., 1995) showed the possible effectiveness of this method. In this
case study, a 47-year old man utilized the keyword method while learning Italian through
an Italian course called Linkword in 1983. The 10-hour course utilized the keyword
method for most of its vocabulary learning. In 1993, 10 years after completing this
course, the male learner traveled to Italy and wanted to know how much Italian he
remembered from his 1983 course. Without reviewing any of the 350 words on his test
before taking it and just being given the L1 translation, the learner was able to write
35.2% of the L2 words without errors and 51.9% of the words with minimal error. After
studying the list for just 10 minutes, the learner identified 65.7% of the words correctly
and 76.3% with only minimal error. Finally, after studying the words for an hour and a
half, these percentages increased to 94.6% and 99.4 respectively. Through this study,
Beaton et al. (1995) demonstrated that the keyword method can have an immense impact
on vocabulary retention 10 years after implementing the strategy. This study illustrates
that when a learner takes sufficient time to understand the keyword method, the rewards
of long-lasting effects are well worth the effort and time put into learning the technique.
In order to test the efficacy of this technique, using 778 university participants,
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Sagarra and Alba (2006) examined the effectiveness of three vocabulary teaching
methods: rote memorization, semantic mapping, and the keyword method. Twenty-four
three-syllable, low frequency Spanish words of the same grammatical category were
chosen by these two investigators. In the treatment, the 778 participants learned the 24
words in three series of eight; each series of eight words was learned through one of the
three methods being compared: rote memorization, semantic mapping, and the keyword
method.
In the rote memorization, through either visual or oral rehearsal, the participants
needed to memorize the L1 translation of a L2 word. Instructed not to find any other links
but written ones, during this treatment, participants read silently and wrote the wordtranslation pair in their study booklets. Using the semantic mapping technique,
participants graphically represented words related to the target word in a diagram. In this
treatment, participants created a conceptual map by creating a diagram with L1 words
that had semantic associations to the L2 word. The keyword technique implemented was
as described in the above section. During the keyword method treatment, learners made
an association between an L1 keyword and the L2 target word and then created a mental
image that allowed the participant to recall the meaning of the L2 word. In order to verify
that the learners did invent keywords, participants recorded the link in their study booklet
(Sagarra & Alba, 2006).
After analyzing the results of the pre-test, immediate post-test and delayed posttest of every participant, Sagarra and Alba (2006) concluded that the keyword method
results in better retention of vocabulary than rote memorization or semantic mapping
since it employed DCT. Although semantic mapping also is grounded in DCT, the
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keyword technique facilitated better retention since the phonological form for the L2
word was more effective than attending to the meaning of the L2 word through
associations. For example, the keyword tobacco to remember the Spanish word sobaco
for the English armpit was more useful than word associations such as deodorant in the
semantic mapping (Sagarra and Alba, 2006).
Weaknesses of the keyword method
Although there are many benefits of the keyword strategy, there are several
weaknesses. Pressley et al. (1982) believe that keyword research is just at its beginning
stages and many challenges lie ahead. These challenges include the debate of whether to
utilize learner- or teacher-generated keywords as well as whether or not the keywords
must have a similar form to the unknown L2 words. In addition, there is also discussion
as to what presentation style is the best when it comes to implementing the keyword
method. While some have used slides (Paivio, Clark, Pressley, & Desrochers, 1984),
others have used cards (Pressley & Levin, 1978), booklets (Levin, Pressley, McCormick,
Miller & Shriberg, 1979), illustrations of the keyword interactive images (Levin et al,
1982), and line drawings instead of interactive images (Pressley, 1977; Pressley & Levin,
1978). However, teachers that instruct learners about the keyword method are the most
common. It is for this reason that in this dissertation study experimental teachers
instructed participants about the keyword method and its implementation. Although
mnemonic techniques aid in memory, much practice is needed to use mnemonic
strategies effectively especially when there is a large amount of information to memorize.
(Bellezza, 1987). In a L2 classroom this means that there would be much time needed to
explain and understand this technique so that students can implement it correctly.
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Furthermore, Kamil and Hiebert (2005) mention that the keyword method places
a big responsibility on the teacher for successful implementation since as he/she must
prepare various materials. They also discuss that the words taught via this method are
limited since there may be difficulties in creating keywords for certain types of words.
Although the research and empirical evidence show that this method is effective, Kamil
and Hiebert stress that the keyword method is not utilized much in the classroom setting.
Moreover, Presley, Disney & Anderson (2007) “emphasize…that, as far as we can tell,
the keyword method has had no impact on educational practice” (p. 212) because it
seems unnatural to instructors and students alike. Sternberg (1987) comments that “the
keyword method lacks a certain spontaneity” (p. 95)
Additionally, Sternberg (1987) discusses the potential drawbacks of the keyword
method and its implementation. In order to utilize the keyword method when learning
vocabulary from context, a learner must have the meaning of the word available in order
to create the interactive image. If this definition is not readily available, the learner will
not be available to effectively use this method. Often in a classroom setting, the teacher
can provide the definition. However, according to Sternberg, if the learner wanted to
implement this method on his/her own, this may be more difficult since the definition
may not be as readily available.
N.C. Ellis and Beaton (1993a) also mention that the keyword method is more
effective in L2 comprehension than in L2 productive vocabulary learning since the
keyword method does not allow the L2 learner to retrieve the whole word from the
keyword. Even though the imagery technique does allow the L2 learner to retrieve the
keyword, the keyword is just an approximation of the form of the L2 target vocabulary
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since both may not share common articulatory features. Because of this, the keyword
technique may not help the learner with the spelling or pronunciation of the L2 target
word. It is also important to remember that with this type of technique the words are
being learned and mastered in isolation. Therefore, there is no guarantee that a L2 learner
will be able to recognize and utilize these words in context. Therefore, it has been
suggested that the keyword method must be accompanied by other strategies that include
repetition of the L2 written or oral form or semantic techniques (Brown & Perry, 1991;
Desrochers & Begg, 1987; N.C. Ellis & Beaton, 1993a; Singleton, 1999).
Carter (1998) also mentions that it would be difficult to implement the keyword
method if the targeted vocabulary items were not highly imageable. He also stresses that
the keyword method appears be very time-consuming. Other practical limitations
associated with the keyword method include “the number of words for which a suitable
keyword is available” (Sadowski & Paivio, 2001) and the dilemma of how to handle
words that have multiple meaning (2001). Blachowicz and Fisher (2002) indicate that
they keyword method does not result in an extended understanding of the target item, but
only an initial meaning of the L2 vocabulary item.
The visual support method
Background and the picture effect
Although the visual support method has not been studied to a great extent, there
have been studies dating from the mid 1960s that have shown the beneficial effects of the
picture. This “picture effect” is “the effect of pictorial and object representations”
(Madigan, 1983, p.67).
As previously discussed, Dilley & Paivio (1968) illustrated that L1 vocabulary
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recall was highest for picture-word combinations in a study with 120 English-speaking
child participants. Madigan (1983) has also shown in an unpublished study that only a
very short picture presentation was needed to have a large effect. In this study,
participants were exposed to 90 vocabulary items in three presentation orders: 1) slide
plus auditory label of the object, 2) slide with auditory label of a different object than
shown in the slide, and 3) auditory name of an object but no slide. Each presentation had
a duration of either 20 msec, 100 msec, or 1000 msec. From the results of a verbal yes-no
recognition post-test when cued with an object name, Madigan (1983) concluded that
learners performed with the highest success rate (about 80%) when presented with the
picture and same label at a duration time of 1000 msec. Nonetheless, participants scored
almost 70% with a duration time of 20 msec. Therefore, Madigan (1983) was able to
conclude that participants only needed a mere 20 millisecond of exposure to the pictorial
representation to obtain a large picture effect when learning vocabulary items. Therefore,
recognition can occur with small viewing times.
There have also been studies comparing the types of pictures used for item recall.
Some studies have shown that there is no difference in recall for colored line drawings as
compared to black and white drawings (Paivio, Rogers & Smythe, 1968). Nonetheless,
there have been studies that have shown that colored drawings aid in better recall than
black and white (Bousfield, Esterson & Whitmarsh, 1957). Comparing how color photos,
black and white drawings, and words (names of the objects in the photos and drawings)
assist in vocabulary recall, Madigan and Lawrence (1980) indicated that the use of color
photos facilitated better recall and retention. Because of the picture detail associated with
these color photos, one can speculate that the complexity of a photo can have a profound
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effect on vocabulary recall and retention (Tulving, 1976). Although the color of the
visual support given to participants was not a central focus in the treatment of this
dissertation study, all colors used for visual support in this method were uniform. All
graphics and drawings were reproduced in black, white, and grayscale.
Corder (1966) also discusses that visual elements have been an integral part of the
language classroom for years. He explains that anything that a student can see either
through a window or in a classroom including people can possibly be used as visual
elements in teaching. Although these people and things are not commonly called visual
aids, these objects and persons can be used in vocabulary learning. Corder also explains
the importance of traditional visual materials that the language teacher can utilize in the
L2 classroom. Each of these materials is referred to as an “ „invisible teacher‟ ” since aids
such as wall charts, films, etc. teach the L2 various concepts about the target language.
Corder points out that not only are these visual aids invisible teachers, but the people who
prepared the materials are also invisible teachers that are brought into the classroom.
Nonetheless, the classroom teacher has control over these invisible teachers. The
instructor must decide how he/she wishes to utilize the visual materials, how many visual
representations are drawn on the board, how many visual aids are brought into the
classroom, and the methods in which they are presented to the learner. It is important to
remember that a visual aid is only as effective as the learner‟s understanding when he/she
looks at the visual aid, the learner‟s recognition of what the instructor intended the
learner to see, the learner‟s acknowledgement of the visual aid for what it is, and the
learner‟s understanding of the visual aid‟s relationship with what is being learned. If
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understood, the visual aid can be a very useful tool in the language classroom (Corder,
1966).
Since Corder‟s (1966) influential text, there have been several books, chapters,
and articles published on the importance of pictures in English language teaching (B.M.
Bowen, 1982; Brand, 1997; Cundale, 1999; Harmer, 2001; Hill, 1990; McAlpin, 1980;
Porcaro, 2001; Wright, 1976, 1989; Wright & Haleem, 1991). These works focus on
types of visual aids that can be used in the language classroom and how an instructor can
practically implement the use of visual aids in the classroom to facilitate language
learning. Even though these writings agree that the visual aid is an important part of the
language classroom, these writings do not provide research data that has confirmed this
assertion. Therefore, in the next sections, research that has confirmed the usefulness of
visual aids in L2 vocabulary learning will be the focus. Although there have been fewer
studies completed on the visual support method than the keyword method, these studies
do illustrate that the use of a visual image has distinct benefits in L2 learning.
What is the visual support method?
The use of visual support, which I will coin the visual support method, quite
simply utilizes a visual image in order to form an association between the L2 word and its
meaning along with a verbal and/or written definition. Unlike the keyword method that
employs the use of a mental image, the visual method utilizes a visual image (photo,
graphic, drawing). If an L2 learner wants to learn the word caballo which means horse in
English, a physical image of a horse would appear with the introduction of the word to
trigger the form and meaning of the word. However, a homophone is not linked to the
physical image since no L1 keyword is needed nor is this visual image interactive. With
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the implementation of the visual support method, a single visual image that illustrates the
meaning of the L2 word is presented with the L2 word and the English gloss.
Noteworthy visual support method studies
Unlike the keyword method, there is a considerably smaller amount of studies on
the use of a visual image in vocabulary learning. This is very curious since pictures were
being utilized in Orbis Sensualium Pictus as far back as the 17th century. Perhaps it had
been assumed that pictures were an important part to language learning, and therefore, it
was not a research focus. Nonetheless, the research that has been done suggest that the
use of pictures continues to benefit language learning.
In addition to the studies discussed in the background of the visual support
section, there have been some studies that have investigated the use of text with pictures
and the effects of pictures on learning. However, these studies did not just focus on
vocabulary learning, but rather on text and story comprehension. Nonetheless, these
studies (Gambrell & Jawitz, 1993; Kulhavy, Lee & Caterino, 1985; Mayer, 1999;
Morales, 2004; Purnell & Solman, 1991) show that through the use of pictures and
illustrations comprehension was superior and improved from conditions without pictures.
Since this dissertation study focuses on vocabulary learning, I will now focus on
those studies that had a vocabulary concentration. Tversky and Sherman (1975)
investigated the effects of picture presentation time of 60 pictures through both a free
recall and recognition test. Thirty-two undergraduate students at the Hebrew University
were presented with 60 slides presented at four different time durations of .25, .50, 1.00
and 2.00 seconds and two intervals between pictures of 1.50 and 3.00 seconds. The 60
slides were drawings of familiar, concrete objects such as a television, a bridge and a
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boat. After viewing all 60 items, in addition to a test of free recall, participants were
given a recognition test of these drawings where the 60 pictures were presented with
distractor items. Upon analyzing the test results, Tversky and Sherman (1975) concluded
that there is an increase of picture recognition and recall as time was increased between
the pictures. It can be concluded that the processing, rehearsal, and encoding of the
pictures continue even after the picture disappears.
Webber (1978) investigated the effects of pictures on the retention of L2
vocabulary. The 42 elementary school participants of two classes were presented with a
word-word association and a picture-word association in order to facilitate learning
Indonesian vocabulary. In order to control the effects of recovery of the 20 target words,
after the presentation of the vocabulary, each of the 42 students completed a test that
consisted of two parts; one with 10 questions using the picture stimulus from the
treatment; another with 10 questions using the word stimulus from the treatment. Upon
analyzing the results, Webber concluded that the retention of vocabulary was better when
the picture-word association was implemented during vocabulary learning.
In a study on sight word reading, Arlin, Scott and Webster (1978-1979)
investigated the effects of pictures on rate of word recall. Sight word reading is a
technique where the learner learns a word as a whole entity. In this study, kindergartner
students were presented with a list of unknown concrete words in one of three learning
conditions. These conditions included 1) the target word and picture presented together,
2) the target word and its pronunciation presented together, and 3) the control condition
of just the word presented alone. After a four second presentation of the stimulus
materials, after a one-second break, participants were presented the vocabulary item
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again for another two seconds where they were asked to recall the word by reading it.
After this acquisition phase with one of the three conditions, participants were shown the
target word for up to four seconds. Not receiving any help or feedback, they were asked
to read the target word alone. Number of correct responses and learning times were
recorded from the acquisition phase and the test phase. Later students were asked to read
the word alone for word retention. Overall, the number of correct responses on the
retention test divided by the time it took to learn the target vocabulary determined the
learning rate. When compared to the word plus pronunciation condition, the word plus
picture condition produced an almost 80% faster learning rate. Additionally, when
compared to the control group, the learning rate of the word plus picture group was even
faster. Therefore, the investigators concluded that sight word learning was improved
when learners were presented with the target word and picture together.
In a study with 96 elementary Iranian English as Foreign Language participants,
Akbari (2008) observed an increase in vocabulary improvement through the use of
pictures. Through his study, over the course of a 10-session treatment period he
compared the differences between 1) the use of pictures, 2) the use of context with model
sentences, and 3) the use of L1 definitions and L1 synonyms of 100 lexical items. New
words were presented to each of the three experimental groups of 32 students through
two learning methods. In the first method, new words from each unit were presented
through pictures. In the second method, new words were used in model sentences and
meaning needed to be inferred from context clues. In the third method, through L1
definitions and L1 synonyms, the new words were presented to the control group of
learners. After analyzing the results of a 45 multiple-choice question pre-test and post-
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test taken by all 96 students, Akbari concluded that both picture and context improved
vocabulary. Therefore, a learner can reach a higher level of vocabulary development
through the utilization of the picture.
From the studies presented, the visual support method has many rewards for the
L2 learner. By using visual support in L2 materials and instruction, learners can use
visual images to signal meaning for new vocabulary. Instructors and learners can use
visuals to cue meanings for L2 words with an unquestioned assumption that it helps with
memory. Using visuals may even substitute presenting L1 equivalents for vocabulary in
some cases. Nonetheless, the visual support method has been understudied in the L2
vocabulary acquisition field. Given that few studies have shown benefits, more
investigation needs to occur in order to discover the full advantages of the visual support
method in the L2 classroom.
Why use pictures?
Since discourse is only one way in which L2 learners retrieve meaning from
context clues, it is important to utilize pictures in L2 learning to signal and cue meaning.
“Things we see play an enormous part in affecting us and in giving us information”
(Wright, 1989, p. 2). By motivating the learner, pictures can cause him/her to pay more
attention and participate more in activities (Wright, 1989).
Although some studies have shown that the use of the picture does not have a
facilitative effect if they distract the learner from the printed word form (Arlin, 1980;
Samuels, 1970; Singer, 1979-1980), according to DCT, establishing a connection
between a word and an image can facilitate learning. In addition, making connections
between printed and spoken words can also increase learning. “The referential picture
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adds meaningful and memorable semantic elaboration just as the association to
pronunciation provides important connections to speech” (Sadowski & Paivio, 2001).
Therefore, it is paramount to investigate the use of the visual image and the benefits it
can have on L2 vocabulary learning.
Imageability
Defined by Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan (1968), concreteness is the capability of a
word to be directly linked to a sensory experience, and imageability is the potential of a
word to stimulate nonverbal images. Although both the keyword and visual support
method can apply to both concrete and abstract words, the imageability of the L2 words
being learned is vital for these strategies to be most effective. The more concrete the
word, the more imageable. For example function words9 like the determiner the and the
preposition of are less concrete and less imageable than non-function (content) words like
the noun cow and the adjective happy.
In acquiring an L1, children acquire nouns before other parts of speech (Genter,
1982). This effect may not be from word class, but from the imageability and
meaningfulness of the nouns. Generally, nouns are more imageable than verbs (Dallett,
1964; Davelaar & Besner, 1988; N.C. Ellis & Beaton, 1993; Rodgers, 1969) and
normally words that are imageable are more meaningful (Paivio et al., 1968; N.C. Ellis,
1991) to the language user since he/she associates them with past experiences. Using
his/her past experiences, a learner often can create an image for the L2 word being
learned. Since many images have their foundation in the learner‟s perceptual experiences,
imageable items are not only meaningful items, but memorable items (N.C Ellis, 1994;
Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
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During the keyword method, a learner can utilize their past experiences in order to
help them create a meaningful interactive image between the keyword and the L1
meaning and the L2 word. Additionally, during the visual support method, the visual
images presented by the instructor can become meaningful as a learner makes
connections to his own past events and memories. Just as time stands still on a book‟s
page (N.C. Ellis, 1994), a mental or visual image can stand still allowing the learner to
capture the impression of it for increased learning and retention.
The L2 learner involves himself/herself in various steps when either creating a
mental image or utilizing a physical image. According to McGuire (1961), learners make
associations to the unknown word when it is encoded into a nonverbal image. During the
recall process, the unknown word stimulates the image which then is decoded to the
verbal response. According to Paivio (1969), although either a concrete and abstract word
can be learned through imageability, a predictor of how easily it can be remembered is
directly correlated with the learner‟s ability to make the lexical item imageable. “The
greater the imageability of a word . . . the more likely it is to be recalled” (N.C. Ellis &
Beaton, 1993b, p. 565). Thus, this dissertation study utilizes Spanish concrete nouns
since it is my hope that they will be more imageable for the L2 learner.
It is crucial to continue to study the effects that imagery can have on learning.
Studies have shown that children create images in their minds before producing words.
Having his education grounded in the work of Johann Pestalozzi, a Swiss education
pioneer, Einstein was known to have thought in images before relying on words. As
summarized by Roberston (2003), Pestalozzi believed that “imagery was the foundation
to all knowledge, and visual thinking a fundamental and powerful feature of the mind” (p.
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83). Combining this reason with the ones presented in this above sections, I believe that
there needs to be further investigation of L2 vocabulary techniques that utilize images.
Therefore, the main focus of this dissertation study is the effectiveness of the keyword
and visual support methods in L2 vocabulary acquisition. Since geniuses like Einstein
used imagery to develop some of the most amazing inventions and breakthroughs for the
modern world, the use of imagery should be studied extensively in order to identify in
what ways it can better facilitate L2 learning.
Research questions
L2 teachers need to implement strategies and activities that require deeper levels
of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), a high involvement load (Hulstijn & Laufer,
2001) and DCT (Paivio & Desrochers, 1981) in order to improve the development of
vocabulary for the L2 learner. Activities and techniques that focus on form, meaning, and
use and utilize mental and visual images should have a role in the L2 classroom and L2
vocabulary learning. Since L2 instructors and researchers do not agree on which method
is the most effective for teaching and learning imageable L2 vocabulary, there must be
further investigation on the keyword and visual support methods.
Through the keyword method, the vocabulary learner can benefit with increased
L2 vocabulary retention (Atkinson, 1975; Beaton et al., 1995; Levin et al., 1982; Pressley
et al., 1982; Sagarra & Alba, 2006). According to Paivio and Desrochers (1981), through
the use of the “dual coding”, and through the use of the keyword method, the learner
encodes the target vocabulary item visually and linguistically. In addition, the utilization
of a higher involvement load that employs the three factors of need, search, and
evaluation (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001) has shown that the keyword method results in better
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vocabulary retention through written tests (Beaton et al., 1995; Sagarra & Alba, 2006).
However, the learner must remember that some words have the ability to stimulate a
mental image in the learner‟s mind, while others do not. If a word has a high degree of
imageability, it is more likely to be recalled by the learner (N.C. Ellis & Beaton, 1993;
Paivio, 1971).
Even though the keyword technique is effective, there have been time limitations
for the practice and implementation of this technique when other components of the L2
must be mastered. If students are not given teacher-generated keywords, time can be
wasted in creating keywords. In addition, if students lack experience and knowledge in
the pronunciation of the L2, the association between the L1 keyword and the unknown
L2 word will be difficult to create since the acoustic link is an integral component of this
method (Sagarra & Alba, 2006). In regards to the Beaton et al.‟s (1995) 10-year followup study, it is not clear whether the keyword method alone or the learner‟s review periods
of up to one and a half hours contributed to the almost 100% retention of the 350
vocabulary words.
The use of visual support (Akbari, 2008; Webber, 1978) has shown an increase in
the L2 learner‟s vocabulary improvement. Through the use of an actual picture, the visual
support method can provide the same “dual coding” (Paivio and Desrochers, 1981) and
higher involvement load (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001) that occurs during the keyword
method. The use of a visual image can assist the teacher and the learner in the vocabulary
learning process since the physical image associated with the unknown word is seen with
their own eyes (Akbari, 2008; Raimes, 1983; Webber 1978). Allen (1983) claims that the
more modalities that are involved with the teaching of an unknown word, the better. If an
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unknown word is presented using various techniques such as visual and aural as in the
visual support method, the item can become more available for the learner. Although this
idea seems logical, there is insufficient research completed about the visual support
method on L2 vocabulary learning and teaching.
However, just with the keyword method, there can be some drawbacks with
providing visual support. It can be more difficult to provide physical images for less
concrete words as opposed to more concrete words. In addition, upon presentation of the
visual support, there may be uncertainty as to what the photo is representing since every
learner can perceive, experience, and understand it somewhat differently.
Regardless of the L2 vocabulary technique chosen by the learner and the teacher,
most importantly, there is a need for “dual coding” (Paivio & Desrochers, 1981), depth of
processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), and a higher involvement load (Hulstijn & Laufer,
2001). Since the utilization of the visual support method still is grounded in the above
three cognitive models of lexical processing, I hypothesize that there is a possibility that
the visual support method will be just as effective, if not more effective than the keyword
method in learning L2 vocabulary. Since this has never been directly tested, one of the
goals of this dissertation study is to complete groundbreaking research comparing both
the keyword and visual support methods. As a result, the focal point of this study is to
investigate whether the type of image, either mental or visual, plays a crucial part in L2
vocabulary learning. By comparing the keyword and visual support methods, my
dissertation research hopes to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Is the use of images via the keyword method or visual support method
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successful in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of the
form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns?
RQ2: Is the use of the visual support method more effective than the keyword
method in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of
the form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns?
RQ3: Is the keyword method or visual support method the more preferred choice
of vocabulary learning for the L2 learner as per his/her treatment experiences?
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY
As previously discussed, there are 18 components of knowing a word as outlined
by Nation (2001). Each of the three principal parts of knowing a word (form, meaning,
and use) has 3 distinct sub-categories. These nine categories can be further broken down
into receptive and productive knowledge. Therefore, when a learner completely acquires
a word, the learner learns its 18 components.
Through the utilization of intact Spanish classes, the aim of this study is to
concentrate on three of the 9 sub-components: 1) the written form of Spanish concrete
nouns, 2) the form and meaning connection that can be made between the written form of
these nouns and their meaning, and 3) the grammatical functions of these nouns.
By using a pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed post-test design as well as
the examination of vocabulary journals/notebooks, this dissertation research compares the
benefits of learning the above three components of 24 vocabulary items through a 6-day
treatment period utilizing the keyword method (mental image) and visual support method
(visual image) for four experimental classes (ECs). Two control classes (CCs) comprised
a control group (CG). This CG did not explicitly learn the L2 target vocabulary nor
implement either treatment.
Participants
Six intact undergraduate first semester Spanish 1001 classes from a large, public
university were the participants for this study. Ninety-two participants made up the four
ECs whereas forty-four participants from two CCs formed the CG. Each of three teachers
taught two classes of the same type that took place in the same building and between the
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hours of 9am and 1250pm. I, the student investigator, was Teacher A and taught two
ECs: EC #1 = 23 and EC #2 = 23. Teacher B taught another two ECS: EC #3 = 23 and
EC #4 = 23. Teacher C taught two intact classes used as CCs: CC #1 = 22 and CC #2 =
22. However, due to absences on testing days and one student being under 18, data was
only analyzed from 59 participants in the ECs and 23 CG participants; EC #1 = 17; EC
#2 = 20; EC #3 = 11; EC #4 = 11; CC #1 = 10 and; CC #2 = 13.
All participants were adult learners over the age of 18 years old and did not
receive any type of compensation for their participation in this study. In order to take into
account the possible differences between participants in each class, each participant
completed a background questionnaire at the beginning of the treatment period. A copy
of this background questionnaire can be found in Appendix B. Since participants
potentially could come from varied backgrounds that included experience of learning
Spanish in a high school setting and living in a Spanish-speaking household, these
possible confounding variables had to be taken into consideration for this study in order
to ensure that all classes were comparable in nature.
Results of this background questionnaire were tallied and overall percentages
computed to show that on average all groups were similar. Furthermore, a list of
participants‟ final averages was obtained from each instructor. From this grade
breakdown, a class average was calculated in order to show that each class‟ ability level
was similar. Results from the background questionnaire are presented in Table 2. Since
all ECs and CCs did not contain the same number of participants, I also computed
percentages and displayed them in parentheses next to the number of participants for each
category.
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Table 2
Background questionnaire data
EC #1

EC #2

EC #3

EC #4

CC #1

CC #2

Variable

Native speakers
of English*
Yes
No

16 (94) 19 (95)
1 (6)
1 (5)

10 (91)
1 (9)

11 (100)
0 (0)

10 (100)
0 (0)

13 (100)
0 (0)

Previous
Spanish
classroom
training**
Yes
No

13 (76) 18 (90)
4 (24)
2 (10)

7 (64)
4 (36)

9 (82)
2 (18)

6 (60)
4 (40)

12 (92)
1 (8)

Experience in
Spanishspeaking
countries
No experience
< 4 months
> 4 months

10 (59)
7 (41)
0 (0)

15 (75)
4 (20)
1 (5)

6 (55)
4 (36)
1 (9)

5 (45)
6 (55)
0 (0)

5 (50)
3 (30)
2 (20)

12 (92)
1 (8)
0 (0)

Spanish
level
determined by
participant*
Basic
Intermediate

13 (76)
4 (24)

15 (75)
5 (25)

7 (64)
4 (36)

8 (73)
3 (27)

7 (70)
2 (20)

11 (85)
2 (15)

*1 participant in CC#1 did not answer
The above data suggests that all ECs and CCs were quite comparable in the
background data that they provided to the investigator on the questionnaire. Out of all the
participants from the six classes, all but three participants were native speakers of
English. However, since the non-native speakers of English (Vietnamese, Arabic, and
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Albanian) were highly proficient, advanced learners in English as determined at the time
of the study, they were still included in the study and were able to participate in all
activities as if they were native speakers.
In addition, 60% or more of participants in all six classes had previous Spanish
classroom training. Both EC#2 and CC#2 had 90% of their participants having previous
training. Overall, participants from the six classes had not traveled or lived in a Spanishspeaking country for more than four months. However, there were more significant
percentages of students who took short trips to Spanish-speaking countries. Nonetheless,
these participants who traveled more than four months were still included in the study‟s
data as their scores on their pre-tests did not indicate knowledge of the target vocabulary.
Finally, each participant determined his/her Spanish level by choosing either
beginner, intermediate, advanced, or native speaker. More than 60% of participants in
classes deemed themselves as beginner. Therefore, the majority of participants were at a
similar starting point when taking this Spanish 1001 course.
In addition to the background data, Table 3 shows that grade averages for all ECs
and CCs were very similar. Means of class averages confirmed the comparability of all
classes involved in the study. Each class/group had an overall average of more than 83%.
The difference between the lowest and highest class average was less than 10%. The
group means indicated comparability between classes, thus suggesting all ECs and CCs
had an equivalent skill level for and understanding of the L2 being learned. This was
confirmed when no differences between classes were found after performing a univariate
analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the individual averages, with comparisons by class.
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Table 3
Means and standard deviations of semester class averages for all
experimental classes and control classes

Class

EC #1

EC #2

EC #3

EC #4

CC #1

CC #2

Mean

88.62

90.32

89.54

83.95

87.72

93.42

8.06

5.49

7.06

9.10

12.98

7.62

Standard
deviation

Independent Variables
This study had two independent variables: instruction/treatment type and time of
testing.
Instruction/Treatment Type
Instruction type had three levels: keyword method, visual support method and control
group. Mirroring a similar design as implemented by Sagarra and Alba (2006) and
Barcroft (2004), the experimental design is shown in Table 4. EC participants were
exposed to both vocabulary learning methods over the 6-day total treatment period. The
CG participants were not exposed to either of the two treatments, but rather focused on
other classroom activities in line with the Spanish 1001 syllabus.
In order to ensure that all vocabulary items were taught utilizing each method and that
all EC participants were exposed to both treatment types, the presentation order had two
levels: presentation order 1 and presentation order 2. With these two presentation orders,
I was controlling for any interaction between individuals and treatment method. For
example, I was controlling for the possibility that some participants might simply like one
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treatment more than the other and thereby do better with it. By having all EC participants
undergo each treatment with different sets of L2 vocabulary words, I was able to see
whether treatment improvements applied to more than one group of people and were not
limited to a specific class that seemed to like the treatment. Therefore, the presentation
order was not variable since I am not considering the impact of getting one treatment
before the other, but a control for the interaction of individuals with a specific treatment.
Two of the four ECs were taught vocabulary words 1-12 via the keyword method and
vocabulary words 13-24 with the visual support method. The other two ECs were taught
vocabulary words 1-12 through the visual support method and words vocabulary 13-24
with the keyword method. In order to eliminate any potential confounding effects of
either list of vocabulary words and either presentation order, as per Barcroft (2004) the
counterbalancing of treatments and presentation orders across ECs was included in the
experimental design.
Customarily, the CG has ordinary exposure to the target structure during a study
(Norris & Ortega, 2000; Norris & Ortega, 2003; Mackey & Gass, 2005). However, in a
study that focuses on vocabulary it is difficult for incidental exposure to occur. The CG
followed the same syllabus as the ECs in this study, focusing on the same grammatical
structures that were part of the ECs lesson plans, but they were not explicitly taught the
vocabulary. Nonetheless, if a CG participant asked a question about an item that
happened to be one of the target lexical items, the CG instructor did not need to withhold
this item, but simply answered the question and returned to the primary focus of the
lesson.
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Table 4
Experimental design
Words

Presentation Order 1

Presentation Order 2

Words 1-12

Keyword*

Visual Support*

Words 13-24

Visual Support*

Keyword*

*3-day treatment
Time of Testing
The time of testing had 3 levels: pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed posttest. Every participant completed a pretest before the 6-class treatment period. However,
separate immediate post-tests and delayed post-tests were administered after both the
keyword and visual support treatment period since each treatment focused on a different
set of target vocabulary. Therefore, each participant regardless of being in the ECs or
CCs took the pre-test, immediate post-test #1, delayed post-test #1, immediate post-test
#2, and delayed post-test #2. It should be noted that if any participant earned a 50% or
higher overall score on the pre-test as per the coding structure discussed in the subsequent
sections, his/her test results were not to be included in the study since he/she would have
already had sufficient prior knowledge with the L2 target vocabulary. There were no
students who received a 50% or higher. Therefore, I utilized all participants who were
present for all tests for the data analyses.
In order to have a test rotation, three versions of each test were created and
utilized: version A, version B, and version C. Each version consisted of five identical test
sections, but different target vocabulary appeared in each version of each test. In order to
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eliminate confounding variables, each intact class whether EC or CC was divided into
three groups of similar size so that each test was administered using a split block design.
Table 5 shows the testing design for each experimental class or control class.
Table 5
Testing design for each experimental class or control class
Group

Pre-test

Immediate
Post-test #1*

Delayed
Post-test
#1**

Immediate
Post-test
#2***

Delayed
Post-test
#2****

Subgroup 1

A

B

C

B

C

Subgroup 2

B

C

A

C

A

Subgroup 3

C

A

B

A

B

*Administered immediately after Treatment 1
** Administered two weeks after Treatment 1
***Administered immediately after Treatment 2
****Administered two weeks after Treatment 2
Dependent Variable
There was only one dependent variable in this study: vocabulary learning. The
learning of the L2 vocabulary words was measured by the retention scores of the
immediate post and delayed post-tests. This vocabulary learning, more specifically, was
the retention of the three sub-components of the principal components of form, meaning,
and use as outlined by Nation (2001). In particular, the aim of this study concentrated on
1) the written form of Spanish concrete nouns, 2) the form and meaning connection that
can be made between the written form of these nouns and their meaning, and 3) the
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grammatical functions of these nouns in order to evaluate if the keyword or visual
support method had an integral role in learning these components. Table 6 indicates the
breakdown of the dependent variable into these three concentrations as well as their
receptive and productive distinction as products of the principal components of form,
meaning, and use.
Table 6
What is involved in “knowing” the sub-categories and principal components being
investigated in this study
Principal
component

Sub-categories

Receptive

Productive

Form

Written

What does the word
look like?

How is the word
written and spelled?

Meaning

Form and meaning

What meaning does
What word form can
this word form signal? be used to express
this meaning?

Use

Grammatical
functions

In what patterns does
this word occur?

In what patterns
must we use this
word?

Parts of this table taken from Nation (2001, p. 27)
Procedure
Each of the four ECs received two treatments during the dissertation study, the
keyword method treatment and the visual support method treatment. During each of these
treatments, these participants attempted to learn a different set of 12 vocabulary items.
Each of the two treatments lasted for three, 50 minute class periods. Since each EC
underwent two 3-day treatments, they participated in a total treatment period of six class
periods.
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Each EC was also assigned one of two presentation orders for the two treatments,
either 1) keyword method followed by visual support method or 2) visual support method
followed by keyword method. EC #1 and EC #3, each taught by different experimental
teachers, received presentation order #1) the keyword followed by visual support
treatment while EC #2 and EC #4, each taught by different experimental teachers,
received presentation order #2) the visual support method followed by the keyword
method. The two EC instructors were me and another non-native Spanish speaker with
advanced proficiency, both of whom were full-time graduate teaching assistants with at
least 2 years of experience teaching L2 Spanish.
Before the 6-class treatment period began, all EC and CC participants completed
a pre-test. Following each 3-class treatment period, each participant completed a posttest immediately after the treatment, and a delayed post-test two weeks after the
treatment. Therefore, in addition to the pre-test, participants completed four additional
tests that include immediate post-test #1, delayed post-test #1, immediate post-test #2,
and delayed post-test #2.
EC participants also kept a vocabulary notebook/journal provided by the
investigator from the first day of treatment. This notebook/journal consisted of 1) notes
taken by participants during each treatment, 2) investigator-generated worksheets that the
participants received during the treatment, and 3) a journal entry completed by
participants about their preferences of each treatment type. In addition to the vocabulary
notebook/journal, EC participants also completed a survey after delayed post-test #1 and
delayed post-test #2. Therefore, all EC participants completed a total of two surveys.
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Prior to the semester and treatment beginning, I met with the other experimental
and control teachers in order to give them a timeline for the study to ensure that we were
all on the same page, followed the same calendar, and knew what to expect throughout
the semester. In addition, I gave them instructions on how to administer all tests during
the treatment period. As the treatment period approached in the middle of the semester, I
also sent an email to the other teachers concerning the distribution of consent forms and
reminder sheets of the study‟s dates in order to control absenteeism.
Furthermore, I gave the CG instructor a list of the treatment‟s target vocabulary
and instructions on how to handle these items so that his actions would not influence the
outcome of the study in any way. Although he was not explicitly teaching the target
vocabulary during the total treatment period, he did not need to avoid the vocabulary
items. Therefore, even though the word scarf was on the vocabulary list, if a learner
asked in class, “What‟s the word for scarf?”, he could still answer the question.
Nonetheless, he was not able to initiate discussion on the target vocabulary.
All EC and CG participants were students of a 4-credit Spanish 1001 course
consisting of three hours of instruction with an in-class instructor and an hour of
instruction with a lab instructor. Therefore, in addition to all experimental and control
instructors (in-class instructors) receiving a list of the treatment‟s vocabulary words and
instructions, all courses‟ lab instructors received an email with the list of target
vocabulary attached and the same instructions as the CG instructor on how to handle
these vocabulary items. All experimental and control teachers also received a copy of this
email.
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Since there was another EC teacher besides myself, I had additional meetings
with the other instructor. I led a 2 hour training session on how to implement each
treatment so we both had a clear understanding of how to implement the keyword and
visual support methods into the L2 classroom. We also met to go over the lessons before
I finalized the plans and distributed them before each class. Upon distribution of each
lesson plan, we also got together for a 1 hour lesson plan review sessions in order to
ensure smooth consistent execution during the total treatment period.
After each class, we also sat down to discuss and confirm that all lesson plans
were followed as created and instructed. No discrepancies were found. We also shared
any other interesting observations that occurred during the treatment period. In addition
to these post-class feedback sessions, each class was also videotaped to confirm that we
followed lesson plans accordingly. Due to some technological problems, Day 1 of the
visual support treatment for EC #4 and Day 6 for EC #3 were not videotaped. All other
videotapes did show that we were consistent in our teaching of the lesson plans and
everything went as planned.
Materials
Words
The target vocabulary words used during the treatment were Spanish concrete
nouns specifically related to clothing and traveling. Participants at the time of the study
were using the Dos Mundos text (Terrell, Andrade, Egasse, and Muñoz, 2010). Words
chosen for the study did not appear in lessons prior to the dates of treatment. Since some
students had prior Spanish experience that included high school or travel to Spanishspeaking countries as indicated on the background questionnaire, all participants
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completed a pretest in order to ensure that they were not familiar with the vocabulary
prior to the treatment.
The 24 words were exclusively chosen from either supplemental materials or
chapters of the Dos Mundos text taught in subsequent levels of Spanish. In addition, these
vocabulary words were chosen because students were familiar with other vocabulary
items related to clothing and traveling from past lessons. Therefore, these words built on
what the participants already knew from Spanish 1001 past chapters.
The 24 words chosen were divided into two groups of 12. Each group of 12 was
taught by utilizing each of the two instruction types via the two presentation orders.
Table 7 lists the target vocabulary and their corresponding L1 fixed meaning for this
study. Although some vocabulary words can have more than one L1 equivalent, I chose a
fixed meaning for each vocabulary word for the treatment period. This one meaning
would be especially important in the creation of the mental interactive image of the
keyword method and in the link made with the visual image chosen for the visual support
method. In addition, vocabulary words were carefully grouped and placed in the same list
so that they could be used together in treatment activities; for example, guantes and
bufanda.
I meticulously constructed both vocabulary lists by grammatical category, gender,
singular/plurality, and syllable length in order to minimize the differences in the
difficulty of each word list. Each list contained 12 Spanish concrete nouns, seven of
which were masculine nouns and five of which were feminine nouns. In addition, of these
12 words nine were singular nouns and three were plural ones. The average number of
syllables per word on each list was almost near identical. Words 1-12 contained an
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average of 3.08 syllables per word whereas words 13-24 averaged 3 syllables per word.
This syllable count did not include the definite articles, el, la, los or las.

Table 7
Target vocabulary
Word 1-12

Words 13-24

el impermeable – raincoat
el paraguas – umbrella
los guantes – gloves
la bufanda – gloves
el collar – necklace
el anillo – ring
la pulsera – ring
la cartera – wallet
la bolsa – purse
los calcetines – socks
el cinturón – belt
las medias - stockings

las mangas – sleeves
el parasol - beach umbrella
el bañador – bathing suit
las sandalias – sandals
las bermudas – bermuda shorts
la sudadera – sweatshirt
el camisón – nightgown
el pijama – pajamas
el albornoz – bathrobe
el sujetador – bra
el calzoncillo - men‟s underwear
la braga - women‟s underwear

Average syllables per word = 3.08
Gender of nouns = 7 male, 5 female
Singular and Plural breakdown = 9
singular, 3 plural

Average syllables per word = 3.00
Gender of nouns = 7 male, 5 female
Singular and Plural breakdown = 9
singular, 3 plural

Keywords for the Keyword Method
Building on past research (Joe, 1995; Sagarra & Alba, 2006), participants
generated their own keyword for the keyword method treatment in this dissertation study.
The benefit of learner-generated keywords is that it requires more involvement load
(Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001) and deeper processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).
Visual Images for the Visual Support Method
Prior to this dissertation study, I piloted images that coincided with the 24 Spanish
target vocabulary during the Summer 2010. Using 43 university first-semester Spanish
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1001 students who were not possible participants for the dissertation study, this pilot test
was a 24 question test. There were three versions in order to have a split-block design as
discussed for the dissertation testing. Each of the 24 questions showed three possible
visual images for each one of the 24 target words.
The participant selected what physical image best triggered the meaning of the
target word for him/her upon seeing the three images. Upon evaluating the responses, I
tallied the physical images that were chosen by the majority, and I used these images for
the visual support treatment‟s lesson plans. I also used these visual images for section 4
of the tests used for assessing participants‟ vocabulary knowledge. Besides using these
images on the tests, I also utilized the visual images that were chosen as a runner-up to
the “winning” image for section 5 of these tests. I will describe the testing component of
the study later in this chapter. It is important to mention that I did not use color images
for any part of the dissertation study.
Lesson Plans
All lesson plans in this study included activities supporting vocabulary learning:
1) the written input contains the 12 target words; 2) the targeted vocabulary is highlighted
and repeated in the written input so that there are higher chances of the words being
noticed; 3) the communicative task has a clear outcome and encourages the use of the
target vocabulary; 4) the learners are actively involved by participating in split
information jobs; 5) the task is broken into a series of steps so that the written input can
be reused at every step; and 6) the understanding of the target vocabulary is supported by
the communicative task (Nation, 2003; Nation & Newton, 1997).
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The lesson plans over each 3-day treatment were alike in design. As previously
discussed, the entire treatment period was six days, consisting of a 3-day keyword
method treatment and a 3-day visual support treatment. As noted before, every EC
received these treatments in one of two presentation orders.
Before the initial activities were presented on day 1 in either the keyword or
visual support method treatment, the EC instructors explained the method being
implemented to the participants. For the keyword treatment, before participants created
their keywords, the teacher described to participants the steps of the keyword method and
how it works. The teacher presented the caballo example from Atkinson (1975) as
mentioned in Chapter 3 as well as a written and verbal explanation of the method via a
PowerPoint slide projected on a projector screen. After being presented with this slide, in
order to ensure that the participants understood the keyword‟s process before trying it on
their own, participants helped to create a keyword and interactive mental image for the
L2 word zapatos (English word shoes) with the instructor.
Similar to the keyword method treatment, prior to the activities of Day 1, teachers
instructed participants on the steps of the visual support method. Projecting in the front of
the class, via a PowerPoint slide with a picture of a pair of shoes with the L2 word los
zapatos and its L1 meaning shoes, teachers presented participants with a written
explanation of the visual support method accompanied by their verbal explanation. Since
teachers presented the L1 gloss and the L2 word to the participants in the keyword
treatment, they were also given the L1 fixed meanings in the visual support method. See
Appendix C for the keyword and visual support methods‟ explanations given to each EC
by the instructors.
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Regardless of the treatment the class was undergoing, after the treatment‟s
explanation, the teacher presented the first set of 12 vocabulary words in a narrative. For
words 1-12, the narrative was about what clothes/items were needed for a ski trip. For
words 13-24, the theme of the narrative was what clothes/items were needed for a trip to
the beach. See Appendix D for each of these narratives.
It is important to remember as per the presentation orders as previously discussed,
that EC#1 and EC #3 attempted to learn words 1-12 using the keyword method while
EC#2 and EC #4 attempted to learn words 1-12 using the visual support method. For
words 13-24, EC#1 and EC #3 attempted to learn the target vocabulary using the visual
support method whereas EC#2 and EC #4 were both attempted to learn the words using
the keyword method.
Each of these narratives utilized the grammatical structure ir + a + infinitive,10
one of the grammatical structures taught during the treatment. Since the participants were
members of intact classes, it was important that vocabulary items were not isolated and
taught apart from the rest of the lesson. Therefore, the target vocabulary and the
treatments were integrated into the Spanish 1001 syllabus that was being followed by all
the EC and CG teachers in the study.
When the teacher presented each narrative, the text was projected via PowerPoint
on a projector screen for the participants to see. As the participants followed along, the
instructor read the narrative two times. Participants were able to focus their attention on
the study‟s target vocabulary since it was underlined and bolded. Regardless of the type
of treatment being implemented, the reading of the narrative as well as subsequent
activities was timed so that the teacher spent the same amount of time on each activity.
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Upon hearing the reading of the narrative, participants undergoing the keyword
treatment individually created a chart in their vocabulary notebooks that consisted of
three columns; one for the treatment‟s 12 vocabulary words, one for the participantcreated keywords for each of the 12 vocabulary words, and one for the participant-created
interactive mental image linking the L1 keyword and meaning of the L2 vocabulary
word. In order to create the interactive mental images and to reflect a typical classroom,
participants needed to decipher the L1 meaning of the 12 underlined and boldfaced words
in the narrative by using context clues. After participants had 10 minutes to decipher
meanings and create a keyword and mental image for each target vocabulary word,
participants received a “cheat sheet” listing the L2 vocabulary words and their
corresponding L1 glosses. This “cheat sheet” served as explicit feedback for participants‟
initial creation of keywords and mental interactive images. With the help of the “cheat
sheet”, I hoped that the learners would be able to complete their 3-column chart.
Completion of these charts will be discussed in greater detail in the Results chapter. See
Appendix E for copies of each vocabulary list‟s “cheat sheet” that was used during
keyword implementation.
With regards to the visual support method, after hearing and reading the narrative,
participants completed a memory matching worksheet to find out if participants were able
to decipher the L1 meanings of the L2 vocabulary words through context clues. During
this activity, participants had to match an image given to them to one of the L2
vocabulary words. After 10 minutes, participants received a “cheat sheet” listing the L2
vocabulary words, their corresponding L1 glosses and corresponding visual images that
were also used during the memory matching activity. Upon receiving this “cheat sheet,”
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participants were able to complete and/or make necessary changes to their matching
worksheet. See Appendix F for the visual support method‟s “cheat sheet” for each
vocabulary list.
Utilizing the “cheat sheet” was an important component in the implementation of
the visual support method since the visualization of the images is critical to DCT. Since
the visual images were given directly on the “cheat sheet” for the visual support method,
participants were able to visualize the target vocabulary. Teachers reminded participants
to utilize this “cheat sheet” so that the images were always handy during the activities.
For the keyword method, it was a bit more difficult to know whether or not the
participant was visualizing the image since the image was a mental one that needed to be
created in the participants‟ minds. Because of this, teachers reminded participants to think
of the interactive image that they created for the keyword method. As Kasper (1993)
comments:
the important point to remember is to stress that the students concentrate on
remembering the image of the interaction between the keyword and the foreign
word. It is also important to make each image as unique as possible and to use a
different keyword for each word. (p. 250)
In order to control variables as much as possible, the grammatical structures used
in each treatment were nearly identical. On day 1 of each treatment, the ir + a + infinitive
structure was utilized. On day 2 of each treatment, a verb + infinitive structure was
highlighted: 1) preferir + infinitive11 for vocabulary words 1-12 and 2) querer +
infinitive12 for vocabulary words 13-24. On day 3 of each treatment an adjective concept
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was highlighted: 1) ordinal numbers13 for vocabulary words 1-12 and 2) demonstrative
adjectives14 for vocabulary words 13-24.
In order to control any other possible confounding variables, all tasks and
conditions that followed the presentation of the vocabulary were alike. The
communicative activities for each 3-day treatment period included various types of
investigator-generated partner activities. During these activities, participants chose a
partner and completed activities in pairs. In the majority of tasks, participants conversed
with one another to complete information gap activities and interview style partner work.
Only on day 1 of each treatment did participants also work in pairs to complete a fill-in
the blank activity.
Through all these investigator-created activities, students utilized and practiced
each set of 12 vocabulary words as well as the grammatical structures and concepts
presented in Chapter 2 of the Dos Mundos text (Terrell, Andrade, Egasse, and Muñoz,
2010). For example, information gap activities included sharing information about what
people were going to wear for certain types of weather conditions or items that would be
needed for planning a trip. Interview style activities included participants asking one
another what type of clothing they preferred and wanted for specific situations. Although
the activities were identical in nature, the appearance of some activities was different
dependent on the treatment.
Some of the keyword task worksheets had spaces where participants wrote in their
keywords and interactive images created during the presentation phase whereas these
same activities implementing the visual support task had the visual images from the
“cheat sheet” printed on them. For the other activities/worksheets that did not include
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spaces for keywords and interactive mental images or visual images as described,
participants using the keyword method utilized the tables they created in their notebooks
whereas participants in the visual support method utilized the “cheat sheet”. For this
reason, the keyword and visual support techniques were drawn upon throughout all the
activities of the treatment period.
In addition, students only took notes and kept all worksheets from the study in
their vocabulary notebooks. Instructors collected these notebooks every day and removed
all worksheets so that participants did not utilize them for further vocabulary study and
influence the results of the study.
In summary, both the keyword and visual support treatments spent their time very
similarly through the treatment period. I created lesson plans in a way so that just the
keyword and visual support methods would be the point of contrast for the treatment
groups. The central difference in both treatments was that the keyword group created
keyword and interactive images for each of the L2 vocabulary items whereas the visual
support group utilized the visual images to make a connection with the L2 vocabulary
items. In addition, each treatment group integrated its respective technique in all of the
activities completed during the treatment period. See Appendices G and H for detailed
original lesson plans including all activities for words 1-12 and words 13-24 for both the
keyword and visual support treatments.
Testing
As previously discussed in the Time of Testing section, each participant
completed a pre-test prior to the 6-class treatment that focused each set of 12 vocabulary
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words presented during each 3-day treatment period, for a total of 24 words. Table 8
details every test that each participant completed during the total 6-day treatment period.
The pre-test included 50 questions: 30 questions in order to assess contextual and
citation knowledge of the 24 target items and 20 distractor items. These questions were
presented in one of five sections. Each section included 10 questions, four of which were
distractors. Distractors were used so that participants were unaware of what vocabulary
items were the objects of instruction.
Table 8
Testing details for each experimental class or control class
Pre-test

Number of test
sections

Immediate Delayed
Post-test
Post-test
#1*
#1**

Immediate
Post-test
#2***

Delayed
Post-test
#2****

5

5

5

5

5

6

3

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

30

15

15

15

15

Total number of 20
10
10
distractors
*Administered immediately after Treatment 1
** Administered two weeks after Treatment 1
***Administered immediately after Treatment 2
****Administered two weeks after Treatment 2

10

10

Number of
contextual and
citational items
per section
Number of
distractors per
section
Total number of
contextual and
citational items
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A separate immediate post-test and delayed post-test were given for each
treatment in order to test for each set of 12 vocabulary words separately. They were
immediate post-test #1, delayed post-test #1, immediate post-test #2, and delayed posttest #2, and each had only 25 questions each. Each of these tests included 15 questions in
order to assess contextual and citation knowledge and 10 distractor items. Each of five
sections included five questions each, two of which were distractors.
Each participant completed an immediate post-test and a delayed post-test after
each 3-day treatment. Therefore, each participant regardless of being in an EC or a CC
completed 5 tests: the pre-test, immediate post-test #1, delayed post-test #1, immediate
post-test #2, and delayed post-test #2. Participants completed immediate post-test #1 and
delayed post-test #1 immediately after the first 3-day treatment and two weeks after the
first treatment respectively. In like fashion, participants completed immediate post-test #2
and delayed post-test #2 in the same time frame but after implementation of the second
treatment. As previously discussed in the Independent variable section, there were three
versions of each test given that there was a split-block design. Copies of all versions of
the pre-test can be found in Appendices I – K while versions of the immediate post-tests
and delayed post-tests are found in Appendices L – Q.
For the confines of this study, recall that I concentrated on assessing the following
three components: 1) the written form, 2) the form and meaning connection, and 3) the
grammatical functions. I did this by creating tests that only focused on these three aspects
in the pre-test, immediate post-test, and delayed post-test design. Because of the
assessment dichotomy as described last chapter, the assessments that I created utilized
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both approaches to vocabulary assessment and were in-line with common vocabulary
testing given in a classroom context. The tests consisted mostly of objective portions
whether there was either a right or wrong answer. Nonetheless, in one section of openended questions, the participant needed the vocabulary to interact with other aspects of
language. By centering on the above three components in the assessments, I was able to
evaluate whether the participants were successful in acquiring these components of
vocabulary knowledge as a result of the keyword and visual support treatments.
In order to assess the written form, the form and meaning connection, and the
grammatical functions of the target vocabulary, all tests had the following five sections
regardless of receiving the keyword method or visual support treatment: Section 1 participants answered open-ended questions in complete Spanish sentences by utilizing
the target vocabulary; Section 2 - participants produced the L2 target word from L1
translations; Section 3 - participants produced the L1 translation from L2 target words;
Section 4 - participants produced the L2 word from visual images utilized during the
visual support treatment and; Section 5 - participants produced the L2 word from visual
images not utilized in the visual support treatment.
When administering each test, participants completed it in two parts. In order to
avoid a priming effect since Section 3 contained the Spanish translations for the
vocabulary items, Section 1 that consisted of the contextual questions was completed and
handed in before participants received Test Sections 2 to 5 to complete. Table 9 outlines
each test section by providing sample test questions and detailing the type of vocabulary
knowledge I assessed on each section.
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In Section 1, participants answered open-ended questions. Participants answered
questions with the target vocabulary items by writing and spelling them correctly.
Therefore, I assessed this section for the productive component of written form.
In Section 2, participants produced the L2 target word from the L1 translation.
Therefore, I utilized this section to evaluate the productive components of both written
form and the form and meaning connection since participants attempted to write and spell
the target vocabulary as well as use the correct word form to express the meaning given.
In Section 3, participants produced the L1 translation from the L2 target word.
Because of this, I analyzed the receptive components of written form, the form and
meaning connection, and grammatical functions in this section since participants
attempted to know what the L2 target vocabulary looked like, what meaning it signaled,
and what patterns it occurred in when coupled with the definite article.
In Sections 4 and 5, participants produced the L2 target word from a visual image.
For that reason, I evaluated the productive components of written form and the form and
meaning connection in these sections since participants attempted to write and spell the
target vocabulary as well as produce the correct word form to signal its meaning. The
only difference in these sections was the type of image that was utilized to elicit a
response. In Section 4, the visual images that were used were the images utilized in the
visual support lesson plans whereas in Section 5, the image presented were ones not seen
by the students in the visual support treatment period.
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Table 9
Example test questions and type of vocabulary knowledge assessed in each test
section
Test section

Directions and example
test questions

Section 1 –
open-ended
questions

I. Please answer the
following questions
in complete sentences
in Spanish.

Sub-category of vocabulary
knowledge being tested
(R) – Receptive
(P) – Productive
1) Written Form (P)

1. Cuando llueve,
¿qué necesitas?
Section 2 –
L2 word from
L1 translation

II. Write the Spanish
word that corresponds
to the English
definition.
1.

1) Written Form (P)
2) Form and Meaning
(P)

scarf
_____________

Section 3 –
III. Write the English
L1 translation meaning that
from L2 words corresponds to the
English definition.

Section 4 –
L2 word from
visual image
used during
the visual
support
treatment

1) Written Form (R)
2) Form and Meaning
(R)

1. los calcetines
___________

3) Grammatical
Functions (R)

IV. Write the Spanish
word that corresponds
to the visual image
shown.

1) Written Form (P)

1.

2) Form and Meaning
(P)

_____________
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Table 9 (continued)
Example test questions and type of vocabulary knowledge assessed in each test
section
Directions and example
test questions

Section 5 –
L2 word from
visual image
not used
during
the visual
support
treatment

Sub-category of vocabulary
knowledge being tested
(R) – Receptive
(P) – Productive

V. Write the Spanish
word that corresponds
to the visual image
shown.

1) Written Form (P)
2) Form and Meaning
(P)

1.
_____________
In summary, by relating Nation‟s (2001) constructs to what participants needed to
do in each test section, the written form, form and meaning connection, and grammatical
functions of target vocabulary were assessed. The written form was evaluated in every
test section. I operationalized the written form as participants correctly spelling target
vocabulary in all sections and identifying correctly spelled L2 vocabulary. The form and
meaning connection was evaluated in four of the five test sections. I operationalized the
form and meaning connection as learners linking the meaning of the L2 target vocabulary
through Spanish to English translation or English to Spanish translation. The grammatical
functions component was evaluated in one of the five test sections. I operationalized the
grammatical functions as participants correctly identifying the meaning of the given L2
vocabulary word with its definite article. Since this was the only section that contained a
definite article (grammatical pattern of the L2 word), it was the only controlled space to
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assess this component. Due to the fact that the other sections did not include in the
directions to write the definite article with the L2 target vocabulary, I was not able to
utilize these sections to evaluate grammatical functions.
Contextual questions for Tests
In order to ensure that the contextual knowledge questions found in Section 1 of
all tests were written as natural to Spanish discourse as possible, I piloted these questions
with two native speakers of Spanish. Upon reading all investigator-generated questions,
the native speakers had the opportunity to provide feedback and suggestions in making
these questions the most natural to normal Spanish discourse. After gathering data from
these native speakers, necessary changes were made to these questions before creating
the pre-test, immediate post-test #1, delayed post-test #1, immediate post-test #2, and
delayed post-test #2.
Coding
Since the research questions focus on participants‟ learning and retention of form,
meaning, and use, it was imperative that I scored each test for these three components. As
discussed in the Testing section, all five test sections evaluated the written form, four
sections assessed the form and meaning connection, and one section was coded for the
grammatical functions.
Table 10 shows that the coding scheme weighted certain aspects of participants‟
performance. Various test sections involved various degrees of receptive vs. productive
use of vocabulary. Given that each of the five sections on the immediate and delayed
post-tests had three questions that I scored, there was a possible total of 15 points for
form since the written form was assessed in all test sections. Although Nation (2001)
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explains that the written form consists of spelling the vocabulary word correctly and that
the productive distinction for the form and meaning connection is using the correct word
form to express a certain meaning, I gave participants partial credit for answers that were
spelled incorrectly up to 3 letters. Even though the correct spelling/word form was not
given in these instances, the almost accurate spelling of these words illustrates that
learning has begun for the L2 target vocabulary. Therefore, it was important to give
partial credit for partial knowledge of words just as it was awarded in The Vocabulary
Levels Test (Laufer and Nation, 1995).
Unlike the written form, there was no opportunity for partial credit for the form
and meaning connection in any of the four sections that evaluated it. The participant
either knew the meaning of the target vocabulary or he/she did not. If a participant used a
synonym in place of the L1 equivalent taught in class, full credit was given. For example,
if the participant translated las bermudas to long shorts instead of bermuda shorts, I
awarded full credit to the participant. In total, there was a possible total of 12 points for
the meaning score.
Like the form and meaning connection, there was no partial credit given for the
use component in Section 3. Either the participant correctly gave the meaning of the L2
target word with its definite article or he/she did not. A total of three points was possible
for the use score.
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Table 10
Coding procedures for the principal components and sub-categories of vocabulary
knowledge
Principal
component

Form

Subcategory

Section(s)
scored for this
sub-category

Written Form Section 1 (P)
Section 2 (P)
Section 3 (R)
Section 4 (P)
Section 5 (P)

Scoring procedure for
receptive and
productive distinction
Receptive

Total
possible
points*
15 points

1 point – if the correct L1
meaning is given
0 points – for anything
other than the correct
L1meaning
Productive
.5 point – if the L2 word
is spelled incorrectly (up
to 3 letters incorrect)
1 point – if the L2 word is
spelled correctly

Meaning

Form and
meaning

Section 2 (P)

Receptive

Section 3 (R)

1 point – if the correct L1
meaning is given

Section 4 (P)
Section 5 (P)

12 points

0 points – for anything
other than the correct
L1meaning
Productive
.5 point – if the L2 word
is spelled incorrectly (up
to 3 letters incorrect)
1 point – if the L2 word is
spelled correctly

*The total point value combines both the receptive and productive scoring for form
and meaning. All totals are doubled for the pre-test since both vocabulary lists are
assessed.
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Table 10 (continued)
Coding procedures for the principal components and sub-categories of vocabulary
knowledge
Principal
component

Use

Subcategory

Section(s)
scored for this
sub-category

Grammatical
functions

Section 3 (R)

Scoring procedure for
receptive and productive
distinction
Receptive

Total
possible
points*
3 points

1 point – if the correct L1
meaning is given
0 points – for anything
other than the correct
L1meaning

*The total point value combines both the receptive and productive scoring for form
and meaning. All totals are doubled for the pre-test since both vocabulary lists are
assessed.
Reliability
In order to demonstrate that there was internal consistency for the test items, I
performed reliability tests on all test questions for immediate post-test #1 and immediate
post-test #2. Since all tests were scored for the 3 sub-categories of 1) the written form, 2)
the form and meaning connection, and 3) the grammatical functions in order to determine
the form, meaning, and use scores, reliability tests were performed for each of these subcategories.
After performing reliability analyses on each version of the immediate post-test
#1 and immediate post-test #2, the results of Cronbach‟s α showed that it was not
necessary to throw out any test items before performing the 3 x 3 factorial design with
repeated measures on both factors of treatment group and time of test.15
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Immediate post-test #1
Immediate post-test #1 was completed by participants after attempting to learn
vocabulary words 1-12.
Written form
The written form consisted of 15 items on all versions. A reliability analysis of
these times yielded a Cronbach‟s α value of 0.93 for Version A, 0.93 for Version B, and
0.93 for Version C.
Form and meaning connection
The productive form and meaning connection subscale consisted of nine items for
Version A, B, and C of immediate post-test #1. A Cronbach‟s α value for all responses in
this component was 0.89 for Version A, 0.92 for Version B and 0.92 for Version C.
Grammatical functions
The grammatical functions subscale consisted of three items on all three versions.
As a result of the reliability analyses, Cronbach‟s α value was 0.88 for Version A, 0.83
for Version B, and 0.80 for Version C.
Immediate post-test #2
Immediate post-test #2 was completed by participants after attempting to learn
vocabulary words 13-24.
Written form
The written form consisted of 15 items on all versions. The Cronbach‟s α value
was 0.91 for Version A, 0.89 for Version B, and 0.91 for Version C.
Form and meaning connection
The form and meaning connection consisted of 12 items for the three versions on
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immediate post-test #2. Reliability analyses on learners‟ responses resulted in Cronbach‟s
α values of 0.91 for Version A, 0.91 for Version B, and 0.92 for Version C.
Grammatical functions
The grammatical functions subscale for vocabulary words 13-24 consisted of
three items on Versions A, B, and C. Cronbach‟s α values of these test items yielded 0.47
for Version A, 0.62 for Version B, and 0.80 for Version C.
Qualitative Component
This research study included a qualitative component. By identifying possible
patterns or events that took place during the study, insight was provided about
participants‟ implementation of the keyword and visual support methods and overall
satisfaction with each treatment type. This qualitative portion of the study included: 1) a
vocabulary journal/notebook, 2) two surveys, and 3) experimental teacher
notebooks/observations. Only participants in the four ECs completed vocabulary
notebooks/journals and surveys.
Vocabulary notebook and journal
The vocabulary notebook/journal that was provided to each participant by the
investigator consisted of 1) a notebook portion and 2) a journal portion.
Notebook portion
In the notebook portion, during the 6-class treatment period, participants
organized worksheets that listed each set of 12 vocabulary words and their L1 glosses
(“cheat sheet”) and activities completed in class. Participants used this notebook as an
in-class resource for vocabulary expansion and study only in class. Instructors collected
these notebooks at the end of every day of treatment so it was not taken home for outside
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study. In addition, at the end of every day of treatment, all daily activities were removed
from each participant‟s notebook so that these activities would not produce a potential
learning effect on participants during subsequent days of treatment.
When undergoing the keyword method treatment participants also used the
vocabulary notebook to document the keywords and interactive mental links created
during the keyword treatment (Sagarra & Alba, 2006). This notebook portion gave
insight into the participants‟ creation of their keyword charts during the keyword method.
Each chart created by participants consisted of three columns: L2 target
vocabulary word, keyword, and image. These charts remained in participants‟ vocabulary
notebooks for the duration of the 3-day keyword method treatment period. After the
initial creation of the keyword chart with keywords and images on day 1, each
participant‟s keyword chart was copied so that changes made to the chart on day 2 could
be reported. The same process was repeated for day 2 into day 3. The changes in number
of keyword and interactive images were tallied by counting the number of keywords and
images from each chart on day1, day 2, and day 3. After the keyword treatment period,
the charts were removed from the notebook.
Figure 3 shows an example of a keyword chart. It is clear that this participant
made the three columns as instructed for the L2 target vocabulary, keywords, and images.
In order to apply the coding as explained above, first, I counted the number of keywords
and images that this participant created. It is evident that this participant created 11
keywords and 12 images. It should be noted that participants were not instructed to draw
pictures of their mental interactive images. They were instructed to write a description of
their image. All participant numbers that I report as well as other noteworthy finding such
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as drawings will better answer the research questions and support pedagogical
implications discussed in the Conclusions chapter.

Figure 3. Keyword chart of participant 70 on Day 3.
Journal portion
In the journal portion of the notebook, participants completed a journal entry two
weeks after the total 6-day treatment period, coinciding with the administration day of
delayed post-test #2. The journal activity consisted of three questions focusing on the
participants‟ perceptions of what method better helped them learn and remember the
vocabulary. Participants simply checked off a blank to indicate the method they chose to
answer these questions. In addition to both the keyword and visual support methods,
participants had the option of selecting neither to specify that neither method helped them
learn and/or remember the vocabulary.
Since these questions were answered by checking off keyword method, visual
method, or neither, I tallied the responses to get a total number for each of these three
answers and then calculated percentages. Since some participants checked off both the
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keyword method and visual method, I created a separate category, both, for participants
who answered in this way.
The journal portion provided insight to the participants‟ thoughts on each
treatment type and if one of the treatments improved their learning and retention more
than the other. I was able to determine patterns that existed amongst participants toward
each treatment which I will discuss in subsequent chapters. See Appendix R for the
journal activity.
Post-treatment surveys
Survey #1 was completed on the last day of treatment 1 upon completion of
immediate post-test #1 and focused on questions relating to treatment 1. Survey #2 was
completed on the last day of treatment 2 after participants completed immediate post-test
#2 and focused on questions relating to treatment 2. Therefore, if the participant was a
member of EC #1 or EC #3, surveys #1 and #2 focused on the keyword and the visual
support treatment respectively. On the other hand, if the participant was a member of EC
#2 or EC #4, survey #1 focused on the visual support method while survey #2
concentrated on the keyword method.
Survey data provided me with participant information about each treatment that I
was unable to gather from the completed assessments. I will discuss these personal views
on the keyword and visual support methods in further detail in the Conclusions chapter in
order to show they are an integral part in determining the most effective way to teach L2
vocabulary. Surveys #1 and #2 are found in Appendices S and T respectively.
Survey #1
Survey #1 consisted of five questions that participants answered in regards to their
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first 3-day treatment. Each survey question will be discussed and the coding scheme that
I created to analyze the data.
Question #1 asked the participants whether or thought they would continue using
the treatment method for future learning. Participants answered by writing either yes or
no. Therefore, I coded them in one of two categories: yes or no.
Question #2 focused on the ease or difficulty the participants had when it came to
thinking of keywords and interactive images or associating the visual images with the
vocabulary words and their meanings. I read through all responses, many of which were
one sentence or shorter, to decide upon an adequate coding scheme. The coding scheme
for question #2 was the following: Easy – the participant indicated that this step was easy
to complete; Difficult – the participant wrote that the activity was difficult to complete;
Neither – the participant did not answer easy nor difficult; Didn‟t answer – the participant
did not answer the question.
Questions #3 and #4 focused on the likes and dislikes of each treatment. The
responses received for these two questions were varied. Participants wrote their personal
ideas concerning the keyword and visual support methods in narrative form to answer
these questions. Upon deciding upon a coding scheme, first, I needed to determine the
patterns and commonalities that existed among answers. Then I grouped responses by
main points and key words discussed by participants. Finally, although the likes of
dislikes of the keyword and visual support methods were similar in nature, I created
separate coding schemes for each since the treatments had distinct differences.
The following categories were the basis for coding the likes of the keyword
method: Activities – the participant liked the activities associated with the keyword
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method during the 3-day treatment; Keywords (Ks) – the participant liked the keyword
component; Images (Is) – the participant liked the creation of mental images; Both Ks
and Is – the participant liked both the keyword and image processes; Time – the
participant liked the time spent with the method; More than 2 of the above – the
participant liked more than 2 of the above categories, but did not include Both Ks and Is;
Spelling/Sounds– the participant likes the spelling/sound association related to the
keyword method; Nothing – the participant did not like anything about the method and;
No answer – the participant did not answer the question. For example, participant 83
responded to question #5 by writing:
I liked that it showed me I can create an image even if it‟s not related to the word.
It helped me learn because it was another way to enforce the words. I really think
I learned the words.
Using the coding structure above, I coded this response as Is due to the fact that the
learner‟s focus was the creation of an image.
The dislikes about the keyword method were coded into one of the following 10
categories: Activities – the participant did not like the activities associated with the
keyword method during the 3-day treatment; Keywords (Ks) – the participant did not like
the keyword component; Images (Is) – the participant did not like the creation of mental
images; Both Ks and Is – the participant did not like both the keyword and image
processes; Only for nouns – the participant did not like the fact that he/she considered
this method only useful with nouns; Spelling/Sounds – the participant did not like that the
fact that the method did not help with the spelling or sounds of the target word; Time –
the participant wanted more time to work with the keyword method; More than 2 of the
above – the participant disliked more than 2 of the above categories, not including Both
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Ks and Is; Nothing – the participant did not dislike anything about this method and; No
answer – the participant did not answer the question. For example, participant 14
remarked the following about the dislikes of the keyword method:
I didn‟t like it because I thought the keywords should have more to do with the
vocab word itself and not just random words because it could become difficult.
Using the coding structure, I coded this response as Ks since it is evident that the
participant did not like this step of the keyword method.
Although some of the categories in the coding schemes of the visual support
method‟s likes and dislikes were identical, some were different. The visual support likes
were coded in the following way: Activities (As) – the participant liked the activities
associated with the visual support method during the 3-day treatment; Visuals (Vs) – the
participant liked the visual support component;; Both As and Vs – the participant liked
both the activities and visual support elements; Time – the participant liked the time spent
with the method; Nothing – the participant did not like anything about the method and;
No answer – the participant did not answer the question. For example, participant 41
commented:
I liked learning from the pictures rather than just words because I think it helps
connect to real life situations better.
Due to the fact that the participant mentioned pictures, I coded this response as Vs.
The visual support dislikes were coded as: Activities(As) – the participant did not
like the activities associated with the visual support method during the 3-day treatment;
Visuals (Vs) – the participant did not like the visual support component; Both As and Vs
– the participant did not like both the activities and visual support elements;
Spelling/Sounds – the participant did not like that the fact that the method did not help
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with the spelling or sounds of the target word; Time – the participant wanted more time
to work with the visual support method; Nothing – the participant did not dislike anything
about this method and; No answer – the participant did not answer the question. For
example, participant 93 explained a dislike of the visual support treatment by mentioning:
Some of the pictures look like they match up with another word on the list. Like
ring and bracelet.
Although the visual component was a like for many participants, I coded this response as
Vs for the learner‟s dislike of the ambiguity of some visuals.
After revealing their likes and dislikes of each method, in question #5,
participants wrote any changes, if any, that they would make to each treatment. Again,
participants wrote responses in narrative form. Therefore, I needed to be created coding
categories based on main themes of the responses. Just like with questions #4 and #5,
separate coding systems were made for the keyword and visual support methods.
Change to be made to the keyword method were coded in one of the following
groups: Activities – the participant wanted to make changes to the activities associated
with the keyword method over the 3-day treatment period; Keywords (Ks) – the
participant wanted to change or take away the keyword component; Images (Is) – the
participant wanted to change or take away the image component; Both Ks and Is – the
participant wanted to change or take away both the keyword and image components;
Time – the participant wanted more time in this method‟s implementation More than 2 of
the above – the participant noted making changes in two or more of the above categories,
not including Both Ks and Is; Use different method – the participant indicated that
another method should be used altogether in place of the keyword method; Nothing – the
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participant did not want to make any changes and; No answer – the participant did not
answer the question. For example, participant 72 wrote:
I would not have used the mental image.
Based on this statement, I coded it Is since the participant wanted to take away the image
component of the keyword technique.
Changes to be made to the visual support treatment were coded into one of the
eight categories: Activities (As) – the participant wanted to make changes to the activities
associated with the visual support method over the 3-day treatment period; Visuals (Vs) –
the participant wanted to change or take away the visual support component; Both As and
Vs – the participant wanted to change or take away both the activities and visual support
components; Spelling/Sounds – the participant wanted to make changes so that it helped
him/her better remember the spelling/sounds of the target vocabulary; Time – the
participant wanted more time in this method‟s implementation; More than 2 of the above
– the participant noted making changes in two or more of the above categories, not
including Both As and Vs; Nothing – the participant did not want to make any changes
and; No answer – the participant did not answer the question. For example, participant 67
indicated a dislike in the following brief phrase:
Add spelling into the equation
Using the above categories, I coded this response as Spelling/Sounds since the participant
wanted to include another component into the visual support method that helped with
spelling.
In addition to the coding structure I used to determine patterns that emerged from
the responses to questions #3 – #5, I also reported participants‟ comments concerning one
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of the treatments. Since there were not enough comments to warrant a coding scheme, I
used these individual responses to better explain the quantitative data and answer the
research questions. In addition, some of the remarks provided me with groundbreaking
insight into the portrait of the word and the use of mental and visual images in the L2
classroom.
Survey #2
Survey #2 included the same five questions as listed above but the participants
answered them in regards to the second treatment. This survey also included four more
questions (questions #6 - #9) that focused on preferences between both treatment groups.
Question #6 focused on the overall satisfaction of each method. In their responses,
participants rated each method on a scale of 0 (didn‟t like it at all) to 10 (liked very
much). In order to analyze the ratings of each treatment, I used these responses to
determine means.
Not only did I calculate a separate mean for the ECs implementing the same
treatment during treatment 1 and treatment 2, but also a total mean for all ECs‟ overall
satisfaction of each treatment regardless of whether the treatment was executed during
treatment 1 or treatment 2. In other words, first, I calculated a mean for overall
satisfaction of each treatment for EC#1 and EC #3 since both of these classes
implemented the same treatments at the same time: the keyword method during treatment
1 and the visual support method during treatment 2. Then, I computed a mean for EC #2
and EC #4 since these classes first utilized the visual support method followed by the
keyword method. After determining these means, I calculated a combined mean for all
ECs on their satisfaction regardless of when they underwent each treatment.
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In addition to overall satisfaction of each treatment, in question #7, participants
also responded to what method they preferred out of both treatments used in the 6-day
total treatment period. After I read through the written responses, they were coded in one
of four ways: Keyword – the participant preferred the keyword method; Visual – the
participant preferred the visual support method; Both – the participant did not have a
preference and indicated that he/she liked both,; Didn‟t answer – the participant did not
answer the question. For example, participant 32 commented:
Visual support, it works.
Therefore, using the above coding structure, I coded this response as Visual since the
learner indicated this method works.
Question #8 asked participants to indicate what method of the two used in the 6day treatment period helped them better learn vocabulary. Although many participants
wrote either keyword or visual, some participants indicated other thoughts on what
method, if any, helped them better learn vocabulary. After reading through all written
responses participants, I coded them in one of the five categories: Keyword – the
keyword method helped the participant better; Visual – the visual support method helped
the participant better; Both – both the keyword and visual support methods helped the
participant equally; Neither/Other – neither the keyword or visual support methods
helped the participant or the participant noted another method that helped with
vocabulary learning and; Didn‟t answer – the participant did not answer the question. For
example, participant 32 responded by writing:
Visual support, I found myself creating the image in my head.
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Using the above categories, I coded this answer as Visual since the participant makes it
clear that the visual support method helped him/her to learn the vocabulary better.
Question #9 centered on what vocabulary list, if any, was easier to learn during
the 6-day treatment period. Participants indicated their responses often in just a word or a
very short phrase. Because of this, answers were grouped as: Words 1-12 – the
participant believed that the first vocabulary list was easier; Words 13-24 – the
participant believed that the second vocabulary list was easier; Equal – the participant
believed that both vocabulary lists were just as easy; Neither – the participant felt that
neither vocabulary list was easy and; Didn‟t answer – the participant did not answer the
question. For example, participant 56 wrote:
I don‟t think either was harder.
As a result, I coded this response as equal since the participant pointed out that one list
was not harder than the other.
Experimental teacher notebooks and surveys
Each EC teacher kept track of any noteworthy observations that in occurred
during the implementation of lesson plans and during treatment in a notebook. As
mentioned earlier in the procedures section, after each class, I met with the other
experimental teacher to confirm that all lesson plans were followed in a similar fashion.
We did not record any discrepancies from original lesson plans. In addition, we both
completed a post-treatment survey documenting the implementation of treatment and the
likes and dislikes of the keyword and visual support methods.
I reviewed all notes and observations in the teacher notebooks and found
similarities and differences made by the both of us in order to report noteworthy
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observations during any of the total treatment period. In regards to the surveys, since
there were only two instructors, there was no need to have individual codings for survey
responses. I summarized survey responses in order to report each of our thoughts on both
the keyword and visual support methods. Direct quotations from the teacher surveys will
be used in these recaps in the Results chapter.
Analysis of data
Throughout this chapter it is evident that this study focused on both quantitative
and qualitative data collection. By incorporating both techniques, I will better answer this
dissertation study‟s research questions. Subsequent chapters will reveal results as well as
conclusions reached regarding these questions to illustrate that the portrait of a word via a
mental or visual image is an integral aspect of the L2 classroom.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
Recall that 59 participants made up the four ECs and 44 participants formed the
CG. For the first set of vocabulary EC #1 and EC #3 implemented the keyword treatment
whereas EC #2 and EC #4 used the visual support treatment. For the second set of
vocabulary, the treatment implementation was reversed. EC #1 and EC # 3 utilized the
visual support treatment and EC #2 and EC #4 integrated the keyword method. When
analyzing the quantitative data, I combined results from the ECs per treatment and
vocabulary list. Tables 11 and 12 illustrate the merging of EC data for each treatment by
vocabulary list. Since CCs did not undergo either treatment, I simply combined their data
to from the CG before analysis.
Table 11

Table 12

Merging of results for keyword method
data analysis

Merging of results for visual support
method data analysis

Vocab
list

Experimental
class

Vocab
list

Experimental
class

Words
1-12

EC #1

17

EC #2

20

EC #3

11

Words
1-12

EC #4

11

Number of
participants

28 Total
Words
13-24

EC #2

20

EC #4

11

Number of
participants

31 Total
Words
13-24

31 Total

EC #1

17

EC #3

11
28 Total
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Quantitative results
Words 1-12
Before I report details of the group means, standard deviations, and ANOVA
results for form, meaning, and use in the following sections, I will give a brief overview
of the commonalities that existed for the keyword and visual support methods for words
1-12. Table 13 shows group means and standard deviations for the keyword group, visual
support group, and CG on the three test administrations. Each test is broken down into
the way in which it was operationalized: by form, meaning, and use. It is evident that the
scores for both the keyword and visual groups on form, meaning, and use components on
each test administration were very similar. These scores showed increased learning on the
immediate post-test and delayed post-test in comparison to the pre-test results. On the
other hand, the CG showed very little sign of increased knowledge and remained close to
zero throughout the testing. Standard deviations indicate that there was always more
variation among instructed groups after their treatment than in the CG.
Overall, results of repeated-measures ANOVAs indicated significant results for
form, meaning, and use. Nonetheless, although there was a significant interaction for
treatment group with time of test, after I performed separate univariate ANOVAs for each
test administration, with treatment group as the between-subjects variables, and Tukey
post hoc analyses, results indicated that the keyword and visual support treatment groups
did not differ from each other. It was only the CG that differed from each of the treatment
groups.
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Table 13
Group means and standard deviations for words 1-12

Vocabulary
component and
statistic

Form (15 total points)
Group mean
Stand. deviation
Meaning (12 total
points)
Group mean
Stand. deviation
Use (3 total points)
Group mean
Stand. deviation

Keyword

Visual

Control

Pre Post Delay

Pre Post Delay

Pre Post Delay

0.43 10.75 5.52
1.06 4.04 3.77

0.29 10.44 5.27
0.84 4.53 3.89

0.09 0.22 0.46
0.29 0.45 0.67

0.38
0.91

8.02 4.70
2.73 3.16

0.26
0.74

8.10 4.39
2.90 3.15

0.09
0.29

0.22 0.46
0.45 0.67

0.16
0.36

2.34 1.89
1.02 1.23

0.16
0.45

2.23 1.84
0.96 1.16

0.09
0.29

0.09 0.35
0.29 0.57

Form
Recall that form was operationalized by the following: 1) participants‟ written use
of target vocabulary in open-ended question, 2) participants‟ written response of the L2
word in questions where the L1 equivalent or a visual image was provided, and 3)
participants‟ recognition of the correctly spelled target vocabulary items when writing
their L1 equivalents. Each participant could earn a maximum of 15 points for this
component.
On the immediate post-test, the keyword (M = 10.75) and the visual (M = 10.44)
groups scored near identical. It is clear that both treatment groups improved significantly
from the pre-test to the immediate post-test, with a considerable decrease on the delayed
post-test for the keyword (M = 5.53) and the visual support (M = 5.27) methods. The CG
remained nearly unchanged.
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There was not much variation amongst participants in all groups on the pre-test as
suggested by the standard deviations. However, the results for form for the keyword
method (SD = 4.04) and the visual support method (SD = 4.53) on the immediate posttest were greater, thus indicating much more variation. Although not as high, the same is
true for the standard deviations of the delayed post-test for the keyword method (SD =
3.77) and the visual support method (SD = 3.89) for form. For the CG, the amount of
variation that existed amongst participants was minimal and remained nearly constant
through the testing.
After performing the repeated-measures ANOVA on the form score, results
indicated significant main effects for time of test, F(2, 158) = 211.23, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.73
and treatment, F(2, 79) = 42.20, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.52, and well as significant results for
the interaction between time of test and treatment group, F(4, 158) = 46.93, p = 0.00,
ηp2 = 0.54. The significant interaction of treatment group with time of test meant that the
three groups changed differently over time. Both this significant main effect and
interaction is easily illustrated in Figure 4.
After performing separate univariate ANOVAS for each test administration, with
treatment group as the between-subjects variables, I found that there was only significant
results for the between-subjects variable on the immediate post-test, F(2, 79) = 66.27, p =
0.00,

ηp2 = 0.63, and delayed post-test, F(2, 79) = 18.79, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.32. However,

Tukey post hoc analyses indicated that the CG differed from the treatment groups (p =
0.00 in both cases) and that there were no significant differences between keyword and
visual support methods. This likeness between treatment groups can also be seen in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Group means for the form component for words 1-12.
Meaning
Meaning was operationalized by the following: 1) participants‟ utilization of the
L2 word form for the L1 equivalent or visual image given and 2) participants‟ recognition
of the L2 target word when writing its L1 meaning. The total point value of the meaning
component was 12 points.
The meaning scores of the keyword (M = 8.02) and the visual (M = 8.10)
treatment groups were not only almost identical on the immediate post-test, but also on
the delayed post-test for the keyword (M = 4.70) and the visual (M = 4.39) groups. The
almost 50% decline from the immediate post-test to delayed post-test is clearly evident in
both treatment groups whereas the CG remained very stable.
Standard deviations on meaning for the keyword method for the immediate posttest (SD = 2.73) and the delayed post-test (SD = 3.16) as well as for the visual support
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method for the immediate post-test (SD = 2.90) and delayed post-test (SD = 3.15) show
that the variation among participants in instructed groups increased two weeks after
treatment. Variation in the CG barely existed and remained very uniform across the
testing period.
Results of the repeated-measures ANOVA showed that there are significant
effects for the interaction of treatment group and time of test, F(4, 158) = 46.05, p = 0.00,
ηp2 = 0.54, the main effect of time of test, F(2, 158) = 210.53, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.73, and
the main effect treatment, F(2, 79) = 48.53, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.56.
Because the significant interaction of group with time of test meant that the three
groups changed differently over time, I conducted separate univariate ANOVAs for each
test administration. There were no significant differences on the pre-test between the
groups, but results indicated there were on the two post-tests: for the immediate post-test,
F(2, 79) = 87.90, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.69; for the delayed post-test, F(2, 79) = 18.92,
p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.32. Tukey post hoc analyses only indicated that the CG differed from the
treatment groups (p = 0.00 in both cases) and that there were no significant differences
between keyword and visual support methods. Figure 5 not only illustrates that the
keyword and visual support changed over the testing period, but also that there was
similarity between both treatment groups.
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Figure 5. Group means for the meaning component for words 1-12.
Use
Use was operationalized by the participants‟ recognition of the grammatical
pattern of the L2 target vocabulary word with the definite article when writing the L1
equivalent. The possible total number of points for this component was three.
The keyword (M = 2.34) and the visual (M = 2.23) scores showed significant
vocabulary learning in this component. Delayed post-test scores showed just a slight
decline for the keyword (M = 1.89) and the visual (M = 1.84) groups. Unlike the
instructed groups, the CG showed little evidence of vocabulary learning.
The standard deviations of use indicate that considerable variation was present
among the keyword method (SD = 1.02) and the visual support method (SD = 0.96) on
the immediate post-test. Two weeks after treatment on the delayed post-test this variation
still existed for the keyword method (SD = 1.23) and the visual support method (SD =
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1.16). The standard deviations for the CG suggest very little to almost no variation
amongst participants.
The main effects of time of test, F(2, 158) = 92.25, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.54 and
treatment, F(2, 79) = 41.41, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.51 were statistically significant as per the
repeated-measures ANOVA. The interaction between time of test and treatment,
F(4, 158) = 18.84, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.32 was also significant.
Because of the above significant interaction, it was imperative that I perform
separate univariate ANOVAs for each test administration, with treatment group as the
between-subjects variables. Results indicated there were significant differences between
groups on the immediate post-test, F(2, 79) = 55.00, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.58 and for the
delayed post-test, F(2, 79) = 17.09, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.30. Results from Tukey post hoc
analyses showed that there were significant differences between the CG and the keyword
and visual support groups (p = 0.00 in both cases) and that there were no significant
differences between treatment groups. Figure 6 depicts the overall effect for instruction
for the three groups. Since the CG did not receive treatment, its graph line remains
constant and close to zero. Both the keyword and visual support groups show comparable
increased vocabulary knowledge.
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Figure 6. Group means for the use component for words 1-12.
Words 13-24
Before reporting the group means, standard deviations, and ANOVA results for
form, meaning, and use for words 13-24, I will like to give a general idea of the patterns
that emerged for the keyword, visual support, and CG. The group means and standard
deviations for these three groups on the three test administrations for form, meaning, and
use are shown in Table 14. It is evident that the scores for both the keyword and visual
groups were alike across the board. However, the CG showed very little change and
remained constant across the three test administrations. Although the standard deviations
indicated variation, disparity amongst the treatment groups was much more evident than
amongst participants in the CG.
After performing repeated-measures ANOVAs, I found statistically significant
differences for form, meaning, and use amongst the keyword group, visual support group,
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and CG. Even so, after performing separate univariate ANOVAS for each test
administration, with treatment group as the between-subjects variables, and Tukey post
hoc analyses, results indicated that only the CG differed from the keyword and visual
support treatment groups and that the treatment groups did not differ from one another.
Table 14
Group means and standard deviations for words 13-24

Vocabulary
component and
statistic

Form
Group mean
Stand. deviation
Meaning
Group mean
Stand. deviation
Use
Group mean
Stand. deviation

Keyword

Visual

Control

Pre Post Delay

Pre Post Delay

Pre Post Delay

0.65
0.72

9.63 5.18
3.52 3.01

0.79 9.82 5.43
0.67 4.17 2.78

0.74 0.83 0.83
0.71 0.89 0.65

0.65
0.72

7.40 4.08
2.92 2.23

0.79 7.41 4.50
0.67 2.92 2.06

0.74 0.78 0.78
0.71 0.80 0.60

0.61
0.72

2.23 1.90
0.76 0.01

0.64 2.39 1.75
0.56 0.80 0.97

0.70 0.52 0.57
0.70 0.51 0.59

Form
Just like for words 1-12, form was operationalized by the following:
1) participants‟ written use of target vocabulary in open-ended question, 2) participants‟
written response of the L2 word in questions where the L1 equivalent or a visual image
was provided, and 3) participants‟ recognition of the correctly spelled target vocabulary
items when writing their L1 equivalents. The form score consisted of a possible 15
points.
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On the immediate post-test, the keyword (M = 9.63) and the visual (M = 9.82)
groups scored over 60%. Scores declined significantly on the delayed post-test for the
keyword (M = 5.18) and the visual (M = 5.43) groups. The standard deviations showed
that for the all three groups there was not much variation on the pre-test. However, the
results for form for the keyword method for the immediate post-test (SD = 3.52) and
delayed post-test (SD = 3.01) as well as for the visual support method for the immediate
post-test (SD = 4.17) and delayed post-test (SD = 2.78) showed considerable variation
immediately after and two weeks post-treatment respectively. Throughout the testing, the
standard deviations suggest very little variation amongst participants in the CG.
The results of the repeated-measures ANOVA showed significant results for main
effects of time of test, F(2, 158) = 193.79, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.71and treatment,
F(2, 79) = 49.41, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.56. There was also a significant effect for the
interaction for treatment group and time of test, F(4, 158) = 43.39, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.52.
Figure 7 shows how the three groups changed over the duration of the three
assessments. It is also obvious on this graph that both the keyword and visual support
treatment groups do not differ much from one another. Separate univariate ANOVAS for
each test administration with treatment group as the between-subjects variables and
Tukey post hoc analyses confirm this result.
After performing separate univariate ANOVAS for each test administration, with
treatment group as the between-subjects variables, there was only significant results for
the between-subjects variable on the immediate post-test, F(2, 79) = 60.30, p = 0.00,
ηp2 = 0.60, and delayed post-test, F(2, 79) = 26.79, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.40. Nevertheless,
Tukey post hoc analyses indicated that only the CG differed from the treatment groups
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(p = 0.00 in both cases) and that there were no significant differences between keyword
and visual support methods.

Figure 7. Group means for the form component for words 13-24.
Meaning
For words 13-24, meaning was operationalized by the following: 1) participants‟
utilization of the L2 word form for the L1 equivalent or visual image given and 2)
participants‟ recognition of the L2 target word when writing its L1 meaning. The
maximum point value of this component was 12 points.
The meaning scores of the keyword (M = 7.40) and the visual (M = 7.41)
treatment groups were very similar on the immediate post-test. Overall, the combined
meaning score on the delayed post-test for the keyword (M = 4.08) and the visual (M =
4.50) groups dropped on average by three points.
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The standard deviation for the each treatment group on the immediate post-test
was identical (SD = 2.92). This variation continued to be considerable amongst the
keyword method (SD = 2.23) and the visual support method (SD = 2.06) for the delayed
post-test. The variation in the CG remained constant and nominal.
After performing the repeated-measures ANOVA, results showed that there was a
significant interaction between treatment and time of test, F(4, 158) = 46.00, p = 0.00,
ηp2 = 0.54. Not only was there a significant main effect for time of test F(2, 158) =
202.63, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.72, but also there was one for treatment, F(2, 79) = 58.36,
p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.60.
Figure 8 demonstrates how the keyword group, visual support group, and CG
changed differently over time. It is also obvious on this graph that both the keyword and
visual support treatment groups did not differ much from one another and that the CG
was almost unchanging.
After performing separate univariate ANOVAS for each test administration with
treatment group as the between-subjects variables, results indicated that there were
significant differences for both post-tests: for the immediate post-test, F(2, 79) = 74.09,
p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.65; for the delayed post-test, F(2, 79) = 29.83, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.43. In
spite of this, Tukey post hoc analyses indicated that there were no significant differences
between keyword and visual support methods, but only the CG differed from the
treatment groups (p= 0.00 in both cases).
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Figure 8. Group means for the meaning component for words 13-24.
Use
The use component was operationalized when participants wrote the L1
equivalent after having been given the L2 target vocabulary word with the definite article.
The total possible number of points for this component was three.
The keyword (M = 2.23) and the visual (M = 2.39) scores showed approximately
75% proficiency. Scores on the delayed post-test two weeks after treatment showed very
little decrease for the keyword (M = 1.90) and the visual (M = 1.75) treatment groups.
Although the data for the standard deviations of use for words 13-24 show that
there is variation amongst participants, overall the variation is minimal for the keyword
group (SD = 0.76) and visual support group (SD = 0.80) on the immediate post-test as
well as for the visual support group on the immediate post-test (SD = 0.97) . Unlike any
of the other data indicated, this variation becomes almost non-existent for the keyword
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group on the delayed post-test (SD = 0.01). Although the variation exhibited by the CG is
relatively small, the standard deviations on the immediate post-test (SD = 0.51) and
delayed post-test (SD = 0.59) do not fall that far behind those from the visual support
group.
Results from the repeated-measures ANOVA for the main effects of time of test,
F(2, 158) = 45.50, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.37 and treatment, F(2, 79) = 39.75, p = 0.00,
ηp2 = 0.50 were statistically significant. The interaction of treatment group and time of
test, F(4, 158) = 14.58, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.27 was also significant.
The significant interaction of treatment group with time of test is depicted in
Figure 9. However, it is evident that both treatment groups are very different from the CG
but not much different from one another.
Separate univariate ANOVAS for each test administration with treatment group as
the between-subjects variables indicate that there were significant differences between
the groups for the immediate post-test, F(2, 79) = 55.00, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.58 and delayed
post-test, F(2, 79) = 17.09, p = 0.00, ηp2 = 0.30. Yet, according to Tukey post hoc
analyses, only the CG differed from the treatment groups (p = 0.00 in both cases). It was
also confirmed that there were no significant differences between the keyword and visual
support groups.
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Figure 9. Group means for the use component for words 13-24.
Qualitative results
Of further interest, the qualitative data provides interesting insight to supplement
the quantitative data. As previously discussed the qualitative portion of the study
included: 1) ECs‟ vocabulary notebooks/journals (Schmitt & Schmitt, 1995), 2) ECs‟ two
surveys, and 3) experimental teacher notebooks/observations.
Vocabulary notebook/journal
Recall that the vocabulary notebook/journal consisted of 1) a notebook portion
and 2) a journal portion. Data that I gathered from this notebook and journal helped me to
better answer my research questions and provide insight into practical L2 classroom
applications for vocabulary teaching and learning.
It is important to note that the notebook portion was an artifact of participants‟
record keeping, not of their compliance to the treatments. In regards to keeping fidelity to
the study, it can only be confirmed to the extent to which participants documented it.
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Because what went on in participants‟ heads cannot be verified, it cannot be assumed that
participants still did not fully integrate each treatment even if they did not document it.
Therefore, data obtained from the vocabulary notebook portion was not used to exclude
any participant from the study, but rather to provide insight to pedagogical implications.
Notebook portion
In the notebook portion, I documented the creation of participants‟ keyword
charts in their notebooks over the course of the 3-day treatment. The majority of
participants tended to create most of the keywords and images. The trend from the day 1
of the treatment to day 3 indicated that more learners reached near or full completion of
their keyword charts. Tables 15-17 detail the creation of ECs‟ keyword charts.
Table 15
Number of keywords and images created on Day 1 of the keyword treatment period
Day 1
Keywords (Ks)
Number of Ks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

5
1
0
1
0
1
1
6
3
3
4
3
31

8.47
1.69
0.00
1.69
0.00
1.69
1.69
10.17
5.08
5.08
6.78
5.08
52.54

Day 1
Images (Is)

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

Number of Is
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

*Combines data from all ECs when undergoing the keyword treatment
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6
2
0
2
1
2
5
4
2
2
1
6
26

10.17
3.39
0.00
3.39
1.69
3.39
8.47
6.78
3.39
3.39
1.69
10.17
44.07

Table 15 shows that on day 1 of treatment 52.54% of participants created all 12 of
the keywords for the keyword chart and a smaller percentage of 44% completed all of
their images. This table also shows that less than 15% of participants created less than six
keywords and just under 25% of participants created less than six images.
An increase of about 10% occurred for the complete creation of keywords on day
2 as seen in Table 16. There was also improvement for those participants who only
created less than half of their keywords. Over 90% of participants created more than half
of their keywords, and 75% of these creating more than three-quarters of all keywords by
day 2 of treatment. Over 90% of participants created more than half of their keywords,
and 75% of these creating more than three-quarters of all keywords by day 2 of treatment.
Table 16
Number of keywords and images created on Day 2 of the keyword treatment period
Day 2
Keywords (Ks)
Number of Ks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

2
0
0
0
0
1
0
4
5
2
3
5
36

3.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.69
0.00
6.78
8.47
3.39
6.78
8.47
61.02

Day 2
Images (Is)

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

Number of Is
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

*Combines data from all ECs when undergoing the keyword treatment
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2
2
0
1
2
1
3
4
4
2
1
4
33

3.39
3.39
0.00
1.69
3.39
1.69
5.08
6.78
6.78
3.39
1.69
6.78
55.93

Participants still had the ability to make changes to their keyword charts from day
2 to day 3. Unlike from day 1 to day 2, there was much less change when participants
were undergoing the final day of the keyword treatment. Only 6 of the 59 participants, a
mere 10%, made changes. Table 17 shows the keyword and image number and type
breakdown on day 3.
The number of participants who created all their keywords continued to increase
whereas the number of students who created of all their images stayed the same. Even
though the numbers for completion of these elements were not at 100%, over 90% still
completed more than half of their keywords and approximately 80% created their images.
Table 17
Number of keywords and images created on Day 3 of the keyword treatment period
Day 3
Keywords (Ks)
Number of Ks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

1
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
4
1
2
4
40

1.69
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.39
0.00
6.78
6.78
1.69
3.39
5.08
67.80

Day 3
Images (Is)

Total Participants*
# out of 59 %

Number of Is
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

*Combines data from all ECs when undergoing the keyword treatment
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1
2
0
1
1
3
2
4
3
2
2
5
33

1.69
3.39
0.00
1.69
1.69
5.08
3.39
6.78
5.08
3.39
3.39
5.08
55.93

Journal portion
Recall that participants completed a journal activity consisting of three questions
two weeks after treatment 2. These questions focused on participants‟ ideas and thoughts
about each treatment‟s effectiveness.
Table 18 displays participants‟ perceptions of each treatment‟s effectiveness. It is
evident that a majority of 52.54% of participants believed that the visual support method
initially helped them learn the vocabulary. However, days after treatment, participants
believed that the visual support method assisted them in remembering the vocab almost
10% better than the keyword method. In spite of this, participants thought that both the
keyword and visual support method helped them almost equally to remember the
vocabulary weeks after treatment.
Table 18
Journal responses of all experimental class
participants
Total Participants*
Journal question
# out of 59

Initially learn vocab
Keyword
Visual
Both
Neither
Didn‟t answer

17
31
7
4
0

%

28.81
52.54
11.86
6.78
00.00

*Combines data from all ECs
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Table 18 (continued)
Journal responses of all experimental class
participants
Total Participants*
Journal question
# out of 59

%

Ultimately
remember vocab
days after treatment
Keyword
Visual
Both
Neither
Didn‟t answer

21
27
4
7
0

35.59
45.76
6.78
11.86
00.00

Ultimately
remember vocab
weeks after
treatment
Keyword
Visual
Both
Neither
Didn‟t answer

20
19
2
15
3

33.90
32.20
3.39
25.42
5.08

*Combines data from all ECs
Post-treatment surveys
As indicated in the last chapter, Survey #1 and Survey #2 were completed at the
conclusion of experimental treatment #1 and experimental treatment #2, respectively, in
order to consider the participants‟ likes and dislikes of each treatment. Not only did the
survey responses help explain the quantitative results and better answer the research
questions, but I also use them to discuss pedagogical implications for the L2 classroom.
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Survey #1
Table 19 displays participants‟ responses from survey question #1. Results
indicated that that 64.41% of participants commented that they still would utilize the
keyword method after treatment while 83.05% of participants see themselves continuing
to use the visual support method post-treatment.
Table 19
Continued use of keyword and visual support methods after the treatment period
Total Participants*
Survey question

Survey question
# out of 59

Continued use of
keyword after
treatment
Yes
No

Total Participants*

38
21

%

64.41
35.59

# out of 59

Continued use of
visual after
treatment
Yes
No

49
10

%

83.05
16.95

*Combines data from all ECs when undergoing the keyword treatment
Table 20 displays information about the implementation of each treatment period
from survey question #2 and if the steps in the keyword and visual support methods were
easy or difficult for participants to complete. In general, participants found creating
keywords and interactive images difficult. Thirty-nine percent of students indicated they
had difficulty while only 19% stated it was easy. For the visual support method, the
results were reversed. A mere 7% found difficulty with understanding the visual images
given by the instructor while 69% found it easy.
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Table 20
Ease or difficulty of keyword and visual support processes
Total Participants*
Survey question
Ease/Difficulty to
create keywords
and images
Easy
Difficult
Neither
Didn‟t answer

# out of 59

Total Participants*
Survey question

%

# out of 59

%

Ease/Difficulty to
understand visuals
11
23
24
1

18.64
38.98
40.68
1.69

Easy
Difficult
Neither
Didn‟t answer

41
4
13
1

69.49
6.78
22.03
1.69

*Combines data from all ECs when undergoing the keyword treatment
The heart of the survey were questions #3 – #5 that focused on the participants‟
likes and dislikes of each treatment as well as changes they suggested be made to each
method. Tables 21 and 22 summarize EC responses. Regardless of treatment, participants
were partial to the visual component, whether it was the mental or visual image. Twentyfour percent of participants favored the interactive images while implementing the
keyword method and 64% liked the physical images while implementing the visual
support method.
Although the visual component in each treatment was chosen as a like, the visual
component was also seen as a dislike since interactive images were difficult to create and
visual images were hard to understand. When implementing the keyword method, the
majority of participants, 25.42%, disliked the keyword component since the creation of
keywords was a demanding process. When using the visual support method, nearly the
majority of participants, 47.46%, had no dislikes of the method. Overall, participants had
fewer dislikes of the visual support method.
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Table 21

Table 22

Likes, dislikes, and suggested changes
of/for the keyword treatment
Total Participants*

Likes, dislikes, and suggested changes
of/for the visual treatment
Total Participants*

Survey question

%

Survey question

10
8
14
9
2
1

16.95
13.56
23.73
15.25
3.39
1.69

Likes
Activities (As)
Visuals (Vs)
Both As and Vs
Time
Nothing
No answer

1
7
7

1.69
11.86
11.86

4
15
8
8
2
1
7
1

6.78
25.42
13.56
13.56
3.39
1.69
11.86
1.69

10
3

16.95
5.08

Likes
Activities
Keywords (Ks)
Images (Is)
Both Ks and Is
Time
More than 2 of
the above
Spelling/Sounds
Nothing
No answer
Dislikes
Activities
Keywords (Ks)
Images (Is)
Both Ks and Is
Only for nouns
Spelling/Sounds
Time
More than 2 of
the above
Nothing
No answer

# out of 59

Dislikes
Activities (As)
Visuals (Vs)
Both As and Vs
Spelling/Sounds
Time
Nothing
No answer

Changes to make
Activities
16
27.12
Keywords (Ks)
2
3.39
Images (Is)
3
5.08
Both Ks and Is
1
1.69
Time
1
1.69
More than 2 of
5
8.47
the above
Use different
5
8.47
method
Nothing
17
28.81
No answer
9
15.25
*Combines data from all ECs when
undergoing the keyword treatment

Changes to make
Activities (As)
Visuals (Vs)
Both As and Vs
Spelling/Sounds
Time
More than 2 of
the above
Nothing
No answer

# out of 59

%

7
38
5
1
4
4

11.86
64.40
8.47
1.69
6.78
6.78

6
11
1
1
5
28
7

10.17
18.64
1.69
1.69
8.47
47.46
11.86

12
6
1
1
4
1

20.34
10.17
1.69
1.69
6.78
1.69

24
10

40.68
16.95

*Combines data from all ECs when
undergoing the visual support treatment
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Although the majority of students agreed that they would change nothing to either
of these methods, the most popular change that participants suggested to each treatment
was the activities that occurred during the 3-day treatment. The activities included not
only the communicative activities as well as fill-in the blank type activities completed
throughout the week, but also the way in which the implementation was carried out in the
classroom. For example, participant 69 suggested changes for the keyword method:
I would use more basic worksheets for the development of the keyword before
combining it with other classroom work.
Another noteworthy finding in these changes was the fact that very few participants
wanted to change the utilization of the image in either treatment. This is important since
the image, whether mental or visual, was the central component to both the keyword and
visual support treatments.
In addition to the likes, dislikes, and changes illustrated by Tables 21 and 22, I
would like to share some other key findings associated with survey questions #3 – #5. As
discussed in the Methodology chapter, in addition coding for the main ideas and key
words found in each participant response, I used some additional comments that
participants wrote in order to better explain the qualitative data, answer the research
questions, and support pedagogical implications.
It was evident that although the comments were very unique and discussed
different aspects of each treatment, there were commonalities. These following remarks
point out modifications that should be taken into consideration for future research and
some features I overlooked in the planning of this dissertation study. For example,
although I piloted images to be used in the visual support method, some pictures were
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still undesirable and were ambiguous. It is also evident that participants‟ preferences are
varied. A method that one participant found easy, another found it difficult. Other
comments also alluded to the fact the participants believed that their vocabulary learning
may not have only been influenced by just the keyword and the visual support method
alone. Some participants suggested that they were combining both the keyword and
visual support methods when implementing the visual support method. Therefore, these
participants were fusing methods and incorporating the use of a mental image into the
visual support method.
The significant remarks that I have chosen to help discuss the qualitative data
include the following:
Keyword method:
Participant 22 (change) – Possibly providing the definition of the words prior to
the construction of the keyword phrases. This could eliminate any confusion if an
initial keyword phrase contained a wrong definition.
Participant 33 (dislike) – Coming up with the keyword because it only confused
me and that is the word that I would think of instead of the real meaning.
Participant 41 (dislike) – I did not like the fact that we were supposed to listen for
an English word while a Spanish word was being said.
Participant 64 (like) – I liked how simple and effective it was. Being able to refer
back to English really helps.
Participant 64 (change) – It‟s just the nature of the language. Some Spanish words
won‟t have apt associations with English words. That‟s the only case where it is
not applicable.
Participant 69 (like) – The keyword method did help me to remember the word. It
may have been more linked with the constant usage of the same set of words than
about the keyword though. The keyword method did definitely work for some
words but sometimes not for others.
Participant 71 (change) – To use it as a supplemental tool, but not for the main
way to remember words.
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Participant 83 (like) – I liked that it showed me I can create an image even if it‟s
not related to the word. It helped me learn because it was another way to enforce
the words. I really think I learned the vocab.
Visual support method:
Participant 25 (like) – I liked that I was able to picture the word in my
head…helped me remember it better.
Participant 32 (like) – I found myself creating the image in my head.
Participant 32 (change) – Clearer pictures that‟s all.
Participant 35 (change) – Switched up the style of exercises just to keep the study
fresh and not repetitive.
Participant 37 (change) – More time spent learning to pronounce
Participant 41 (change) – I would have tried to find better pictures.
Participant 51 (like) – I liked the picture aspect of this method. The pictures
helped me learn the vocab. Nothing could have helped me learn the vocab better.
Participant 70 (like) – Once hearing the word and seeing the picture, I could
remember what the word “looks” like.
Participant 78 (like) – I liked the long passage with many vocabulary words in it
at once, but I think most people probably disliked that. The pictures did not help
me memorize the new words.
Participant 83 (like) – I liked that it combined the methods together. I liked that it
was extra practice. Associating the pictures and vocab together helped me learn
better. If we had more time more activities with the photos would have helped me
learn better.
Participant 93 (dislike) – Some of pictures look like they match up with another
word on the list like ring or bracelet.
Survey #2
In addition to the first five survey questions, in survey #2, participants were also
given an additional four questions that focused on their overall satisfaction with both the
keyword and visual support methods and thoughts and feelings of each treatment. Table
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23 reports participants‟ overall satisfaction. The two ECs who implemented the keyword
method during the first 3-day treatment period were satisfied 6.32 out of 10. However,
for those ECs who implemented the keyword method during the second 3-day treatment
period, displayed was a higher satisfaction of 7.52 on a scale of 10. The same was true for
the visual support method. Those ECs who implemented this technique during the second
3-day treatment indicated higher satisfaction (M = 7.11) than for those who utilized it
during the first 3-day treatment (M = 5.37). However, when collapsing all data, the total
mean for overall satisfaction of the keyword method for all ECs (M = 6.95) was higher
than for the visual support group (M = 6.19).
Table 23
Overall satisfaction with the keyword and visual
support methods for all experimental classes
Experimental
class

Keyword
Method

Visual
Support
Method

EC #1 and #3*
Mean
Stand. deviation

6.32
3.24

7.11
2.63

EC #2 and #4**
Mean
Stand. deviation

7.52
2.62

5.37
3.30

All ECs***
Mean
Stand. deviation

6.95
2.97

6.19
3.10

*Treatment 1 – keyword; Treatment 2 – visual
** Treatment 1 – visual; Treatment 2 - keyword
***Combines all data from ECs undergoing the
treatment regardless of whether it was treatment 1 or
treatment 2
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In addition to these overall satisfaction results, Table 24 details participants‟
preferences as per responses to questions #6 – #9. When asked their preferred method
during the total treatment period, participants indicated that an overwhelming 54.24%
preferred the visual support method while only approximately 38.98% preferred the
keyword method. It is also evident in Table 24 that the 46.76% believed that the visual
support method was better for learning vocabulary during the treatment period while
38.98% thought it was the keyword method that helped them learn better.
Even though I carefully created each vocabulary list that was used for each 3-day
treatment period meticulously, it was brought to my attention after data collection that
four cognates appeared on the second list. The results for the final survey questions listed
in Table 24 confirm that regardless of these four cognates, the majority of participants,
67.80%, believed that both vocabulary lists were equal.
Table 24
Learning preferences during the total
treatment period
Total Participants*
Survey question
# out of 59

Preferred method
during total
treatment period
Keyword
Visual
Both
Didn‟t answer

23
32
3
1

%

38.98
54.24
5.08
1.69

*Combines all ECs
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Table 24 (continued)
Learning preferences during the total
treatment period
Total Participants*
Survey question
# out of 59

%

Better for learning
vocabulary during
total treatment
period
Keyword
Visual
Both
Neither/Other
Didn‟t answer

23
27
6
2
1

38.98
45.76
10.17
3.39
1.69

Easier vocab list
Words 1-12
Words 13-24
Equal
Neither
Didn‟t answer

3
10
40
3
3

5.08
16.95
67.80
5.08
5.08

*Combines all ECs
Experimental teacher notebooks and surveys
In an individual notebook, each experimental teacher recorded any noteworthy
observations that occurred during the implementation of lesson plans and during
treatment. In addition, I met after each class with the other experimental teacher to
discuss the implementation of each treatment and note any observations. We also
completed a post-survey regarding the experimental treatment period. Since there were
only two experimental teachers, I choose not to create a table listing results, but instead
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summarize the commonalities and differences of each method‟s implementation in the
following paragraphs.
Notebooks
In the teacher notebooks, experimental teachers agreed that participants did not
seem engaged in completing the keyword and interactive image charts. Many of their
notes indicated that students just sat at their seats, were zoned out, and waited for the
class to proceed. Teacher B, the other experimental teacher, commented:
I got the impression that students understood the method but that once they
decided that they didn‟t like it, they shut down. It was frustrating to watch them
stare blankly at me when they should have been thinking of keywords and mental
images.
Despite this inattentiveness, we still encouraged the participants to be engaged in the
process and create their keywords and interactive images. These constant reminders as
well as other steps of the process resulted in increased concentration and active
participation in the keyword method.
I noted that once students received their “cheat sheets” listing the L1 gloss,
participants got more into creating the keywords and interactive images since some were
unable to figure out the L1 equivalent using context clues during the vocabulary
presentation. We also noted that the participants got more comfortable with and believed
more in the keyword method over the course of the 3-day period. This is evident in a
comment made to me during class by participant 94. At first this participant was reluctant
about the keyword method, but realized that it really was working by the end of the week.
The participant remarked:
Though it [keyword method] was stupid, but I know all the words today. Oh s**t.
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In addition, during the keyword treatment‟s activities, we observed that despite
continued reminders, participants were not using their charts listing their created
keywords and interactive images during this method‟s implementation. In general, when
not using these charts, it was noted that several participants seemed to be using their
“cheat sheets” listing the L2 vocabulary word and English gloss.
In regards to the visual support method, although we both commented that some
students were not using their “cheat sheets” with visual support during the activities,
there were fewer of these observations than with the keyword method. We did comment
that the implementation of the visual support method went much smoother than the
execution of the keyword method.
Finally, we also remarked that some parts of the activities during each method‟s
implementation seemed a bit strange in the sense that some questions were created just
for the vocabulary and did not seem natural to Spanish discourse. For example, on one of
the information gap activities, in response to the question ¿Qué prefiere hacer Carmen el
viernes?, participants were supposed to utilize their charts to respond Prefiere llevar el
anillo, el collar y la pulsera. This unnaturalness caused some disruption to the activities
since participants asked more questions for clarity. Although I tried to eliminate all of
these odd questions, some were necessary in order to elicit all of the target vocabulary in
the daily treatment activities.
Surveys
Recall that both experimental teachers completed an extensive survey. Both
instructors were asked to comment at length on both the keyword and visual support
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methods. Neither of us shared our feelings of the treatments with participants to ensure
that they would not be influenced by our opinions.
Answering the question if participants took the keyword method seriously, I
commented that I thought some participants took it seriously while Teacher B believed
not one student took it seriously. We both agreed that the explanation and the time it took
to integrate the method into class were the treatment‟s greatest weaknesses. We also
noted that it was difficult for participants to create the keywords and interactive images.
Although we believed that they keyword method had negative aspects, I commented:
It was easy once students understood and got the hang of it. But many didn‟t get
the hang of it.
However, Teacher B did not believe that anything was easy about this treatment.
Just like participants, we had the opportunity to remark on our likes and dislikes
of the keyword method as well as any changes that we would have made to improve the
method. I liked the idea of integrating a new type of method into the classroom whereas
Teacher B liked was the use of the chart in order to organize keywords and mental
images. Both teachers mentioned that they believed that the keyword method helped
participants learn the vocabulary by forcing them to think about the target word and make
associations with it. However, we both remarked that incorrect implementation and time
factors hindered the vocabulary learning process.
In regards to the dislikes of the keyword method, I commented that it was
impossible to know for certain whether the participants were integrating this method into
their learning since I could not be assured that students were actually visualizing their
mental interactive images. Nonetheless, I commented that there might be a benefit to
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integrating this method into home study. Teacher B indicated that one of her major
dislikes of the method is that even after a detailed explanation of the keyword method
participants still did not understand the method. Participants still did not realize that they
could create keywords that had nothing to do with the L1 meaning of the target
vocabulary. Perhaps, the lack of time necessary for participants to understand the method
correctly was a drawback.
In regards to changes that we would make to the keyword method, we both agreed
that more time would have been helpful in the creating of keywords and mental images. I
also mentioned that teacher assistance with the creation of keywords might have been
helpful at times when participants had a hard time remembering the pronunciation of the
target vocabulary. This difficulty created more problems when participants were creating
a keyword that sounds like the L2 word, which in turn caused even more difficulty in the
making of the mental interactive image.
Turning to the visual support method, we both agreed that students took this
method seriously. We both commented that we thought this might have something to do
with the fact that this method seemed familiar to participants. We also remarked that the
visual support method was easy to implement into class since it was easy to explain and
not very time-consuming. The visual support method was helpful in learning vocabulary
since it connected a visual image with the target vocabulary. Since there were visual
images included on some of the worksheets Teacher B also commented that it was easier
to ensure that participants were implementing this method. When images were not used
on the worksheets, participants did not always use their “cheat sheets”. Even if they did,
there were some questions raised since there was some ambiguity with certain photos.
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For example, the image of a bracelet could have doubled for a ring. In order to make this
obvious, the image should have included the body part the item was worn on.
Our likes and dislikes of the visual support method coincided with what we found
easy and difficult respectively in the treatment‟s implementation. We both liked the
simplicity of and the activities that contained images for the visual support method. The
technique seemed very direct and easy to understand by all participants. Teacher B
commented:
I liked how this method was quick and straight-forward. The materials that
included the images next to the vocab word were helpful in encouraging use of
the method during classroom activities.
We only had nominal dislikes of the visual support method. The only thing that I
specifically mentioned was the constant reminders I gave students to look at the pictures.
Because the dislikes were very nominal, we agreed that we would not make any changes
to the visual support method.
When comparing the overall satisfaction of integrating the keyword method to the
visual support method on a scale of 0 (didn‟t like at all) to 10 (liked very much), I rated
the keyword at 5 and the visual support at 10. Teacher B rated the keyword at the lowest
end with a 0 and the visual support method at the highest end with a 10. Since we both
preferred the visual support method, we were more satisfied with it and rated it higher.
Because of our greater liking of the visual support method, we both agreed that we would
only continue to utilize the visual support method in future classroom teaching. We also
commented that it seemed that our participants preferred the visual method more than the
keyword method. By directly observing them and noting more active participation than
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the keyword method, it appeared that the visual support method was the frontrunner of
the two treatments.
Summary
This dissertation study combined quantitative and qualitative data collection. The
quantitative data illustrates that there was increased vocabulary learning for the treatment
groups. However, this study did not yield significant results since both the keyword and
visual support groups improved their vocabulary knowledge in a similar way. The
qualitative data gathered from the participant vocabulary notebook/journal and surveys
and experimental teacher notebooks and surveys reveal many patterns amongst
participants and teachers when implementing the keyword and visual support treatments.
When combined with the qualitative data, the results that I reported including
preferences, likes and dislikes of each treatment, and overall satisfaction will help to
better answer my research questions and support theoretical claims and pedagogical
applications to L2 vocabulary learning as discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, I will first answer each of my three research questions. I will also
discuss what my quantitative and qualitative facts have revealed so that the portrait of a
word and the use of mental and visual images can be better utilized in the L2 classroom.
To conclude, I will explain the limitations and future directions of this study.
Research question #1
RQ1: Is the use of images via the keyword method or visual support method
successful in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of the
form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns?
It is evident that there was increased vocabulary learning for form, meaning, and
use when participants implemented either the keyword method or visual support method
as seen by scores on immediate post-tests for vocabulary words 1-12 and 13-24.
Therefore, referencing RQ1, I can answer that yes, the use of the image via the keyword
method or visual support method is successful in promoting participant‟s vocabulary
learning of the form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns.
In regards to the retention of the form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns, scores on the delayed post-test for both treatments and vocabulary lists indicated
higher marks than the pre-test. Although these scores decreased from immediate posttests, participants still retained about 50% of what they initially learned on the delayed
post-tests. Therefore, I can answer yes, the use of the image via the keyword method or
the visual support method was successful in retention.
It is clear that this study confirmed through quantitative data that the keyword and
visual support methods were successful in helping participants learn and retain the form,
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meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns in the context of a classroom. As I discussed
in the Methodology chapter, both of these techniques made participants focus on the
vocabulary more profoundly by requiring more intellectual effort. Participants made a
direct link between the target vocabulary and keyword and interactive image and/or
physical image through involving themselves in each process. With the keyword method,
participants created keyword and mental interactive images while with the visual support
method, participants studied the visual image to make a direct association with the L2
vocabulary word. With each treatment, participants engaged in two types of cognitive
activity: linguistic and visual. Therefore, this study supports that learning techniques such
as the keyword and visual support methods that focus on deeper levels of processing
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972), a high involvement load (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001), and DCT
(Paivio & Desrochers, 1981) are ways in which L2 instructors can successfully facilitate
the learning and retention of vocabulary in the L2 classroom.
Furthermore, my qualitative data provides additional confirmation that the use of
an image is successful in promoting vocabulary learning and retention of Spanish
concrete nouns. The journal questions completed by participants strengthen this claim as
they indicated what treatment, if any, helped them initially learn vocabulary and
ultimately remember vocabulary days and weeks after treatment. Overwhelming
majorities commented that one or both of the treatments helped facilitate vocabulary
learning and retention.
Analysis of the participants‟ likes and dislikes of each treatment also indicated
that the greatest appeal of the keyword method and the visual support method was the
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utilization of the image and the use of the visual image, respectively. Participant 83,
commenting about the keyword method, wrote
I liked that it showed me I can create an image even if it‟s not related to the word.
It helped me learn because it was another way to enforce the words. I really think
I learned the vocab.
Participant 51 wrote about the strength of the physical image in the visual support method
by remarking
I liked the picture aspect of this method. The pictures helped me learn the vocab.
Nothing could have helped me learn the vocab better.
Therefore, regardless of treatment, this qualitative data showed that participants favored
the use of the image, whether it was mental or visual, in helping to acquire L2
vocabulary. Coupled with the quantitative data, these results suggest that yes, the use of
the image via the keyword method or visual support method is successful in promoting
participant‟s vocabulary learning of the form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns.
Research question #2
RQ2: Is the use of the visual support method more effective than the keyword
method in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of the form,
meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns?
Although there were significant results after performing repeated-measures
ANOVAs on the test score data, separate univariate ANOVAs and Tukey post hoc
analyses indicated that the keyword and visual support groups did not differ from each
other. This data suggested that regardless of treatment, the participants increased
vocabulary knowledge and retained this knowledge in a similar fashion. Therefore,
referencing RQ2, as per the ANOVA results, the use of the visual support method was
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not more effective than the keyword method in promoting participant‟s vocabulary
learning and retention of the form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns. There
was no statistical difference in the way that the groups promoted vocabulary
development.
Although quantitative results are important and one measure of effectiveness, I
believe it is important to look at RQ2 through a different lens by utilizing the qualitative
data. The qualitative data indicated that one treatment may be more advantageous for L2
classroom implementation. Two distinguishing features between the keyword and visual
support methods are the preparation and implementation times. According to the
experimental teachers‟ surveys, the explanation of the keyword method was more
involved and time-consuming than the visual support method. In addition, we believed
that participants had little interest in the keyword method since they appeared to have
difficulties in properly creating keywords and interactive images. This was confirmed by
the EC notebooks that documented incomplete keyword and mental interactive images
charts. Also surveys revealed participants‟ dislike of creating keywords.
It is important to remember that the keyword and interactive images are the two
most crucial components of the keyword method if it is to be most helpful to the L2
learner. If students do not create keywords and interactive images, they will not be
engaged in this technique. As seen by this study‟s qualitative data, participants while
implementing in the keyword method did not always fulfill the full benefits of the
keyword treatment due to the difficulty they encountered when formulating the keywords
and mental interactive images for the L2 target vocabulary.
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Only 68% of participants created all 12 keywords by the end of the 3-day
treatment period. Therefore, 32% of students did not create all of their keyword in their
keywords charts. Although the participant notebook was not an artifact of learner‟s
compliance, but just of record keeping, it does reveal that participants had difficulty in
coming up with keywords. In addition to generating the keyword itself, the type of
keyword created is also important. The more the keyword sounds like part of or all of the
L2 target vocabulary, the better. If fewer transformations need to be made from the L1
keyword to the L2 target vocabulary, it will be easier for the learner to reconstruct the L2
word. As observed in the participant notebooks, although keywords were created some of
the keywords did not sound like the L2 word. Difficulties could have arisen when
creating keywords because students were beginning language learners and had less
experience with the target language. For example, figure 10 shows how participant 94
constructed keywords that did not sound like just part of the L2 word. For example, the
L1 keyword created for the L2 word camisón was mission. Although both of these words
share three of the same letters, they do not resemble each other in pronunciation.

Figure 10. Keyword chart of participant 94 on Day 3.
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In addition to the creation of the keyword, the creation of the mental interactive
image is just as important for successful realization on the keyword technique. If students
are unable to create a mental interactive image, both steps of the keyword method are not
able to be completed. Qualitative data showed that only 56% of participants created all
images by the end of the 3–day treatment period. That meant that 46% did not document
all of their mental images, thus suggesting that they had difficulties in making them. Not
only does the journal record keeping indicate participant difficulties, but almost 40% of
participants also stated in their surveys that they had difficulties creating keywords and
images.
On the other hand, while implementing the visual support method participants
more closely fulfilled the benefits of this technique. During its implementation, it is
crucial that learners create a link between the visual image and the L2 target vocabulary.
Because the images were investigator-generated and carefully piloted among other
beginning L2 Spanish learners, 69% of participants were able to easily understand the
images presented during the 3-day treatment period. A mere 7% of learners found
difficulty in comprehending them. As a result, when implementing the visual support
method, the majority of learners were able to fulfill the benefits of this methodology. In
turn, learners were able to better employ DCT since they were completing both steps of
the visual support method.
So if both the keyword and visual support methods yielded very similar results,
but one took more preparation time and the majority of learners did not implement it
correctly and/or completely, the L2 classroom instructor should implement the visual
support method. Therefore, when one looks at RQ2 through the qualitative lens, this
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study‟s data shows that, yes, the visual support method is more effective than the
keyword method in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of the
form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns. However, effective in this sense
means that the visual support method is more successful in being implemented into the
L2 classroom in order to achieve increased vocabulary learning.
Considering the troubles that the keyword method caused and lack of difficulties
with the visual support method, it is noteworthy that the participants using they keyword
method did just as well as the participants utilizing the visual support method. The
similar impact of each treatment will be discussed in upcoming sections.
Research question #3
RQ3: Is the keyword method or visual support method the more preferred
choice of vocabulary learning for the L2 learner as per his/her treatment
experiences?
The qualitative data must be analyzed to uncover if the keyword method or visual
support method was the more preferred choice of vocabulary learning for the L2 learner
as per his/her treatment experiences. In the participant notebook/journal and surveys,
participants commented in various ways about their thoughts and preferences for the
keyword and visual support methods as well as their likes, dislikes, and suggested
changes of/for each treatment. The data uncovered benefits and drawbacks to the
implementation of the keyword and visual support methods in the L2 classroom.
When asked to rate the overall satisfaction with each treatment, the qualitative
data indicated that learners‟ overall satisfaction ratings were near identical for the
keyword method (M = 6.95) and the visual support treatment (M = 6.19). This suggested
that it was almost a split decision as to which method fulfilled participants‟ expectations
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more. On the same survey where participants rated their overall satisfaction, they were
asked what treatment they preferred during the total treatment period. A very
considerable 54% preferred the visual support method while only 39% of participants
favored the keyword method. These numbers showed that participants actually liked the
visual support method more than the keyword method.
Although this preference finding conflicted with the overall satisfaction rating, I
also used other survey responses to confidently answer that the visual support method
was the preferred choice of vocabulary learning for the L2 learner as per his/her treatment
experiences during this study. Not only did the majority of the participants believe that
the visual support method was better for vocabulary learning, but the majority of
participants after the total treatment period believed that the visual support method was
better at helping them initially learning vocabulary as well as remembering vocabulary
days after treatment.
Although the majority of data showed that the visual support method is the more
preferred learning choice amongst participants, it is important to take into account the
additional comments made when participants remarked on their likes and dislikes of and
suggested changes for the keyword and visual support methods. Lots of variety appeared
in these comments as seen in the Results chapter and showed that every learner had an
individualized experience with each treatment and the L2 vocabulary. For as many
participants that liked the visual component in each treatment, there were as many who
did not like it.
Therefore, although the qualitative results showed that the preferred vocabulary
technique for L2 classroom implementation was the visual support method, it must be
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remembered that each learner preferred one treatment over another for individual reasons.
As a result, I propose that the preferred choice of vocabulary learning for personal
vocabulary development is dependent on the L2 learner as per his/her treatment
experiences.
Therefore, this study elaborates on Schmidt‟s (1990) notion that the noticing of
lexical items is a “private experience” (p.132), suggesting that learning vocabulary is an
individualized experience for every learner. Learners who take an active part in the
vocabulary learning process will have an increased involvement load (Hulstijn & Laufer,
2001) through ownership in the activity, and in turn, better retain vocabulary. During the
keyword method, learners can tap into their own past experiences when creating
keywords and mental images. In addition, when utilizing a teacher-generated visual
image, the learner can look at this physical image and create links with the past. Not only
can a link be made to the past through noticing, but noticing “visual imagery can have
unique cognitive and affective consequences that heighten the …experience” (Esrock,
1994: vii). Kosslyn (1983) suggests that visual imagery can assist learners by stimulating
thought processes while mental images can help learners with a cognitive task through a
“simplified representation of the content” (Antonietti, 1991, p.211).
Pedagogical implications
In this study, I made a valid attempt to implement pedagogical proposals for the
keyword and visual support methods of vocabulary instruction into real classrooms with
real learners using testing instruments that were ecologically valid for a vocabulary
lesson. The quantitative data revealed that regardless of what treatment was implemented,
the participants increased their vocabulary knowledge of the form, meaning, and use of
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Spanish concrete nouns in a similar fashion immediately after and two weeks posttreatment. However, considered with the qualitative data, in this study with these
learners, the visual support method was preferred and easier for L2 classroom
implementation than the keyword method.
According to Nation (2001), there are four distinct goals of language learning.
Using the mnemonic device, LIST, one can easily remember these goals. They include
Language items, Ideas, Skills, and Text (discourse). Vocabulary learning is classified
under the language item category. Since vocabulary learning is just one sub-goal of the
language classroom, it is important that the L2 teacher also recognizes the other
objectives of language learning.
Although vocabulary is an important component to learning a language, it is not
the only component that must be focused on in a classroom. Since there are other
objectives, it is imperative that the techniques employed in the classroom are time
effective. Depending on how many times a week a class meets, class meeting time can
range from 50 to 90 minutes. Just like the intact classes used in this study, the majority of
L2 classrooms are communicative classrooms. Therefore, a substantial amount of time
should not be solely reserved for the implementation of a particular vocabulary technique
if discourse is to be encouraged among the learners and teacher.
The implementation of every individual student‟s most preferred vocabulary
learning technique is ideal. However, in a classroom situation, teachers must decide when
planning lessons, the activities and strategies that will best for classroom implementation.
A teacher must not only decide on what method will be well received by the overall
learner population and how effective it will be in producing results, but also he/she must
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factor in the ease and practicality in which it can be implemented into the classroom. It is
important that class time is used effectively and efficiently so that all the language
classroom goals four major strands can be accomplished. Then, the L2 learner will be
well-balanced in every aspect of language. By examining each of this study‟s two
treatments using the above guidelines, I am able to provide L2 classroom teachers with a
practical, optimum solution of implementing the visual support method.
L2 classroom recommendation
In regards to the two treatments used in this study, the keyword and visual support
methods each had distinguishing features. The keyword method utilized the mental image
whereas the visual support method implemented the visual image. In addition, these
mental interactive images of the keyword method were learner-generated whereas the
visual images of the visual support method were teacher-generated.
Although each of these treatments had unique attributes, the quantitative data was
not statistically significant and showed that the treatment type did not make a difference
in vocabulary learning. Therefore, it can be deduced that what the methods had in
common, the use of an image, helped participants acquire L2 vocabulary. Regardless of
being the mental image via the keyword method or the visual image via the visual
support method, both types of images were found to be beneficial in L2 vocabulary
acquisition.
The qualitative data indicated that both the keyword method and the visual
support method have their advantages and disadvantages for L2 classroom
implementation. From a pedagogical standpoint, as discussed to answer RQ2, a
distinguishing feature between methods is the preparation and the ease of classroom
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implementation. It is obvious in the qualitative data that the keyword method takes much
more time to prepare and is much harder to implement.
Therefore, L2 instructors should utilize visual images when teaching vocabulary
in the L2 classroom. Instructors can use these images in order to facilitate L2 vocabulary
learning in a variety of ways: on worksheets, on flashcards, in presentations, and on other
classroom materials. In addition to many textbooks utilizing physical images, print media
and technology will be great resources for the L2 instructor. Integrating the use of the
visual image into lesson planning will not be a difficult task since a variety of media and
images are readily available to L2 instructors.
Nonetheless, my L2 classroom recommendation must be taken with caution since
the participants in the visual support method used carefully selected and piloted pictures
in the treatment. Remember Corder (1966) suggests that visual image is only as effective
as the understanding of the image when the learner looks at it, the recognition of what the
instructor intended the learner to see, the acknowledgement of the image for what it is,
and the understanding of the image‟s relationship with what is being learned. Therefore,
if pictures are not as well chosen when being implemented into the L2 classroom, an
instructor could have less positive results that what was observed in this study. In
addition, the participants in this study were familiar with the use of visual images in their
regular course of instruction. Therefore, if the learners in the class in which the visual
support method is being implemented are not as accustomed to using visual images, the
results may not be as favorable as in this study‟s outcome.
Another benefit of utilizing the visual image versus the mental image is that L2
instructors can keep a record when the visual images are being used. If visual images are
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being used by the instructor in a variety of mediums, at minimum L2 instructors are
aware that learners are utilizing the visual images. Unlike the keyword method, it is very
difficult to identify if learners are putting mental images into practice. Not only can an
instructor not directly observe a learner‟s mental images, but an instructor cannot
conclude what if any mental images the learner is utilizing just by observing his/her
nonverbal behavior. Only through a learner‟s verbal or written report can the instructor
come a bit closer to finding out the learner‟s thought processes (Richardson 1980, 1991).
However, even then, as seen by this study‟s analysis of participant keyword charts,
regardless of what the participant records, one cannot assume that he/she is not
implementing it correctly, and furthermore, retrieving the L2 target vocabulary to be
learned. For example, participant 33 writing about his dislike for the keyword method
describes his confusion with the technique:
Coming up with the keyword because it only confused me and that is the word
that I would think of instead of the real meaning.
A possible solution to this keyword dilemma might include having instructors
create the keywords and mental images. Nonetheless, even if instructors generated these
keywords and interactive images, instructors would still not be 100% certain that learners
are utilizing these two key components of the technique. It also would not guarantee that
learners still would not have confusion with the method. However, having teacher
assistance in the creation of these two components, learners may be more likely to utilize
these two crucial parts of the keyword method. Nonetheless, instructors should still
realize that although they may think that learners are integrating these components into
classroom activities, in reality they may not be.
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Although the keyword method was found to have increased learning vocabulary
in this study, the qualitative data suggests that it was not necessarily the better of the two
methods to implement in the L2 classroom context. However, this conclusion must be
taken with caution for another reason. As discussed in RQ2, since participants in this
study did not completely fulfill the benefits of this methodology, it is hard to determine if
the keyword method was implemented completely and without difficulty if the results
would have been statistically significant. Therefore, the keyword method should still be
taught to L2 learners, but more as an out of the classroom study tool. Participants even
indicated in their surveys a similar purpose of this technique. For example, participant 71
remarked the following about the keyword method:
…use it as a supplemental tool, but not for the main way to remember words.
With the keyword method, additional vocabulary learning can be done, should be
done, and must be done by the learner. Because the keyword method involves more
cognitive load, it requires more intellectual effort. Although this is one of its purported
benefits for learners, it is also the reason that many learners may dislike it. Although it
will take some time to learn how to maximize the benefits of this technique, if a learner
can benefit from it greatly, it is ultimately time well spent. The keyword method requires
a time investment by both the teacher and the learner. The teacher has to convince the L2
learner that it work‟s and that it can be effective. The teacher then has to show the learner
how to do it, help the learner figure it out, and then practice it. The whole point is if the
proper time investment is put in and difficulties are eliminated, the keyword method can
have long-term benefits with a great payoff. As observed in the 10-year follow study
(Beaton, Gruneberg, & Ellis, 1995) of learning 350 Italian words via the keyword
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method, the keyword method has proven to help learners retain vocabulary words years
after the vocabulary has been learned using the keyword technique. Therefore, the L2
instructor should take the time to equip the L2 learner with the keyword method, a L2
vocabulary learning skill, in order to allow him/her to have continued vocabulary growth
outside the classroom.
Limitations of the study
With any study that uses a small number of intact classes, there are limitations to
generalizability. My results reported only how learners from six intact classes performed
in this context. It did not show how all adult L2 Spanish learners will perform in all
contexts.
The results of this study about increased vocabulary learning via the keyword and
visual support method cannot be generalized to all other vocabulary components and
other parts of speech. As outlined by Nation (2001), it is important to remember there are
three principal components, each having three sub-categories divided into the
receptive/productive distinction, of knowing a word. Therefore, when an L2 learner
completely knows a word he/she “knows” a total of 18 components. Therefore, in this
study knowing a word may be misleading since this study assessed only 1) the written
form of Spanish concrete nouns, 2) the form and meaning connection that can be made
between the written form of these nouns and their meaning, and 3) the grammatical
functions of these nouns on written tests.
As any L2 learner knows, speaking the language and other is also an integral part
in knowing a language. The spoken production of all types of words is integral in
discourse. Since this study did not assess the oral component, although a participant can
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demonstrate that he/she “knows” a Spanish concrete noun through these three subcomponents, he/she may not be able to recall it in normal speech.
Therefore, educators must take this study‟s results for L2 vocabulary learning
with caution since this study only focuses on three of the nine sub-categories of knowing
a word. Although this study does show that the keyword and visual support methods are
successful in promoting participant‟s vocabulary learning and retention of certain aspects
of Spanish concrete nouns, it clearly should not be taken that the keyword and visual
support methods help in facilitating the acquisition of all principal components of form,
meaning, and use, their sub-categories, and the receptive/productive distinction (Nation,
2001).
In addition, the results of this study are remarkable considering the troubles that
the participants had with the keyword method. It is important to remember that the
keyword is only as effective as understood by its teachers and learners. The keyword
method is only as effective as the creation of the keyword and interactive image. If these
two elements are not able to be created and then recalled, then a connection to the L2
target vocabulary may be nonexistent. If more implementation and explanation time was
given and the treatment period extended, there may have been significant results showing
that the keyword method improved learning of Spanish concrete nouns much more than
the visual support method.
Although a limitation of this study was time, it is one of its greatest strengths. By
designing this study to mirror a typical classroom setting. I was able to obtain insight on
the practicality of L2 classroom implementation of the keyword and visual support
methods as already discussed. As the quantitative data showed, this classroom
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environment that I carefully planned for still yielded similar results for the vocabulary
learning for each treatment. Although the like impact of each treatment may be explained
by treatment implementation difficulties, there may have been another limitation that may
also describe the comparable results. When attempting to learn the L2 target vocabulary
over the course of a 3-day treatment period, participants completed similar activities
regardless of treatment combining vocabulary, grammar, written, and oral practice.
Although participants were reminded to use their keyword charts for the keyword method
and their “cheat sheets” for the visual support method, learners were not always utilizing
these resources during lesson plan implementation. Therefore, in essence regardless of
treatment, participants were carrying out similar activities. In survey responses,
participants even remarked about the nature of the activities. For example, participant 69
writes:
The keyword method did help me to remember the word. It may have been more
linked with the constant usage of the same set of words than about the keyword
though.
If the results were similar due to the variety of activities, then this study may suggest that
for L2 vocabulary learning to occur a specific technique is not needed for classroom
implementation, but rather a traditional technique such as continued use and repetition of
vocabulary is sufficient.
Another reason this study may have yielded similar results is due to the type of
assessments used and the coding schemes developed to score the evaluations. Not only
did I map Nation‟s (2001) components of learning onto the ways I assessed students as
outlined in the Methodology chapter, but also I created vocabulary assessments that are
common and typical for the L2 classroom. Nonetheless, some test sections measured
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more than one vocabulary component. Because of this, some responses were double
coded. In addition, only parts of the coding scheme allowed for partial credit. Therefore,
another coding scheme may have resulted in different results. I will discuss directions for
future research for this and the above limitations in the next section.
Directions for future research
Because of the L2 classroom goals as proposed by Nation (2001), four strands
must be present in order to have a well-balance language course. These major strands
include: 1) learning from comprehensible meaning-focused input, 2) form-focused
instruction, 3) meaning-focused output, and 4) fluency development. Since there are four
major strands, each strand should receive approximately 25% of learning time in order to
allow students to develop their language skills in a balanced fashion.
Since the focus of this dissertation was vocabulary, it is important to look at
vocabulary in the context of each of these strands. Using the above four strands as a
basis, L2 students should 1) “have the opportunity to learn new language items through
listening and reading activities” (p. 2), 2) be directly taught vocabulary, 3) develop their
vocabulary through speaking and writing activities, and 4) practice the vocabulary that
they already know in order to become more fluent. “Learning a word is a cumulative
process involving a range of aspects of knowledge” (Nation, 2001, p.4).
Just as important as having a well-balance course, it is important to have a wellbalance study. Because of this, it would be important to run a comparable study where
other components of Nation‟s (2001) vocabulary knowledge are assessed. Given that this
study lacked an oral production assessment component, having a spoken evaluation
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would be crucial in future studies in assessing if the use of an image is an advantageous
learning tool in effective oral discourse.
Based on this study‟s assessments and seeing that all vocabulary knowledge is
intertwined, I am in agreement with Milton‟s (2009) remark that one can‟t measure
Nation‟s (2001) components of vocabulary knowledge. Nation & Newton (2009) stress
the important of isolating words from context and studying them as individual items.
Although this point is well taken, words are never isolated from one another when
learners are engaged in any of the four components of language learning: speaking,
reading, writing, and listening in a classroom context. As Singleton (2000) states, “The
lexicon is inextricably intertwined with language at large…lexical acquisition is not
sealed off from coping as a learner with other areas of language” (p. 226).
Nonetheless, I would try to create an assessment that would better evaluate
individual components so that more specific conclusions can be reached about the
effectiveness of the image for form, meaning, and use of L2 vocabulary. In addition to
including an oral component, it is imperative to create better assessments where testing
sections are more distinct from one another. If possible, I would like to create test
sections that only focus on one component of vocabulary learning.
As discussed in previous chapter and sections, the quantitative data showed that
both the keyword and visual support methods did not significantly differ from one
another. In order to show that it was not the continued practice of vocabulary through
activities, I would like to run an isolated experiment, not in a classroom setting, where
students learn a list of vocabulary via the keyword method and the visual support method.
It would be my hope that the results indicate that the technique itself is the reason for
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vocabulary learning. I could also run this isolated experiment with a quasi-experimental
study in order to ensure that it is the method alone that contributes to increased
vocabulary learning not the repetitive nature of activities.
In addition, I would also like to score tests a bit differently to see if the study
yielded similar results due to the coding scheme that I had in place. I would like to score
each test section separately so that no response would be double coded. If participants
from one treatment received higher scores on one section that I would determine what
about that section made participants do better. Once I establish this, I would then make
associations with Nation‟s (2001) framework and what components the section was
assessing, thus suggesting whether the keyword or visual support method is better for
learning specific components.
It also might be helpful to run an experiment in which the keyword and visual
support methods are compared to other vocabulary techniques that employ other visual
aids such as semantic mapping or flashcards in order to determine if a certain type of
visual image is more beneficial in the L2 classroom. Since both of the treatments used in
this study shared the use of an image, I would like to compare these techniques to others
that do not use an image such as rote memorization. Through this comparison, I would
hope to determine if the utilization of mental and visual images are more effective than
not using them in lesson planning.
Finally, I would be interested in running a similar quasi-experimental study with
the Spanish abstract nouns or even other parts of speech. The L2 learner must focus
learning all types of words so that he/she can effectively read, write, speak and listen
effectively in the target language. Although they would be harder to image, I wonder
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whether the keyword method may be more advantageous in these situations since this
technique also utilizes the creation of a keyword.
Triple Coding Vocabulary Acquisition Model
A common thread in the discussion is that every person learns in a different way,
making L2 vocabulary learning an individualized experience. Recall that during
implementation of the visual support method participants, some participants transformed
it into the keyword method. Participant 25 commented:
I liked that I was able to picture the word in my head…helped me remember it
better.
Participant 32 wrote:
I found myself creating the image in my head.
These comments show that these participants thought about the word, the visual image,
or made another mental association when learning the target vocabulary. Recall that
participant 70 when completing the keyword chart drew physical images for the mental
image description. This is another prime example of how participants merged both
treatments into one during this dissertation study.
With this fusion of two methods, if literature states that both the keyword and
visual support method each employ DCT, I would propose that a possible additional
coding of the word was present when participants added a visualization technique with
the visual support method and a physical image technique with the keyword method.
Literature has indicated that a linguistic and visual coding is present with the presentation
of a mental or visual image. However, if an additional image is being utilized during each
of these techniques, I would propose that a triple coding is taking place for the L2
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learner. Not only is the unknown word being processed linguistically, but it also is being
visually processed twice. It is being processed once with the mental image the learner is
thinking about as well as processed with the presentation of the visual image that is
accompanying the word.
For future study, it will be critical to investigate this triple coding hypothesis by
completing more research focusing on the keyword and visual support merger. This
future study will be paramount in finding an effective and groundbreaking method in
which L2 learners can better learn and retain L2 vocabulary in and out of the classroom.
By investigating the fusion of mental and visual images, I will be able to determine the
various portraits of a word and validate the Triple Coding Vocabulary Acquisition
Model.
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End notes
1

According to the grammar-translation and audiolingual approaches , language was a

formal system of rules and structures that should be through drills (Bingham Wesche &
Skehan, 2002).
2

Orthographically means of or relating to orthography, the spelling of a language

3

Phonetic signifies of or relating to spoken language or speech sounds

4

Semantics is the study of meanings.

5

According to Pimsleur (1967), a memory schedule is the most effective way to learn a

word. Pimsleur discusses that instead of repeating a word many time one right after
another, there is a certain pattern or a schedule of repetitions that can be followed to
increase the learner‟s memory. After the first encounter of a the target word, the second
encounter should come 52 = 25 seconds after. Following an exponential form, the tenth
encounter should not happen until 510 = 9, 765,625 seconds after or approximately four
months after the introduction of the word.
6

See page 43. The keyword method consists of two steps. First, the learner and/or teacher

create(s) a keyword, an L1 word that sounds like part of or all of the L2 target word being
learned. Second, the learner and/or teacher create(s) an interactive image that links the L1
keyword with the L1 meaning of the L2 word. By using this interactive image, the
learner‟s mind will hopefully remember the keyword which in turn will help remember
the L1 meaning of the L2 vocabulary item.
7

Mnemonics refers to of or relating to memory.

8

A basal reader is a textbook that is used to teach reading and other related skills to

elementary school students by combining stories with practice exercises.
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9

Function words are also referred to as grammatical words since they express

grammatical relationships.
10

The ir + a + infinitive construction is used to express the simple future is expressed in

Spanish. For example, when the verb ir is conjugated and then coupled with a and the
infinitive comer in the sentence voy a comer, it expresses I am going to eat in English.
11

The preferir + infinitive construction is used to express to prefer to do something. For

example, when the verb preferir is conjugated and the infinitive comer directly follows it
in the sentence, prefiero comer, it expresses I prefer to eat.
12

Ordinal numbers are numbers that indicate position. For example, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. In

Spanish, examples are primero, segundo, tercero, etc.
13

The querer + infinitive construction is used to express to want to do something. For

example, when the verb querer is conjugated and then combined with comer in the
sentence quiero comer, it expresses I want to eat.
14

Demonstrative adjectives are adjectives that point out things out in relation to

ourselves. For example, this, that, these, and those. In Spanish, the demonstrative
adjectives are este, esta, estos, estas, ese, esa, esos, esas, aquel, aquella, aquellos, and
aquellas.
15

Generally, a Cronbach‟s α value of 0.60 or higher is acceptable (Dörnyei, 2007). The

Cronbach‟s α for Version A for the grammatical functions component on immediate posttest #2 was 0.47. Even after analyzing the reliability report, it was determined that even if
any item was deleted, Cronbach‟s alpha would not have increased. Therefore, it was
concluded that Cronbach‟s α fell below 0.6 for this component because there was an
insufficient number of items, not because of lack of internal consistency.
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Appendix A
Consent Form
TITLE OF THE STUDY: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in
the acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns
STUDENT INVESTIGATOR: Chesla Ann Bohinski, M.A., Department of Spanish and
Portuguese, chesla.ann.bohinski@temple.edu,
(215) 204-8285
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Paul D. Toth, Ph.D., Department of Spanish and
Portuguese, ptoth@temple.edu, (215) 204-6869
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH
You are invited to participate in a research study about the acquisition of Spanish. You
have been asked to participate because you are registered for Spanish 1001 in the Fall
2010 semester. The purpose of the research is to determine the benefits and limitations of
two approaches to teaching Spanish vocabulary to nonnative speakers in universities.
WHAT WILL MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?
If you decide to participate in this research you will be asked to complete normal
classroom activities that include tests and journal writing.
Before both vocabulary approaches are taught and used in the classroom, a test will be
given to assess your vocabulary knowledge. After each approach, you will take two more
tests. Results from these tests will be compared to your pre-test result.
You will keep a vocabulary notebook/journal in order to write your notes, thoughts, and
ideas about the two vocabulary approaches.
You also will be asked to complete a questionnaire about your previous language
experiences as well as two surveys in investigate your thoughts on both vocabulary
approaches.
All of your participation will take place during normal class periods approximately over
the course of a month. If you choose not to participate, you will complete all activities as
described above since they are part of normal classroom activities. However, your results
will not be used in the data analysis.
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Consent Form
TITLE OF THE STUDY: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in
the acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns
ARE THERE ANY RISKS TO ME?
I don't anticipate any risks to you from participation in this study.
ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS TO ME?
This project will help me develop better methods of teaching vocabulary in Spanish
classes. You may feel good knowing that what I find out from this study may help you
and other students.
During the study, it is my hope that you will learn two vocabulary learning approaches
that will increase your knowledge of Spanish vocabulary.
HOW WILL MY CONFIDENTIALITY BE PROTECTED?
Your identity will be kept confidential. When you take the tests, write in your journal and
fill out the surveys, you will use assigned a number that will be used to keep track of your
test results. Your real name will not be written anywhere. When I am finished collecting
data, I will write a report about what was learned. This report will not include your name
or the name of your school. While there will probably be publications and conference
presentations as a result of this study, your name will not be used.
WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
You may ask any questions about the research at any time. If you have questions about
the research after you leave today you should contact the Student Investigator Chesla
Ann Bohinski, chesla.ann.bohinski@temple.edu or (215) 204-8285.
If you have questions about your rights as a research participant you should contact Mr.
Richard Throm, Office of the Vice President for Research, 3400 North Broad Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19140, (215) 707-8757.
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Consent Form
TITLE OF THE STUDY: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in
the acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns
WHAT IF I HAVE OR NEED AN ACCOMODATION?
Accommodations will be made for student with special needs. You are encouraged to, if
you have not done so already, to register with the Office of Disability Resources and
Services (DRS) for disability verification and for determination of reasonable academic
accommodation. If you have an accommodation, please make an appointment with me
so we can discuss them. You will need to present verification (i.e., an accommodation
letter prepared by Temple University‟s Office of Disability Resources and Services
(DRS). All information will be held in the strictest confidence.
WHAT IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO DO THIS?
You don‟t have to be in this study. It is up to you. You can decide whether or not you
want to be in this study, and you can stop being in it if you want to. If you say okay now,
but change your mind later, that‟s okay too. Just tell the student investigator and/or your
instructor. If you choose
WHAT IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO DO THIS?
not to be in the study, you will still complete all classroom activities and tests but the
results will not be used in the data analysis.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you decide not to participate or to withdraw
from the study it will not adversely affect your overall grade in Spanish 1001 or will not
prejudice future interactions with the student investigator, principal advisor, your Spanish
1001 instructor and/or Temple University.
You will receive a copy of this form for your records.
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Consent Form
TITLE OF THE STUDY: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in
the acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete
nouns
Your signature indicates that following:
1) I have read this consent form
2) I had an opportunity to ask any questions about your participation in this research.
3) I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research
subject, I may contact Richard Throm, Program Manager & Coordinator at Office
of the vice President for Research of Temple University by phoning (215) 7078757.
4) I voluntarily consent to participate
Name of Participant (please print):______________________________

_______________________________________

______________

Signature

Date

_______________________________________

______________

Investigator‟s Signature

Date
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Permission to Videotape
Student Investigator's Name: Chesla Ann Bohinski, M.A.
Principal Investigator: Paul D. Toth, Ph.D.
Department: Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Project Title: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in the
acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns
Subject:

Date:

Log #:
I give Chesla Ann Bohinski permission to videotape me. This videotape will be used
only for the following purpose (s):
RESEARCH
This videotape will be used as a part of a research project at Temple University. I have
already given written consent for my participation in this research project. At no time
will my name be used.
EDUCATION
This videotape may be shown to education professionals outside Temple University
for educational purposes. At no time will my name be used.
WHEN WILL I BE VIDEOTAPED?
I agree to be videotaped during the time period from October 2010 to December 2010.
HOW LONG WILL THE TAPES BE USED?
I give my permission for these tapes to be used from October 2010 to October 2013.
This data will be stored for three (3) years after completion of the study.
WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND?
I understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time. Upon my request, the
videotape(s) will no longer be used. This will not affect my care or relationship with
Chesla Ann Bohinski in any way.
OTHER
I understand that I will not be paid for being videotaped or for the use of the videotapes.
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Permission to Videotape
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
If I want more information about the videotape(s), or if I have questions or concerns at
any time, I can contact:
Student Investigator's Name: Chesla Ann Bohinski, M.A.
Principal Investigator: Paul D. Toth, Ph.D.
Department: Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Project Title: The portrait of a word: The use of mental and visual images in the
acquisition of form, meaning, and use of Spanish concrete nouns
Institution: Temple University
Street Address:
Department of Spanish & Portuguese
4th Floor, Anderson Hall
1114 W. Berks Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122-6090 USA
Phone: Office (215) 204-8285
This form will be placed in my records and a copy will be kept by the person(s) named
above. A copy will be given to me.
Please print
Subject's Name:
Date:
Address:
Phone:
Your signature indicates that following:
1) I have read this videotape permission form.
2) I had an opportunity to ask any questions about your videotaping.
3) I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research
subject, I may contact Richard Throm, Program Manager & Coordinator at Office
of the vice President for Research of Temple University by phoning (215) 7078757.
4) I voluntarily consent to be videotaped.
Subject's
Signature:_________________________________________________________
Investigator‟s
Signature:_________________________________________________________
Date
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Appendix B
LANGUAGE PROFILE
(This information will be kept completely confidential)
1.

Your number:

2. Age:

3. Sex:

4.

Place of Birth:

5.

What is your native language?

6.

College level (Circle): Freshman

7.

Estimate your level of Spanish:

8.

How much time have you spent studying Spanish at each of the following levels of
education?

City

male female

State/country

Sophomore

Junior

Senior Other________

beginner intermediate advanced

Elementary School

native speaker

Middle School

High School

College

Other (please specify)
9.

At what age did you start learning Spanish?

10. When and where did you really start speaking Spanish?

11. Have you ever spent time in a Spanish-speaking country?
If so, where?

when?

how long?

Explain the circumstances (studying abroad, vacation, exchange program, etc.)

12. What opportunities have you had to use your Spanish? (Explain)________________

13. Do you know, or have you studied any other language(s) besides Spanish and
English? If so, which one(s)?
14. Estimate your level in these languages:
beginner intermediate advanced native speaker
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Appendix C
Keyword Method
During this method, you will need to think of an English word that sounds like the
beginning or all of the unknown Spanish vocabulary word.
This English word is called the keyword
After you think of this keyword, you need to create a mental image that links this English
word to the meaning of the Spanish vocabulary word.
For example, caballo is the Spanish word for horse.
If I were to implement the keyword method to better remember the word caballo and its
meaning,
1) You need to decide on a keyword that sounds like part of or all of the Spanish word.
For the case of caballo, you can decide to choose eye.
2) Then you would think of a mental image where an eye and a horse are interacting with
one another.
Let‟s try one together – what about zapatos!!!!!!
Keyword – pot; mental image – shoes in a pot
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Visual Support Method
During this method, a picture is presented with the Spanish vocabulary word and its
English equivalent. This visual representation hopes to trigger the unknown word and its
meaning.

For example,

los zapatos - shoes
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Appendix D
Words 1-12
Yo voy a ir a los Poconos para esquiar con mis amigos. Yo voy a llevar ropa para el
invierno porque hace frío en las montañas. Yo voy a necesitar el abrigo para mi cuerpo,
las botas para mis pies, los guantes para mis manos, y la bufanda para mi boca y mi
cuello. A veces llueve en las montañas. Entonces, yo voy a necesitar la chaqueta para la
lluvia, el impermeable. También yo voy a necesitar el paraguas. Un día al mediodía,
cuando estás en los Poconos, yo voy a almorzar con mis amigos en un restaurante
elegante. Las chicas van a llevar los vestidos. Ellas van a llevar las medias en sus
piernas y pies. También las chicas van a llevar muchas joyas. Por ejemplo, yo voy a
llevar el anillo en un dedo, el collar en mi cuello, la pulsera en mi muñeca, la parte del
cuerpo que está entre mi mano y mi brazo. También yo voy a tomar la bolsa para mi
dinero y mi cámara. Yo no voy a usar la cartera porque un chico usa esta cosa para
dinero. Los chicos van a llevar los trajes y las corbatas. También, ellos van a llevar los
calcetines en sus pies. Usualmente mi amigo Juan tiene problemas con su traje. Sus
pantalones son muy grandes. Por eso, cuando está en los Poconos, él va a necesitar el
cinturón. Después de la cena, mis amigos y yo vamos a hablar y tomar café. Me gusta
mucho ir a los Poconos con mis amigos.
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Words 13-24
Yo voy a ir a la playa para descansar con mis amigos. Yo voy a llevar ropa para el verano
porque hace calor en la costa. Yo voy a necesitar las bermudas, un tipo de pantalones
cortos, las camisetas con las mangas cortas, y las sandalias para mis pies. A veces por
la noche hace viento a la playa, entonces voy a traer la sudadera porque es más cómoda
que el suéter. Cuando voy a ir a la playa, voy a necesitar el bañador para nadar en el
agua. También cuando hace mucho sol, voy a necesitar el parasol. Usualmente cuando
mis amigos y yo vamos a la playa, pasamos tiempo en un hotel porque pasamos unos días
a la playa. Entonces, vamos a necesitar mucha ropa. Por ejemplo, vamos a llevar los
pantalones cortos y las camisetas. También vamos a necesitar ropa para dormir. Las
chicas van a llevar el camisón. Los chicos van a llevar el pijama. A veces, después de
usar el baño, antes de dormir, unas personas van a llevar el albornoz. También vamos a
necesitar la ropa interior. Por ejemplo, las chicas van a necesitar la braga y el sujetador.
Los chicos van a necesitar el calzoncillo. Vamos a necesitar toda la ropa para nuestras
maletas porque cuando voy de vacaciones con mis amigos me gusta pasar una semana a
la playa. Me gusta mucho ir a la playa con mis amigos.

.
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Appendix E
Keyword – Words 1-12
1. el impermeable – raincoat
2. el paraguas – umbrella
3. los guantes - gloves
4. la bufanda - scarf
5. el collar - necklace
6. el anillo - ring
7. la pulsera - bracelet
8. la cartera - wallet
9. la bolsa - purse
10. los calcetines - socks
11. el cinturón – belt
12. las medias – stockings
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Keyword – Words 13-24
1. las mangas - sleeves
2. el parasol – beach umbrella
3. el bañador – bathing suit
4. las sandalias - sandals
5. las bermudas – bermuda shorts
6. la sudadera - sweatshirt
7. el camisón - nightgown
8. el pijama – pajamas
9. el albornoz – bathrobe
10. el sujetador - bra
11. el calzoncillo – underwear (men‟s)
12. la braga – underwear (women‟s)
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Appendix F
Visual – 1-12

1.

el impermeable - raincoat

2.

el paraguas – umbrella

3.

los guantes - gloves

4.

la bufanda - scarf

5.

el collar - necklace

6.

el anillo - ring

7.

la pulsera - bracelet

8.

la cartera - wallet

9.

la bolsa - purse

10.

los calcetines – socks

11.

el cinturón – belt

12.

las medias – stockings
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Visual – 13-24

3.

1.

las mangas - sleeves

2.

el parasol – beach umbrella

3.

el bañador – bathing suit

4.

las sandalias - sandals

5.

las bermudas – bermuda shorts

6.

la sudadera - sweatshirt

7.

el camisón - nightgown

8.

el pijama – pajamas

9.

el albornoz – bathrobe

10.

el sujetador – bra

11.

el calzoncillo – underwear (men‟s)

12.

la braga – underwear (women‟s)
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Appendix G
Monday, October 25
Objective: Students will decide what clothing they and others are going to wear for
certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir + a + infinitive
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. “Cheat Sheets”
f. Information Gap Activity
g. Fill in writing activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

10 minutes

Teacher explains keyword
method and distributes
vocabulary notebooks

Present treatment method
and format of vocabulary
notebook/journal

5minutes

Teacher reads narrative 2
times while students follow
along

Teacher presents new
vocabulary and students
utilize context clues to
decipher meaning

10 minutes

Participants will write a L1
keyword that sounds like
the beginning or all of the
unknown word to in their
vocabulary notebooks.

Students Match photo to
Spanish L2 vocabulary word
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Time

Activity

Goal

If participants are able to
decipher the L1 meaning
of the 12 words,
participants will create a
mental image linking the
L1 keyword and meaning
of the L2 word and then
record this link in their
vocabulary notebook.
2 minutes

Teachers present “cheat
sheet” with L1 glosses and
L2 vocabulary words
Teachers will go over L1
glosses with students

4 minutes

Students complete and/or
Students complete and/or
correct all L2 keywords and correct comprehension
interacting mental images.
check activity

5 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words to explain
what people are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

8 minutes

Students will complete
sentences with the correct
form of ir and vocabulary
words

Students will write
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and
vocabulary words to explain
what others are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

6 minutes

Teacher reviews answers
for above activity
reminding students after
each vocabulary word to
think of the keyword
interactive image

Students will review
answers and make necessary
corrections
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Students will verbally hear
the L1 gloss that matches
with the L2 vocabulary

Time

Activity

Goal

Students will put all
materials in appropriate
part of the vocabulary
notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.
Juan

Carmen

Hace frío

los guantes

Va a esquiar

la bufanda

Llueve

el impermeable y las
botas

Va a la boda

el anillo

Va a ir de
compras

la cartera

Hace fresco

los jeans y el suéter

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

Va al
restaurante
elegante

el traje con el cinturón

_______
_______
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.
Juan
Hace frío

las botas y los
calcetines

Va a esquiar

el abrigo

Carmen

Llueve

el paraguas

Va a la boda

el collar y la pulsera

Va a ir de
compras

la bolsa

Hace fresco

los jeans y el suéter

_______
_______

Va a estudiar

Va al
restaurante
elegante

los jeans y la camisa

el vestido con las
medias
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Conjuga el verbo “ir” correctamente para cada frase. También usa este vocabulario para
completar cada frase.
los guantes

el impermeable

las medias

el collar

la bolsa

los calcetines

la bufanda

el paraguas

el anillo

la pulsera

la cartera

el cinturón

1.

Cuando llueve, yo _________ (ir) a llevar ______________________ y
______________________.

2. Cuando nieva, mi amigo _________ (ir) a llevar el abrigo,
______________________ y ______________________.

3. Cuando mis amigas _________ (ir) a ir a un restaurante elegante, ellas _________
(ir) a llevar muchas joyas como ______________________,
______________________ y ______________________.

4. Cuando mi familia _________ (ir) de vacaciones, _________ (ir) a necesitar
mucho dinero. _________ (ir) a poner el dinero en ______________________ o
______________________.

5.

Cuando mis pantalones son muy grandes, _________ (ir) a usar
______________________.

6. Cuando nosotros _________ (ir) a llevar zapatos, _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________ o ______________________.
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Wednesday, October 27
Objective: Students will review the Monday‟s lesson and decide what clothing they and
others prefer to wear for certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir +a + infinitive and preferir
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. PowerPoint Slides
e. Fill in writing activity
f. Communicative Partner Activity
g. Information Gap Activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

3 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

10 minutes

Students will complete a
communicative exercise
utilizing ir + a + infinitive in
order to review the structure
from Monday‟s class

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain if you are
going to wear certain types
of clothing during certain
weather expressions
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Time

Activity

Goal

Students will write keyword
and interactive images while
completing this exercise

Students will write keyword
and interactive images
while completing this
exercise

*Teachers will point out that
this verb is an irregular verb
and the simple future
structure by drawing
attention to conjugation at
top of worksheet
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook
8 minutes

Teacher reads narrative
(PowerPoint ) 2 times while
students follow along
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook

12 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
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Teacher presents the
conjugation of preferir with
previously learned
vocabulary
Students recognize that the
“boot” conjugation of
preferir

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the
preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what
others prefer or want to
wear in various types of
weather condition

Time

Activity

Goal

*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook
10 minutes

Students will complete
partner communicative
exercise utilizing preferir +
infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words

Students will write keyword
and interactive images while
completing this exercise

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what you
want or prefer
Students will write keyword
and interactive images
while completing this
exercise

5 minutes

Teachers will distribute last
chapter‟s tests and
participation grades

1 minutes

Teachers will assign
Each students will
homework for the following recognize the next lesson‟s
lesson (PowerPoint)
homework
Pages 107 and 109 –
ordinal numbers
Review pages 108 and 110 –
ir and preferir
Review vocabulary – page
106 – las actividades and el
tiempo

1 minute

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends
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Students will receive last
chapter‟s tests and
participation grades

Students will hand in
vocabulary notebooks and
all materials

Vamos a repasar ir + a + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde sí o no
depende del contexto.
También, después de unas palabras, escribe tu keyword e interactive mental image
mientras pensando de esta imagen para recordar la palabra y el significado.
Modelo: E1: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿vas a llevar los zapatos?
E2: No, no voy a llevar los zapatos (keyword: pot; mental image – shoes in
pot).
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.
1. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿vas a llevar los pantalones con el cinturón
(keyword_________; mental image - ______________)?
2. Cuando llueve, ¿vas a llevar el paraguas (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
3. Cuando nieva, ¿vas a usar el impermeable (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
4. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a necesitar el abrigo, la bufanda (keyword_________;
mental image - ______________) y los guantes (keyword_________; mental
image - ______________)?
5. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a llevar las joyas como el anillo (keyword_________;
mental image - ______________), el collar (keyword_________; mental image ______________) y la pulsera (keyword___________; mental image ______________)?
6. Cuando hace viento, ¿vas a poner tu dinero en la cartera (keyword_________;
mental image - ______________) o la bolsa (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
7. Cuando hace mucho frío, ¿vas a llevar los calcetines (keyword_________; mental
image - ______________) o las medias (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Ir + a + infinitivo - significa el futuro (am/are/is going to do something)
Ir – to go
voy
vamos
vas
vais
va
van
Voy a esquiar. – I am going to ski.
Vamos a ir de compras. – We are going to
go shopping.
Vas a caminar. – You are going to walk.
Vais a levantar pesas. – All of you are going
to lift weights.
Ella va a estudiar. – She is going to study. Ellos van a jugar al boliche. – They are
going to bowl.
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Búscalo tú: Preferir + infinitivo (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Prefiere montar el caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Prefiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

andar en velero

pasar tiempo con la
familia

El martes

escribir cartas

necesitar la bufanda

El miércoles

descansar

El jueves

esquiar

El viernes

limpiar

El sábado

estudiar

El domingo

montar el caballo

Todos los días

Alberto

dar un paseo

llevar el anillo, el
collar y la pulsera

pasear en barca

llevar zapatos con los
calcetines o las
medias
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Preferir + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre las preferencias
preferir – to prefer
prefiero
prefieres
prefiere

“boot” verb

preferimos
preferís
prefieren

Prefiero esquiar. – I prefer to ski.

Preferimos ir de compras. – We prefer to go
shopping.

Prefieres merendar. – You prefer to snack.

Preferís coser. – All of you prefer to sew.

Él prefiere tomar café. – He prefers to.

Ellos prefieren caminar. – They prefer to

drink coffee

walk.
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Búscalo tú: Preferir + infinitivo (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Prefiere montar el caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Prefiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

Alberto
necesitar los guantes

El martes

caminar

El miércoles

usar la cartera

El jueves

andar en motocicleta

usar el impermeable

El viernes

montar a caballo

El sábado

estudiar

desayunar

El domingo

montar el caballo

usar la bolsa

Todos los días

llevar los pantalones
con el cinturón

tomar café

llevar el paraguas
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Preferir + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre las preferencias
preferir – to prefer
prefiero
prefieres
prefiere

“boot” verb

preferimos
preferís
prefieren

Prefiero esquiar. – I prefer to ski.

Preferimos ir de compras. – We prefer to go
shopping.

Prefieres merendar. – You prefer to snack.

Preferís coser. – All of you prefer to sew.

Él prefiere tomar café. – He prefers to.

Ellos prefieren caminar. – They prefer to

drink coffee

walk.
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Vamos a practicar preferir + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde con tu
preferencia.
Usa tu tabla con keywords e interactive mental images durante esta actividad.
Modelo: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿prefieres llevar los zapatos o las botas? Prefiero llevar las botas.
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.
1. Cuando mucho frío, ¿prefieres llevar los calcetines o las medias?

2. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿prefieres llevar los pantalones con el
cinturón o los pantalones cortos?

3. ¿Prefieres poner tu dinero en la cartera o la bolsa?

4. Cuando vas de compras, ¿prefieres comprar el anillo, el collar o la pulsera?

5. Cuando hace calor, ¿prefieres llevar la bufanda o los guantes?

6. Cuando llueve, ¿prefieres usar el paraguas o el impermeable?
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Friday, October 29
Objective: Students describe their own and other people‟s preferences in clothing
Grammar structure: Necesitar and Ordinal Numbers
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. Information Gap Activity
f. Post-test
g. Survey
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

2 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

1 minute

Teacher will review the
keyword method

Students will make any
changes to their keyword
and mental images chart

7 minutes

Teacher will present
vocabulary and ordinal
numbers by making a list
for a trip to Canadá

Students will utilize their
charts in their notebooks
and focus on their
keywords while the teacher
is presenting vocabulary.
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Time

Activity

Goal

Teachers will present
PowerPoint with ordinal
numbers in order to show
how they agree in number
and gender and the
exceptions
10 minutes

Students will make a final
list of 12 things they need
for a trip to go skiing in the
mountains by sharing
information from separate
lists they have during an
information gap activity

Students will write a final
list of the items they need
for a trip to the mountains
to ski after sharing info
from each of their lists and
utilizing the 12 vocabulary
words and ordinal numbers

Students will need to
communicate information
from each other lists to
create a final list for the trip
Students are reminded to
use their keyword and
mental images while using
the 12 vocabulary words
18 minutes

Students will complete
immediate post-test

Students will complete
immediate post-test

10 minutes

Students will complete
survey about Week 1
treatment

Students will write
comments about the
keyword treatment and their
likes and dislikes

2 minutes

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will hand in all
materials
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Búscalo tú: Los números ordinales (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Cuál es el __(número ordinal) __objeto en tu lista?
E2: La __(número ordinal) __ cosa en mi lista es __(el nombre de la cosa)__.
E1: ¿Cuál es el primer objeto en tu lista?
E2: Mi primera cosa en mi lista es el sombrero.
(Plural)
E1: ¿Cuáles son los __(número ordinal) __objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las __(número ordinal) __ cosas en mi lista son __(los nombres de las
cosas)__.
E1: ¿Cuáles son los segundos objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las segundas cosas en mi lista son el vestido y el traje .
1.

los guantes

6.

2.

la bolsa

7.

3.

el impermeable y el paraguas

8.

4.

las medias

9.

5.

10.

el anillo

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los números ordinales
1st- primero***, primera
2nd – segundo, segunda
3rd – tercero***, tercera
4th – cuarto, cuarta
5th – quinto, quinta

6th – sexto, sexta
7th – séptimo, séptima
8th – octavo, octava
9th – noveno, novena
10th – décimo, décima

*Place ordinal numbers before the nouns they modify
**For plural nouns, add an –s to the above numbers.
***For masculine singular nouns, drop the –o, primero becomes primer and tercero
becomes tercer
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Búscalo tú: Los números ordinales (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Cuál es el __(número ordinal) __objeto en tu lista?
E2: La __(número ordinal) __ cosa en mi lista es __(el nombre de la cosa)__.
E1: ¿Cuál es el primer objeto en tu lista?
E2: Mi primera cosa en mi lista es el sombrero.
(Plural)
E1: ¿Cuáles son los __(número ordinal) __objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las __(número ordinal) __ cosas en mi lista son __(los nombres de las
cosas)__.
E1: ¿Cuáles son los segundos objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las segundas cosas en mi lista son el vestido y el traje .
1.
2.

6.
7.

la bufanda

3.

8.

el collar y la pulsera

4.

9.

el cinturón

5.

los calcetines

la cartera

10.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los números ordinales
1st- primero***, primera
2nd – segundo, segunda
3rd – tercero***, tercera
4th – cuarto, cuarta
5th – quinto, quinta

6th – sexto, sexta
7th – séptimo, séptima
8th – octavo, octava
9th – noveno, novena
10th – décimo, décima

*Place ordinal numbers before the nouns they modify
**For plural nouns, add an –s to the above numbers.
***For masculine singular nouns, drop the –o, primero becomes primer and tercero
becomes tercer
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Monday, October 25
Objective: Students will decide what clothing they and others are going to wear for
certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir + a + infinitive
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. “Cheat Sheets”
f. Information Gap Activity
g. Fill in writing activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

10 minutes

Teacher explains visual
support method and
distributes vocabulary
notebooks

Present treatment method
and format of vocabulary
notebook/journal

5minutes

Teacher reads narrative 2
times while students follow
along

Teacher presents new
vocabulary and students
utilize context clues to
decipher meaning

10 minutes

Students complete a
comprehension check
activity

Students Match photo to
Spanish L2 vocabulary
word

2 minutes

Teachers present “cheat
sheet” to students with
photos, L1 glosses, and L2
vocabulary words

Students will verbally hear
the L1 gloss that matches
with the L2 vocabulary
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Time

Activity

Goal

4 minutes

Once complete students will Students complete and/or
put both the comprehension correct comprehension
check activity and “cheat
check activity
sheet” in notebooks

5 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words to explain
what people are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

8 minutes

Students will complete
sentences with the correct
form of ir and vocabulary
words

Students will write
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and
vocabulary words to explain
what others are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

6 minutes

Teacher reviews answers
for above activity students will refer to their
“cheat sheet” with photos
Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will review
answers and make necessary
corrections
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Número (Number) __________________ Fecha (Date) _______________________
Encuentra la palabra que corresponda a cada dibujo y escribe la letra en el espacio en
blanco.
(Find the word that corresponds to each drawing and write the letter in the blank.).

1.

_________

A. los calcetines

2.

__________

B. la bufanda

3.

_________

C. la pulsera

4.

_________

D. el cinturón

5.

_________

E. la bolsa

6.

_________

F. el impermeable

7.

_________

8.

_________

H. el paraguas

9.

_________

I. el collar

10.

_________

J. las medias

11.

12.

_________

_________

G. el anillo

K. la cartera

I. los guantes
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.
Juan

Carmen

Hace frío

los guantes

Va a esquiar

la bufanda

Llueve

el impermeable y las
botas

Va a la boda

el anillo

Va a ir de
compras

la cartera

Hace fresco

los jeans y el suéter

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

Va al
restaurante
elegante

el traje con el cinturón

_______
_______
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.
Juan
Hace frío

las botas y los
calcetines

Va a esquiar

el abrigo

Carmen

Llueve

el paraguas

Va a la boda

el collar y la pulsera

Va a ir de
compras

la bolsa

Hace fresco

los jeans y el suéter

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

_______
_______

Va al
restaurante
elegante

el vestido con las
medias
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Conjuga el verbo “ir” correctamente para cada frase. También usa este vocabulario para
completar cada frase.
los guantes

el impermeable

las medias

el collar

la bolsa

los calcetines

la bufanda

el paraguas

el anillo

la pulsera

la cartera

el cinturón

1.

Cuando llueve, yo _________ (ir) a llevar ______________________ y
______________________.

2. Cuando nieva, mi amigo _________ (ir) a llevar el abrigo,
______________________ y ______________________.

3. Cuando mis amigas _________ (ir) a ir a un restaurante elegante, ellas _________
(ir) a llevar muchas joyas como ______________________,
______________________ y ______________________.

4. Cuando mi familia _________ (ir) de vacaciones, _________ (ir) a necesitar
mucho dinero. _________ (ir) a poner el dinero en ______________________ o
______________________.

5.

Cuando mis pantalones son muy grandes, _________ (ir) a usar
______________________.

6. Cuando nosotros _________ (ir) a llevar zapatos, _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________ o ______________________.
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Wednesday, October 27
Objective: Students will review the Monday‟s lesson and decide what clothing they and
others prefer to wear for certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir +a + infinitive and preferir
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. PowerPoint Slides
e. Fill in writing activity
f. Communicative Partner Activity x 2
g. Information Gap Activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

3 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

10 minutes

Students will complete a
communicative exercise
utilizing ir + a + infinitive in
order to review the structure
from Monday‟s class

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain if you are
going to wear certain types
of clothing during certain
weather expressions
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Time

Activity

Goal

Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise

Students will look at photos

*Teachers will point out that
this verb is an irregular verb
and the simple future
structure by drawing
attention to conjugation at
top of worksheet
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”
8 minutes

Teacher reads narrative
(PowerPoint) 2 times while
students follow along
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”

12 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
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Teacher presents the
conjugation of preferir with
previously learned
vocabulary
Students recognize that the
“boot” conjugation of
preferir

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the
preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what
others prefer or want to
wear in various types of
weather condition

Time

Activity

Goal

*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”
10 minutes

Students will complete
partner communicative
exercise utilizing preferir +
infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words

Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the preferir + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what you
want or prefer
Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise

5 minutes

Teachers will distribute last
chapter‟s tests and
participation grades

1 minutes

Teachers will assign
Each students will
homework for the following recognize the next lesson‟s
lesson (PowerPoint)
homework
Pages 107 and 109 –
ordinal numbers
Review pages 108 and 110 –
ir and preferir
Review vocabulary – page
106 – las actividades and el
tiempo
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Students will receive last
chapter‟s tests and
participation grades

Vamos a repasar ir + a + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde sí o no
depende del contexto.
También, después de unas palabras, mira visual support para recordar la palabra y
el significado.
Modelo: E1: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿vas a llevar los zapatos
E2: No, no voy a llevar los zapatos.

?

*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.
1. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿vas a llevar los pantalones con el cinturón
?

2. Cuando llueve, ¿vas a llevar el paraguas

3. Cuando nieva, ¿vas a usar el impermeable

?

?

4. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a necesitar el abrigo, la bufanda

y los guantes

?

5. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a llevar las joyas como el anillo

, el collar

y
la pulsera

?

6. Cuando hace viento, ¿vas a poner tu dinero en la cartera

o la bolsa

?

7. Cuando hace mucho calor, ¿vas a llevar los calcetines
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o las medias

?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Ir + a + infinitivo - significa el futuro (am/are/is going to do something)
Ir – to go
voy
vas
va

vamos
vais
van

Voy a esquiar. – I am going to ski.

Vamos a ir de compras. – We are

going to go shopping.
Vas a caminar. – You are going to walk.

Vais a levantar pesas. – All of you

are going to lift weights.
Ella va a estudiar. – She is going to study.
are going to bowl.

Ellos van a jugar al boliche. – They
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Búscalo tú: Preferir + infinitivo (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Prefiere montar el caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Prefiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

andar en velero

pasar tiempo con la
familia

El martes

escribir cartas

necesitar la bufanda

El miércoles

descansar

El jueves

esquiar

El viernes

limpiar

El sábado

estudiar

El domingo

montar el caballo

Todos los días

Alberto

dar un paseo

llevar el anillo, el
collar y la pulsera

pasear en barca

llevar zapatos con los
calcetines o las
medias
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Preferir + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre las preferencias
preferir – to prefer
prefiero
prefieres
prefiere

“boot” verb

preferimos
preferís
prefieren

Prefiero esquiar. – I prefer to ski.

Preferimos ir de compras. – We prefer to go
shopping.

Prefieres merendar. – You prefer to snack.

Preferís coser. – All of you prefer to sew.

Él prefiere tomar café. – He prefers to.

Ellos prefieren caminar. – They prefer to

drink coffee

walk.
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Búscalo tú: Preferir + infinitivo (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Prefiere montar el caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué prefieres hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Prefiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

Alberto
necesitar los guantes

El martes

caminar

El miércoles

usar la cartera

El jueves

andar en motocicleta

usar el impermeable

El viernes

montar a caballo

El sábado

estudiar

desayunar

El domingo

montar el caballo

usar la bolsa

Todos los días

llevar los pantalones
con el cinturón

tomar café

llevar el paraguas
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Preferir + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre las preferencias
preferir – to prefer
prefiero
prefieres
prefiere

“boot” verb

preferimos
preferís
prefieren

Prefiero esquiar. – I prefer to ski.

Preferimos ir de compras. – We prefer to go
shopping.

Prefieres merendar. – You prefer to snack.

Preferís coser. – All of you prefer to sew.

Él prefiere tomar café. – He prefers to.

Ellos prefieren caminar. – They prefer to

drink coffee

walk.
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Vamos a practicar preferir + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde con tu
preferencia.
Usa tu papel con visual support durante esta actividad.
Modelo: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿prefieres llevar los zapatos o las botas? Prefiero llevar las botas.
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.
1. Cuando mucho frío, ¿prefieres llevar los calcetines o las medias?

2. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿prefieres llevar los pantalones con el
cinturón o los pantalones cortos?

3. ¿Prefieres poner tu dinero en la cartera o la bolsa?

4. Cuando vas de compras, ¿prefieres comprar el anillo, el collar o la pulsera?

5. Cuando hace calor, ¿prefieres llevar la bufanda o los guantes?

6. Cuando llueve, ¿prefieres usar el paraguas o el impermeable?
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Friday, October 29
Objective: Students describe their own and other people‟s preferences in clothing
Grammar structure: Necesitar and Ordinal Numbers
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. Information Gap Activity
f. Post-test
g. Survey
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

2 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

1 minute

Teacher will review the
visual support method

Students will review their
“cheat sheets”

5 minutes

Teacher will present
vocabulary and ordinal
numbers by making a list
for a trip to Canadá

Students will utilize their
“cheat sheets” with photos
in their notebooks and
focus on these photos while
the teacher is presenting
vocabulary

Teachers will present
PowerPoint with ordinal
numbers in order to show
how they agree in number
and gender and the
exceptions
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Time

Activity

Goal

10 minutes

Students will make a final
list of 12 things they need
for a trip to go skiing in the
mountains by sharing
information from separate
lists they have during an
information gap activity

Students will write a final
list of the items they need
for a trip to the mountains
to ski after sharing info
from each of their lists and
utilizing the 12 vocabulary
words and ordinal numbers

Students will need to
communicate information
from each other lists to
create a final list for the trip
Students are reminded to
use their “cheat sheets” with
photos while using the 12
vocabulary words
20 minutes

Students will complete
immediate post-test

Students will complete
immediate post-test

10 minutes

Students will complete
survey about Week 1
treatment

Students will write
comments about the
keyword treatment and their
likes and dislikes

2 minutes

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will hand in all
materials
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Búscalo tú: Los números ordinales (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Cuál es el __(número ordinal) __objeto en tu lista?
E2: La __(número ordinal) __ cosa en mi lista es __(el nombre de la cosa)__.
E1: ¿Cuál es el primer objeto en tu lista?
E2: Mi primera cosa en mi lista es el sombrero.
(Plural)
E1: ¿Cuáles son los __(número ordinal) __objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las _(número ordinal) _ cosas en mi lista son (los nombres de las cosas).
E1: ¿Cuáles son los segundos objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las segundas cosas en mi lista son el vestido y el traje .
1.

los guantes

6.

2.

la bolsa

7.

3.

el impermeable y el paraguas

8.

4.

las medias

9.

5.

10.

el anillo

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los números ordinales
1st- primero***, primera
2nd – segundo, segunda
3rd – tercero***, tercera
4th – cuarto, cuarta
5th – quinto, quinta

6th – sexto, sexta
7th – séptimo, séptima
8th – octavo, octava
9th – noveno, novena
10th – décimo, décima

*Place ordinal numbers before the nouns they modify
**For plural nouns, add an –s to the above numbers.
***For masculine singular nouns, drop the –o, primero becomes primer and tercero
becomes tercer
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Búscalo tú: Los números ordinales (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Cuál es el __(número ordinal) __objeto en tu lista?
E2: La __(número ordinal) __ cosa en mi lista es __(el nombre de la cosa)__.
E1: ¿Cuál es el primer objeto en tu lista?
E2: Mi primera cosa en mi lista es el sombrero.
(Plural)
E1: ¿Cuáles son los __(número ordinal) __objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las _(número ordinal) _ cosas en mi lista son (los nombres de las cosas).
E1: ¿Cuáles son los segundos objetos en tu lista?
E2: Las segundas cosas en mi lista son el vestido y el traje .
1.
2.

6.
7.

la bufanda

3.

8.

el collar y la pulsera

4.

9.

el cinturón

5.

los calcetines

la cartera

10.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los números ordinales
1st- primero***, primera
2nd – segundo, segunda
3rd – tercero***, tercera
4th – cuarto, cuarta
5th – quinto, quinta

6th – sexto, sexta
7th – séptimo, séptima
8th – octavo, octava
9th – noveno, novena
10th – décimo, décima

*Place ordinal numbers before the nouns they modify
**For plural nouns, add an –s to the above numbers.
***For masculine singular nouns, drop the –o, primero becomes primer and tercero
becomes tercer
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Appendix H
Monday, November 1
Objective: Students will decide what clothing they are going to wear for certain activities
and weather
Grammar structure: ir + a + infinitive
Vocabulary: Words 13-24
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. “Cheat Sheets”
f. Information Gap Activity
g. Fill in writing activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

10 minutes

Teacher explains keyword
method and distributes
vocabulary notebooks

Present treatment method
and format of vocabulary
notebook/journal

5minutes

Teacher reads narrative 2
times while students follow
along

Teacher presents new
vocabulary and students
utilize context clues to
decipher meaning

10 minutes

Participants will write a L1
keyword that sounds like
the beginning or all of the
unknown word to in their
vocabulary notebooks.

Students Match photo to
Spanish L2 vocabulary word
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Time

Activity

Goal

If participants are able to
decipher the L1 meaning
of the 12 words,
participants will create a
mental image linking the
L1 keyword and meaning
of the L2 word and then
record this link in their
vocabulary notebook.
2 minutes

Teachers present “cheat
sheet” with L1 glosses and
L2 vocabulary words

Students will verbally hear
the L1 gloss that matches
with the L2 vocabulary

Teachers will go over L1
glosses with students
4 minutes

Students complete and/or
Students complete and/or
correct all L2 keywords and correct comprehension
interacting mental images.
check activity

5 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words to explain
what people are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

8 minutes

Students will complete
sentences with the correct
form of ir and vocabulary
words

Students will write
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and
vocabulary words to explain
what others are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

6 minutes

Teacher reviews answers
for above activity
reminding students after
each vocabulary word to
think of the keyword
interactive image

Students will review
answers and make necessary
corrections
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Time

Activity

Goal

Students will put all
materials in appropriate
part of the vocabulary
notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.

Juan

Carmen

Hace viento

la sudadera

Va a nadar

el bañador

Hace sol

_______

Va a la playa

Las sandalias

Va a pasar
tiempo en un
hotel

el calzoncillo

Hace calor

los jeans y el suéter

_______

_______
_______

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

Va a dormir

El pijama y el albornoz
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.

Juan

Carmen

Hace viento

La camisa con mangas
largas

Va a nadar

el parasol

Hace sol

_______

las bermudas

Va a la playa

_______

Va a pasar
tiempo en un
hotel

el sujetador y la braga

Hace calor

los jeans y el suéter

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

_______
_______

Va a dormir

el camisón
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Conjuga el verbo “ir” correctamente para cada frase. También usa este vocabulario para
completar cada frase.
el bañador

las mangas

las sandalias el parasol

1.

la braga

las bermudas el albornoz

el sujetador

la sudadera

el camisón

el calzoncillo

el pijama

Cuando hace sol, yo _________ (ir) a llevar la camiseta
con______________________ cortas y ______________________.

2. Cuando hace calor, mi amigo _________ (ir) a llevar los pantalones cortos, la
camiseta y ______________________ en los pies.

3. Cuando mis amigas _________ (ir) a ir a la playa, cada persona _________ (ir) a
llevar ______________________ para nadar y ___________________ para el
sol.

4. Cuando mi familia _________ (ir) de vacaciones, _________ (ir) a necesitar
mucha ropa interior. Los chicos _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________. Las chicas _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________ y ______________________.

5.

Cuando hace viento, yo _________ (ir) a usar ______________________.

6. Cuando nosotros _________ (ir) a dormir, _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________, ______________________ y
______________________.
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Wednesday, November 3
Objective: Students will review the Monday‟s lesson and decide what clothing they and
others want to wear for certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir +a + infinitive and querer
Vocabulary: Words 13-24
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. PowerPoint Slides
e. Fill in writing activity
f. Communicative Partner Activity
g. Information Gap Activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

3 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

12 minutes

Students will complete a
communicative exercise
utilizing ir + a + infinitive in
order to review the structure
from Monday‟s class

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain if you are
going to wear certain types
of clothing during certain
weather expressions
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Time

Activity

Goal

Students will write keyword
and interactive images while
completing this exercise

Students will write keyword
and interactive images
while completing this
exercise

*Teachers will point out that
this verb is an irregular verb
and the simple future
structure by drawing
attention to conjugation at
top of worksheet
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook
8 minutes

Teacher reads examples and
asks questions to students to
present querer
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook

Teacher presents the
conjugation of querer with
previously learned
vocabulary
Students utilize the
conjugation of querer
correctly
Students recognize the
significance of querer
through examples
Students recognize that the
“boot” conjugation of
querer

12 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing querer + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words
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Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the
querer + infinitive structure
and 12 vocabulary words to
explain what others want to
wear in various types of
weather condition

Time

Activity

Goal

* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook
8 minutes

Students will complete
partner communicative
exercise utilizing querer +
infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words

Students will look at
keyword and mental image
chart while completing this
activity

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the querer + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what you
want
Students will write keyword
and interactive images
while completing this
exercise

1 minutes

Teachers will assign
Each students will
homework for the following recognize the next lesson‟s
lesson (PowerPoint)
homework
Pages 113 and 114 –
demonstrative adjectives
Review pages 108 and 110 –
ir and preferir
Review vocabulary – page
106 – las actividades and el
tiempo

1 minute

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will hand in
vocabulary notebooks and
all materials

5 minutes left over – leave early – remind students Friday is super important!!!!
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Vamos a repasar ir + a + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde sí o no
depende del contexto.
También, después de unas palabras, escribe tu keyword e interactive mental image
mientras pensando de esta imagen para recordar la palabra y el significado.
Modelo: E1: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿vas a llevar los zapatos formales?
E2: No, no voy a llevar los zapatos (keyword: pot; mental image – shoes in
pot) formales.
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.
1. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿vas a llevar las bermudas
(keyword_________; mental image - ______________)?
2. Cuando hace sol, ¿vas a llevar el parasol (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
3. Cuando vas a dormir, ¿vas a llevar el camisón (keyword_________; mental
image - ______________), el pijama (keyword_________; mental image ______________) o el albornoz (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
4. Cuando nieva, ¿vas a usar el bañador (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
5. Cuando hace viento, ¿vas a necesitar el abrigo y la sudadera
(keyword___________; mental image - ______________)?
6. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a llevar las sandalias (keyword_________; mental
image - ______________) y la camiseta con las mangas (keyword_________;
mental image - ______________) cortas?
7. Cuando vas a ir de vacaciones, ¿vas a traer la braga (keyword_________; mental
image - ______________), el sujetador (keyword_________; mental image ______________) o el calzoncillo (keyword_________; mental image ______________)?
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REPASO
Ir + a + infinitivo - significa el futuro (am/are/is going to do something)
Ir – to go
voy
vas
va

vamos
vais
van

Voy a esquiar. – I am going to ski.

Vamos a ir de compras. – We are going to go
shopping.

Vas a caminar. – You are going to walk.

Vais a levantar pesas. – All of you are going
to lift weights.

Ella va a estudiar. – She is going to study. Ellos van a jugar al boliche. – They are going
to bowl.
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Búscalo tú: Querer + infinitivo (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Quiere montar a caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Quiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

andar en velero

pasar tiempo con la
familia

El martes

escribir cartas

usar el parasol

El miércoles

llevar el sujetador y la
braga

El jueves

esquiar

El viernes

limpiar

El sábado

estudiar

El domingo

montar a caballo

Todos los días

Alberto

dar un paseo

llevar las sandalias

pasear en barca

llevar el camisón y el
albornoz
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REPASO
Querer + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre los deseos
querer – to want
“boot” verb
quiero
quieres
quiere

queremos
queréis
quieren

Quiero almorzar. – I want to eat lunch.
Quieres recibir visitas. – You want to
have company.
Él quiere tomar té. – He wants to drink
tea.

Queremos limpiar. – We want to clean.
Queréis descansar. – All of you want to
rest.
Ellos quieren estudiar. – They want to
study.
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Búscalo tú: Querer + infinitivo (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Quiere montar a caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Quiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

Alberto
llevar el bañador

El martes

caminar

El miércoles

usar la cartera

El jueves

andar en motocicleta

llevar las bermudas

El viernes

montar a caballo

El sábado

estudiar

desayunar

El domingo

montar a caballo

traer la sudadera

Todos los días

llevar el pijama

tomar café

llevar el calzoncillo
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Querer + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre los deseos
querer – to want
quiero
quieres
quiere

“boot” verb

queremos
queréis
quieren

Quiero almorzar. – I want to eat lunch.
Quieres recibir visitas. – You want to
have company.
Él quiere tomar té. – He wants to drink
tea.

Queremos limpiar. – We want to clean.
Queréis descansar. – All of you want to
rest.
Ellos quieren estudiar. – They want to
study.
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Vamos a practicar querer + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde con tu
deseo.
Usa tu tabla con keywords e interactive mental images durante esta actividad.
Modelo: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿quieres llevar las botas? - Quiero llevar las
botas.
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.

1. Cuando hace mucho frío, ¿quieres llevar las camisas con las mangas largas?

2. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿quieres llevar el bañador?

3. Cuando hace sol, ¿quieres usar el parasol?

4. Cuando vas a estar en un hotel, ¿quieres traer la braga, el sujetador o el
calzoncillo?

5. Cuando hace calor, ¿quieres llevar las bermudas y las sandalias o la sudadera?

6. Cuando vas a dormir, ¿quieres usar el pijama, el camisón o el albornoz?
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Friday, November 5
Objective: Students will decide what point out what pieces of clothing they want to wear
Grammar structure: querer and demonstrative adjectives
Vocabulary: Words 13-24
Treatment: Keyword Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. Fill in writing activity
f. Communicative Partner Activity
g. Information Gap Activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

2 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

5minutes

Teacher reads narrative 2
times while students follow
along

Teacher presents
demonstrative adjectives
with previously learned
vocabulary

10 minutes

Students will complete a
comprehension check
activity filing in the blanks
with the correct forms of
demonstrative adjectives
and vocabulary words

Students will utilize forms
of demonstrative adjectives
correctly (male, female,
singular and plural)
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Time

Activity

Goal

Teachers will point out that
this verb is a stem-changing
verb by drawing attention to
conjugation at top of
worksheet
Teachers will remind
students to take out
keywords from the
vocabulary notebook
4 minutes

Teacher reviews answers for Students will review
above activity reminding
answers and make
students after each
necessary corrections
vocabulary word to think of
the keyword interactive
image
Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook

5 minutes

Students will complete
partner communicative
exercise utilizing querer +
infinitive structure,
demonstrative adjectives,
and 12 vocabulary words

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the querer + infinitive
structure, demonstrative
adjectives, and 12
vocabulary words to explain
what you want

10 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing querer + infinitive
structure, demonstrative
adjectives, and 12
vocabulary words

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the
querer + infinitive structure,
demonstrative adjectives
and 12 vocabulary words to
explain what others want to
wear in various types of
weather condition

10 minutes

Students will complete
sentences with the correct
form of querer,
demonstrative adjectives,
and vocabulary words

Students will write
sentences utilizing the
querer + infinitive structure,
demonstrative adjectives,
and vocabulary words to
explain what you want
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Time

Activity

Goal

4 minutes

Teacher reviews answers for Students will review
above activity reminding
answers and make
students after each
necessary corrections
vocabulary word to think of
the keyword interactive
image
Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends
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Búscalo tú: Los adjetivos demostrativos (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer es (adjetivo demostrativo) sustantivo.
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer estos zapatos.
Cada persona debe preguntar y responder 5 veces.
Para completar la tabla, escribe el artículo definido con la palabra.
Escucha a tu compañero(a) para determinar si el sustantivo es masculino o femenino.
1.

la braga

6.

2.

el sujetador

7.

3.

el bañador y el parasol

8.

4.

las sandalias

9.

5.

10.

el camisón

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los adjetivos demostrativos
Male

Female

this

este

esta

these

estos

estas

that

ese

esa

those

esos

esas

that (far away)

aquel

aquella

those (far away)

aquellos

aquellas

*Adjectives that point out something

adjective together)***Must agree in
number and gender

**Place demonstrative adjectives before
the nouns they modify (You can never
use an article and an demonstrative

****This and These have “T”s, that and
those don‟t
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Búscalo tú: Los adjetivos demostrativos (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer es (adjetivo demostrativo) sustantivo.
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer estos zapatos.
Cada persona debe preguntar y responder 5 veces.
Para completar la tabla, escribe el artículo definido con la palabra.
Escucha a tu compañero(a) para determinar si el sustantivo es masculino o femenino.
1.
2.

6.
7.

la sudadera

cortas

8.

el pijama y el albornoz

3.

9.

las bermudas

4.

10.

5.

las camisetas con las mangas

el calzoncillo

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los adjetivos demostrativos
Male

Female

this

este

esta

these

estos

estas

that

ese

esa

those

esos

esas

that (far away)

aquel

aquella

those (far away)

aquellos

aquellas

*Adjectives that point out something

***Must agree in number and gender

**Place demonstrative adjectives before
the nouns they modify (You can never
use an article and an demonstrative
adjective together)

****This and These have “T”s, that and
those don‟t
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Monday, November 1
Objective: Students will decide what clothing they are going to wear for certain activities
and weather
Grammar structure: ir + a + infinitive
Vocabulary: Words 13-24
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. “Cheat Sheets”
f. Information Gap Activity
g. Fill in writing activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

7 minutes

Teacher explains visual
support method and
distributes vocabulary
notebooks

Present treatment method
and format of vocabulary
notebook/journal

5minutes

Teacher reads narrative 2
times while students follow
along

Teacher presents new
vocabulary and students
utilize context clues to
decipher meaning

10 minutes

Students complete a
comprehension check
activity

Students Match photo to
Spanish L2 vocabulary
word

5 minutes

Teachers present “cheat
sheet” to students with
photos, L1 glosses, and L2
vocabulary words;

Students complete and/or
correct comprehension
check activity
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Time

Activity

Goal

once complete students will
put both the comprehension
check activity and “cheat
sheet” in notebooks
2 minutes

Teachers will go over L1
glosses with students

Students will verbally hear
the L1 gloss that matches
with the L2 vocabulary

7 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words

Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words to explain
what people are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

10 minutes

Students will complete
sentences with the correct
form of ir and vocabulary
words

Students will write
sentences utilizing the ir + a
+ infinitive structure and
vocabulary words to explain
what others are going to
wear for certain activities
and weather expressions

4 minutes

Teacher reviews answers
Students will review
for above activity utilizing 8 answers and make necessary
½ X 11 photos of
corrections
vocabulary words
Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends
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Número (Number) ________________________

Fecha (Date) ________________

Encuentra la palabra que corresponda a cada dibujo y escribe la letra en el espacio en
blanco. (Find the word that corresponds to each drawing and write the letter in the
blank.).

1.

_________

A. el sujetador

2.

__________

B. las sandalias

3.

_________

C. el camisón

4.

_________

D. el calzoncillo

5.

_________

E. el albornoz

6.

_________

F. las mangas

7.

_________

G. la sudadera

8.

_________

H. el parasol

9.

_________

I. las bermudas

10.

_________

J. la braga

11.

_________

K. el pijama

12.

_________

I. el bañador
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.

Juan

Carmen

Hace viento

la sudadera

Va a nadar

el bañador

Hace sol

_______

Va a la playa

Las sandalias

Va a pasar
tiempo en un
hotel

el calzoncillo

Hace calor

los jeans y el suéter

_______

_______
_______

Va a estudiar

los jeans y la camisa

Va a dormir

El pijama y el albornoz
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Búscalo tú: Ir + a + infinitivo y la ropa (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué va a llevar Juan? o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, ¿qué va a
llevar?
E2: Cuando hace fresco, va a llevar los jeans y el suéter. o Cuando Juan va a estudiar, va
a llevar los jeans y la camisa.
Juan

Carmen

Hace viento

La camisa con mangas
largas

Va a nadar

el parasol

Hace sol

_______

las bermudas

Va a la playa

_______

Va a pasar
tiempo en un
hotel

Hace calor

el sujetador y la braga

los jeans y el suéter

_______
_______

Va a estudiar

Va a dormir

los jeans y la camisa

el camisón
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Conjuga el verbo “ir” correctamente para cada frase. También usa este vocabulario para
completar cada frase.
el bañador

las mangas

las sandalias el parasol

1.

la braga

las bermudas el albornoz

el sujetador

la sudadera

el camisón

el calzoncillo

el pijama

Cuando hace sol, yo _________ (ir) a llevar la camiseta
con______________________ cortas y ______________________.

2. Cuando hace calor, mi amigo _________ (ir) a llevar los pantalones cortos, la
camiseta y ______________________ en los pies.

3. Cuando mis amigas _________ (ir) a ir a la playa, cada persona _________ (ir) a
llevar ______________________ para nadar y ___________________ para el
sol.

4. Cuando mi familia _________ (ir) de vacaciones, _________ (ir) a necesitar
mucha ropa interior. Los chicos _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________. Las chicas _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________ y ______________________.

5.

Cuando hace viento, yo _________ (ir) a usar ______________________.

6. Cuando nosotros _________ (ir) a dormir, _________ (ir) a necesitar
______________________, ______________________ y
______________________.
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Wednesday, November 3
Objective: Students will review the Monday‟s lesson and decide what clothing they and
others want to wear for certain activities and weather
Grammar structure: ir +a + infinitive and querer
Vocabulary: Words 13-24
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. PowerPoint Slides
e. Fill in writing activity
f. Communicative Partner Activity x 2
g. Information Gap Activity
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

3 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

12 minutes

Students will complete a
communicative exercise
utilizing ir + a + infinitive in
order to review the structure
from Monday‟s class

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the ir + a + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain if you are
going to wear certain types
of clothing during certain
weather expressions

Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise

Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise
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Time

Activity

Goal

*Teachers will point out that
this verb is an irregular verb
and the simple future
structure by drawing
attention to conjugation at
top of worksheet
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”
8 minutes

Teacher reads examples and
asks questions to students to
present querer
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”

Teacher presents the
conjugation of querer with
previously learned
vocabulary
Students utilize the
conjugation of querer
correctly
Students recognize the
significance of querer
through examples
Students recognize that the
“boot” conjugation of
querer

12 minutes

Students will complete
information gap activity
utilizing querer + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words
* Teachers will point out
that this verb is a stemchanging verb by drawing
attention to conjugation
(stem-changing)
*Teachers will remind
students to take out
vocabulary “cheat sheet”
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Students will orally produce
sentences utilizing the
querer + infinitive structure
and 12 vocabulary words to
explain what others want to
wear in various types of
weather condition

Time

Activity

Goal

8 minutes

Students will complete
partner communicative
exercise utilizing querer +
infinitive structure and 12
vocabulary words

Students will orally produce
responses to teacher
produced questions utilizing
the querer + infinitive
structure and 12 vocabulary
words to explain what you
want
Students will look at photos
given with vocabulary word
while completing this
exercise

Students will look “cheat
sheet” while completing this
activity

1 minutes

Teachers will assign
Each students will
homework for the following recognize the next lesson‟s
lesson (PowerPoint)
homework
Pages 113 and 114 –
demonstrative adjectives
Review pages 108 and 110 –
ir and preferir
Review vocabulary – page
106 – las actividades and el
tiempo

1 minute

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will hand in
vocabulary notebooks and
all materials

5 minutes left over – leave early – remind students Friday is super important!!!!
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Vamos a repasar ir + a + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde sí o no
depende del contexto.
También, después de unas palabras, mira visual support para recordar la palabra y
el significado.
Modelo: E1: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿vas a llevar los zapatos
E2: No, no voy a llevar los zapatos formales.

formales?

*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.

1. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿vas a llevar las bermudas

2. Cuando hace sol, ¿vas a llevar el parasol

?

3. Cuando vas a dormir, ¿vas a llevar el camisón

albornoz

, el pijama

?

5. Cuando hace viento, ¿vas a necesitar el abrigo y la sudadera
6. Cuando hace calor, ¿vas a llevar las sandalias

?

y la camiseta con las

cortas?

7. Cuando vas a ir de vacaciones, ¿vas a traer la braga

el calzoncillo

o el

?

4. Cuando nieva, ¿vas a usar el bañador

mangas

?

?
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, el sujetador

o

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Ir + a + infinitivo - significa el futuro (am/are/is going to do something)
Ir – to go
voy
vas
va

vamos
vais
van

Voy a esquiar. – I am going to ski.

Vamos a ir de compras. – We are going to go
shopping.

Vas a caminar. – You are going to walk.

Vais a levantar pesas. – All of you are going
to lift weights.

Ella va a estudiar. – She is going to study. Ellos van a jugar al boliche. – They are going
to bowl.
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Búscalo tú: Querer + infinitivo (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Quiere montar a caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Quiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

andar en velero

pasar tiempo con la
familia

El martes

escribir cartas

usar el parasol

El miércoles

llevar el sujetador y la
braga

El jueves

esquiar

El viernes

limpiar

El sábado

estudiar

El domingo

montar a caballo

Todos los días

Alberto

dar un paseo

llevar las sandalias

pasear en barca

llevar el camisón y el
albornoz
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Querer + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre los deseos
querer – to want
quiero
quieres
quiere

“boot” verb

queremos
queréis
quieren

Quiero almorzar. – I want to eat lunch. Queremos limpiar. – We want to clean.
Quieres recibir visitas.– You want to
Queréis descansar. – All of you want to
have company.
rest.
Él quiere tomar té. – He prefers to drink Ellos quieren estudiar. – They prefer to
tea.
study.
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Búscalo tú: Querer + infinitivo (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el domingo?
E2: Quiere montar a caballo el domingo.
OTRO MODELO:
E1: ¿Qué quiere hacer Juan el sábado?
E2: Quiere estudiar el sábado.
Juan

Carmen

El lunes

Alberto
llevar el bañador

El martes

caminar

El miércoles

usar la cartera

El jueves

andar en motocicleta

llevar las bermudas

El viernes

montar a caballo

El sábado

estudiar

desayunar

El domingo

montar a caballo

traer la sudadera

Todos los días

llevar el pijama

tomar café

llevar el calzoncillo
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPASO
Querer + infinitivo – se usa para hablar sobre los deseos
querer – to want
quiero
quieres
quiere

“boot” verb

queremos
queréis
quieren

Quiero almorzar. – I want to eat lunch. Queremos limpiar. – We want to clean.
Quieres recibir visitas.– You want to
Queréis descansar. – All of you want to
have company.
rest.
Él quiere tomar té. – He prefers to drink Ellos quieren estudiar. – They prefer to
tea.
study.
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Vamos a practicar querer + infinitivo. Cada persona va a conversar con otro(a)
compañero(a) para practicar esta estructura. Para cada pregunta, responde con tu
deseo.
Usa tu papel con visual support durante esta actividad.
Modelo: Cuando hace mal tiempo, ¿quieres llevar las botas? - Quiero llevar las
botas.
*Cada persona debe preguntar y responder cada pregunta.

1. Cuando hace mucho frío, ¿quieres llevar las camisas con las mangas largas?

2. Cuando la temperatura es bajo cero, ¿quieres llevar el bañador?

3. Cuando hace sol, ¿quieres usar el parasol?

4. Cuando vas a estar en un hotel, ¿quieres traer la braga, el sujetador o el
calzoncillo?

5. Cuando hace calor, ¿quieres llevar las bermudas y las sandalias o la sudadera?

6. Cuando vas a dormir, ¿quieres usar el pijama, el camisón o el albornoz?
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Friday, November 5
Objective: Students describe their own and other people‟s preferences in clothing
Grammar structure: Ir + a + infinitive and demonstrative adjectives
Vocabulary: Words 1-12
Treatment: Visual Support Method
Materials:
a. Blackboard
b. Markers
c. Notebooks
d. Narrative Slide
e. Information Gap Activity
f. Post-test
g. Survey
Lesson Overview:
Time

Activity

Goal

2 minutes

Teacher will pass out
vocabulary notebooks

Each students has his/her
correctly numbered
notebook

1 minute

Teacher will review the
visual support method

Students will review their
“cheat sheet”

5 minutes

Teacher will present
vocabulary and
demonstrative adjectives by
making a list for a trip to
the beach

Students will utilize their
“cheat sheets” with photos
in their notebooks and focus
on these photos while the
teacher is presenting
vocabulary

Teachers will present
PowerPoint with
demonstrative adjectives in
order to show how they
agree in number and gender
and the exceptions
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Time

Activity

Goal

10 minutes

Students will make a final
list of 12 things they need
for a trip to the beach by
sharing information from
separate lists they have
during an information gap
activity

Students will write a final
list of the items they need
for a trip to the beach after
sharing info from each of
their lists and utilizing the
12 vocabulary words and
demonstrative adjectives

Students will need to
communicate information
from each other lists to
create a final list for the trip
Students are reminded to
use their “cheat sheets” with
photos while using the 12
vocabulary words
20 minutes

Students will complete
immediate post-test

Students will complete
immediate post-test

10 minutes

Students will complete
survey about Week 1
treatment

Students will write
comments about the
keyword treatment and their
likes and dislikes

2 minutes

Students will put all
materials in appropriate part
of the vocabulary notebook
Teacher will collect
notebooks before class ends

Students will hand in all
materials
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Búscalo tú: Los adjetivos demostrativos (Estudiante 1)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer es (adjetivo demostrativo) sustantivo.
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer estos zapatos.
Cada persona debe preguntar y responder 5 veces.
Para completar la tabla, escribe el artículo definido con la palabra.
Escucha a tu compañero(a) para determinar si el sustantivo es masculino o femenino.
1.

la braga

6.

2.

el sujetador

7.

3.

el bañador y el parasol

8.

4.

las sandalias

9.

5.

10.

el camisón

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los adjetivos demostrativos
Male

Female

this

este

esta

these

estos

estas

that

ese

esa

those

esos

esas

that (far away)

aquel

aquella

those (far away)

aquellos

aquellas

*Adjectives that point out something

adjective together)***Must agree in
number and gender

**Place demonstrative adjectives before
the nouns they modify (You can never
use an article and an demonstrative

****This and These have “T”s, that and
those don‟t
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Búscalo tú: Los adjetivos demostrativos (Estudiante 2)
MODELO:
(Singular)
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer es (adjetivo demostrativo) sustantivo.
E1: ¿Qué vamos a traer a la playa?
E2: Vamos a traer estos zapatos.
Cada persona debe preguntar y responder 5 veces.
Para completar la tabla, escribe el artículo definido con la palabra.
Escucha a tu compañero(a) para determinar si el sustantivo es masculino o femenino.
1.
2.

6.
las camisetas con las mangas
cortas

3.
4.
5.

7.

la sudadera

8.

el pijama y el albornoz

9.

las bermudas

10.

el calzoncillo

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Los adjetivos demostrativos
Male

Female

this

este

esta

these

estos

estas

that

ese

esa

those

esos

esas

that (far away)

aquel

aquella

those (far away)

aquellos

aquellas

*Adjectives that point out something

***Must agree in number and gender

**Place demonstrative adjectives before
the nouns they modify (You can never
use an article and an demonstrative
adjective together)

****This and These have “T”s, that and
those don‟t
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Appendix I
Número (Number) ____________________ Fecha (Date) __________________
I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando llueve, ¿qué necesitas?

2. ¿Qué prefieres llevar a una cena elegante?

3. Cuando esquías, ¿qué ropa te gusta llevar?

4. Cuando nieva, ¿qué ropa llevas?

5. Cuando estás en casa y llueve, ¿qué ropa prefieres comer?

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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I. (continued) Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in
Spanish.
6. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué necesitas?

7. Cuando estás en un hotel por una noche, ¿qué necesitas?

8. Cuando vas de vacaciones, ¿qué te gusta comer?

9. Cuando hace viento en el verano, ¿qué necesitas llevar?

10. Cuando viajas, ¿qué prefieres comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) ___________________ Fecha (Date) ____________
II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.
1. raincoat

___________________________________

2. umbrella

___________________________________

3. potato

___________________________________

4. gloves

___________________________________

5. cheese

___________________________________

6. sleeves

___________________________________

7. beach umbrella___________________________________
8. strawberry

___________________________________

9. bathing suit

___________________________________

10. salad

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.
1.

la bufanda

___________________________________

2. el collar

__________________________________

3. la sopa

__________________________________

4. el anillo

___________________________________

5. el pan

___________________________________

6. las sandalias ___________________________________
7. las bermudas ___________________________________
8. el bocadillo

___________________________________

9. la sudadera

___________________________________

10. la pizza

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

___________________________________

8.

__________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

__________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

___________________________________

8.

___________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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Appendix J
Número (Number) _____________________

Fecha (Date) ______________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando llueve, ¿qué prefieres llevar?

2.

Cuando esquías, ¿qué necesitas llevar?

3. Cuando llueve, ¿qué prefieres comer?

4. ¿Qué tipo de ropa llevas a una fiesta formal?

5. ¿Qué te gusta comer en el invierno?

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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I. (continued) Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in
Spanish.
6. Cuando viajas por muchos días, ¿qué necesitas?

7. Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué ropa prefieres llevar?

8. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué comes?

9. Cuando vas a la piscina, ¿qué necesitas?

11. Cuando estás algunos días en casa de un amigo, ¿qué comes?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) ______________________

Fecha (Date) __________________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.
1. scarf

___________________________________

2. necklace

___________________________________

3. soup

___________________________________

4. ring

___________________________________

5. bread

___________________________________

6. sandals

___________________________________

7. bermuda shorts___________________________________
8. sandwich

___________________________________

9. sweatshirt

___________________________________

10. pizza

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.
1.

la pulsera

___________________________________

2. la cartera

___________________________________

3. el pescado

___________________________________

4. la bolsa

___________________________________

5. la hamburguesa___________________________________
6.

el camisón

___________________________________

7. el pijama

___________________________________

8. la naranja

___________________________________

9. el albornoz

___________________________________

10. las uvas

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

__________________________________

8.

__________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

___________________________________

8.

___________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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Appendix K
Número (Number) ____________________ Fecha (Date) _______________
I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando vas a una boda, ¿qué prefieres llevar?

2. Cuando llueve, ¿qué te gusta llevar?

3. Cuando llueve, ¿qué te gusta comer?

4. ¿Qué ropa prefieres llevar en el invierno?

5. Cuando estás en casa y nieva, ¿qué prefieres comer?

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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I. (continued) Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in
Spanish.
6. En otoño, ¿qué tipo de ropa llevas?

7. Cuando estás algunos días en casa de un amigo, ¿qué necesitas?

8. Cuando vas a la piscina, ¿qué prefieres comer?

9. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué cosas necesitas?

10. Cuando estás en un hotel, ¿qué te gusta comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) ______________________ Fecha (Date) ________________
II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.
1. bracelet

___________________________________

2. wallet

___________________________________

3. fish

___________________________________

4. purse

___________________________________

5. hamburger

___________________________________

6. nightgown

___________________________________

7. pajamas

___________________________________

8. orange

___________________________________

9. bathrobe

___________________________________

10. grapes

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.
1.

los calcetines ___________________________________

2. el cinturón

___________________________________

3. el plátano

___________________________________

4. las medias

___________________________________

5. la manzana

___________________________________

6. el sujetador

___________________________________

7. el calzoncillo ___________________________________
8. el cereal

___________________________________

9. la braga

___________________________________

10. el huevo

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

___________________________________

8.

___________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

6.

___________________________________

7.

___________________________________

8.

___________________________________

9.

___________________________________

10.

___________________________________
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Appendix L
Número(Number) _____________________ Fecha (Date) ______________
I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. ¿Qué necesitas cuando llueve?

2. ¿Qué prefieres llevar a una cena elegante?

3. Cuando esquías, ¿qué ropa te gusta llevar?

4. Cuando nieva, ¿qué ropa llevas?

5. Cuando estás en casa y llueve, ¿qué ropa prefieres comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) _______________________

Fecha (Date) ______________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. raincoat

___________________________________

2. umbrella

___________________________________

3. potato

___________________________________

4. gloves

___________________________________

5. cheese

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1. la bufanda

___________________________________

2. el collar

__________________________________

3. la sopa

__________________________________

4. el anillo

___________________________________

5. el pan

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

__________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________
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Appendix M
Número (Number) ________________________

Fecha (Date) ______________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando llueve, ¿qué prefieres llevar?

2.

Cuando esquías, ¿qué necesitas llevar?

3. Cuando llueve, ¿qué prefieres comer?

4. ¿Qué tipo de ropa llevas a una fiesta formal?

5. ¿Qué te gusta comer en el invierno?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) ________________________

Fecha (Date) ________________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. scarf

___________________________________

2. necklace

___________________________________

3. soup

___________________________________

4. ring

___________________________________

5. bread

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1.

la pulsera

___________________________________

2. la cartera

___________________________________

3. el pescado

___________________________________

4. la bolsa

___________________________________

5. la hamburguesa___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________
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Appendix N
Número (Number) ________________________

Fecha (Date) ________________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. ¿Qué prefieres llevar cuando vas a una boda?

2. Cuando llueve, ¿qué te gusta llevar?

3. Cuando llueve, ¿qué te gusta comer?

4. ¿Qué ropa prefieres llevar en el invierno?

5. Cuando estás en casa y nieva, ¿qué prefieres comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) ____________________ Fecha (Date) __________________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. bracelet

___________________________________

2. wallet

___________________________________

3. fish

___________________________________

4. purse

___________________________________

5. hamburger

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1.

los calcetines ___________________________________

2. el cinturón

___________________________________

3. el plátano

___________________________________

4. las medias

___________________________________

5. la manzana

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________
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Appendix O
Número (Number) ____________________

Fecha (Date) __________________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué necesitas?

2. Cuando estás en un hotel por una noche, ¿qué necesitas?

3. Cuando vas de vacaciones, ¿qué te gusta comer?

4. Cuando hace viento en el verano, ¿qué necesitas llevar?

5. Cuando viajas, ¿qué prefieres comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) _____________________

Fecha (Date) _________________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. sleeves

___________________________________

2. beach umbrella

___________________________________

3. strawberry

___________________________________

4. bathing suit

___________________________________

5. salad

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1.

las sandalias

___________________________________

2. las bermudas

___________________________________

3. el bocadillo

___________________________________

4. la sudadera

___________________________________

5. la pizza

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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III. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

__________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________
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Appendix P
Número (Number) ______________________

Fecha (Date) __________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. Cuando viajas por muchos días, ¿qué necesitas?

2. Cuando hace fresco, ¿qué ropa prefieres llevar?

3. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué comes?

4. Cuando vas a la piscina, ¿qué necesitas?

5. Cuando estás algunos días en casa de un amigo, ¿qué comes?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) _______________________

Fecha (Date) ____________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. sandals

___________________________________

2. bermuda shorts

___________________________________

3. sandwich

___________________________________

4. sweatshirt

___________________________________

5. pizza

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1.

el camisón

___________________________________

2. el pijama

___________________________________

3. la naranja

___________________________________

4. el albornoz

___________________________________

5. las uvas

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

__________________________________

3.

__________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

__________________________________
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Appendix Q
Número (Number) ______________________

Fecha (Date) ______________

I. Please answer the following questions in complete sentences in Spanish.

1. En otoño, ¿qué tipo de ropa llevas?

2. Cuando estás algunos días en casa de un amigo, ¿qué necesitas?

3. Cuando vas a la piscina, ¿qué prefieres comer?

4. Cuando vas a la playa, ¿qué cosas necesitas?

5. Cuando estás en un hotel, ¿qué te gusta comer?

WHEN COMPLETE, HAND IN FOR 2ND PART OF TEST!
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Número (Number) _____________________

Fecha (Date) ____________

II. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the English definition.

1. nightgown

___________________________________

2. pajamas

___________________________________

3. orange

___________________________________

4. bathrobe

___________________________________

5. grapes

___________________________________

III. Write the English meaning that corresponds to the Spanish word.

1.

el sujetador

___________________________________

2. el calzoncillo

___________________________________

3. el cereal

___________________________________

4. la braga

___________________________________

5. el huevo

___________________________________

TURN OVER AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE!
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IV. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

___________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________

V. Write the Spanish word that corresponds to the visual image shown.

1.

__________________________________

2.

___________________________________

3.

___________________________________

4.

___________________________________

5.

___________________________________
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Appendix R
JOURNAL ENTRY
(This information will be kept completely confidential)

1. What method helped you INITIALLY LEARN the vocabulary words BETTER
IMMEDIATELY after the teacher presented them to you?
___Keyword Method ____ Visual Support Method ____Neither Method
helped me

2. What method helped you INITIALLY REMEMBER the vocabulary words
BETTER IMMEDIATELY after the teacher presented them to you?
___Keyword Method ____ Visual Support Method ____Neither Method
helped me

3. What method helped you ULTIMATELY REMEMBER the vocabulary words
DAYS and WEEKS AFTER the teacher presented them to you?
DAYS – __Keyword Method __Visual Support Method ___Neither Method
helped me
WEEKS AFTER – ___Keyword Method ____ Visual Support Method
___Neither Method helped me
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Appendix S
POST-TREATMENT SURVEY

(This information will be kept completely confidential)
Your number _________________________

1. After utilizing the keyword method this week, do you think you will continue to
use the keyword method in Spanish class? In other classes?

2. Did you find it easy or difficult to think of keywords and interactive images?

Please continue on the other side.

319

3. What DID you like about the keyword method? What helped you learn the
vocabulary with the keyword method? What could have helped you learn the
vocabulary better?

4. What did you NOT like about the keyword method?

5. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with what you did NOT
like.

Thank you!
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POST-TREATMENT SURVEY

(This information will be kept completely confidential)
Your number __________________________
1. After utilizing the visual support method this week, do you think you will
continue to use the visual support method in Spanish class? In other classes?

2. Did you find it easy or difficult to associate the visual images with the vocabulary
words and their meanings?

Please continue on the other side.
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3. What DID you like about the visual support method? What helped you learn the
vocabulary with the visual support method? What could have helped you learn the
vocabulary better?

4. What did you NOT like about the visual support method?

5. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with what you did NOT
like.

Thank you!
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Appendix T
POST-TREATMENT SURVEY

(This information will be kept completely confidential)

Your number __________________________
1. After utilizing the visual support method this week, do you think you will
continue to use the visual support method in Spanish class? In other classes?

2. Did you find it easy or difficult to associate the visual images with the vocabulary
words and their meanings?

Please continue on the other side.
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3. What DID you like about the visual support method? What helped you learn the
vocabulary with the visual support method? What could have helped you learn the
vocabulary better?

4. What did you NOT like about the visual support method?

5. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with what you did NOT
like.

Continue to the next page.
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6. On a scale of 0 (didn‟t like at all) to 10 (liked very much), rate your overall
satisfaction toward each of the methods used the last two weeks.
a. Keyword Method (Week 1)

__________

b. Visual Support Method (Week 2)

__________

7. Out of the two methods used in the last two weeks, what one did you prefer?

8. Out of the two methods used in the last two weeks, do you think one method
helped you learn the vocabulary better?

9. Was one list of 12 vocabulary words easier for you than the other regardless of
the method used?

Thank you!
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POST-TREATMENT SURVEY

(This information will be kept completely confidential)
Your number __________________________

1. After utilizing the keyword method this week, do you think you will continue to
use the keyword method in Spanish class? In other classes?

2. Did you find it easy or difficult to think of keywords and interactive images?
Why or why not?

Please continue on the other side.
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3. What DID you like about the keyword method? What helped you learn the
vocabulary with the keyword method? What could have helped you learn the
vocabulary better?

4. What did you NOT like about the keyword method?

5. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with what you did NOT
like.

Continue to the next page.
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6. On a scale of 0 (didn‟t like at all) to 10 (liked very much), rate your overall
satisfaction toward each of the methods used the last two weeks.
a. Visual Support Method (Week 1)

__________

b. Keyword Method (Week 2) __________

7. Out of the two methods used in the last two weeks, what one did you prefer?

8. Out of the two methods used in the last two weeks, do you think one method
helped you learn the vocabulary better?

9. Was one list of 12 vocabulary words easier for you than the other regardless of
the method used?

Thank you!
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Appendix U
POST-STUDY SURVEY

(This information will be kept completely confidential)
1. Experimental Teacher for Numbers __________________________

2. Do you feel that participants took the keyword method seriously? Why or why not?

3. In your opinion, what was DIFFICULT about integrating the keyword method into
your classes?

4. In your opinion, what was EASY about integrating the keyword method into your
classes?

Please continue on the other side.
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5. As an instructor, what DID you LIKE about integrating the keyword method into
your classes? Please also comment on what you liked about the lesson plans
(materials, activities, etc.) during this treatment period.

6. As an instructor, what DID you NOT LIKE about integrating the keyword method
into your classes? Please also comment on what you did not like about the lesson
plans (materials, activities, etc.) during this treatment period.

7. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with the lesson plans and the
integration of the keyword method during treatment.

Continue to the next page.
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8.

In your opinion, what about the keyword method HELPED or CAN HELP
participants learn vocabulary?

9. In your opinion, what about the keyword method HINDERED or CAN HINDER
participants learn vocabulary?

10. Do you feel that participants took the visual support method seriously? Why or why
not?

Please continue on the other side.
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11. In your opinion, what was DIFFICULT about integrating the visual support method
into your classes?

12. In your opinion, what was EASY about integrating the visual support method into
your classes?

13. As an instructor, what DID you LIKE about integrating the visual support method
into your classes? Please also comment on what you liked about the lesson plans
(materials, activities, etc.) during this treatment period.

Continue to the next page.
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14. As an instructor, what DID you NOT LIKE about integrating the visual support
method into your classes? Please also comment on what you did not like about the
lesson plans (materials, activities, etc.) during this treatment period.

15. Please explain what CHANGES you would have made with the lesson plans and the
integration of the visual support method during treatment.

16. In your opinion, what about the visual support method HELPED or CAN HELP
participants learn vocabulary?

Please continue on the other side.
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17. In your opinion, what about the visual support method HINDERED or CAN
HINDER participants learn vocabulary?

18. On a scale of 0 (didn‟t like at all) to 10 (liked very much), rate your overall
satisfaction toward the integration of each of the methods.
a. Keyword Method

__________

b. Visual Support Method

__________

19. On a scale of 0 (didn‟t like at all) to 10 (liked very much), rate your overall
satisfaction toward the lesson plans used during each treatment period.
a. Keyword Method

__________

b. Visual Support Method

__________

Continue to the next page.
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20. Out of the two methods used in the treatment, in your opinion, what one DID the
PARTICIPANTS PREFER and why?

21. Out of the two methods used in the treatment, what one DID YOU PREFER to
integrate and why?

22. In your opinion, after the treatment period, do you believe the participants were
utilizing either of the treatments to learn Chapter 3 vocabulary? If so, what method(s)
and how did you know they were utilizing the method(s)?

Please continue on the other side.
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23. Now having used both of these methods, will you continue to utilize it as a
vocabulary teaching/learning technique? Why or why not? If you will continue to
use the method(s), please explain to what extent.

24. Other additional comments:

Thank you!
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